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"I find the Hammond Organ a wonderful means
of relaxation and inspiration after spending a
difficult day behind the camera."
FREU£HIC WOMMEIl, Photographer
Shakopee, Minnesota
"OUf son has studied music since he was five
but never felt the intense interest he does now
since learning to play the Hammond Organ."
MRS. ROB£ftT E. EUIINS, Valley Stream, N. Y.
KARSH, OTTAWA
"To hear the organ music of Bach and Franck
live again in one's own living room on the
Hammond Organ is a privilege of our limes."
Ptsuns Monrsux, formerly conductor of
the San Francisco S)'mphony Orchestra.
A BUSINESSMAN ... A HOUSEWIFE ... AND A SYMPHONY CONDUCTOR
If you've ever thought about a Hammond Organ, think of this:
You can learn to play one in thirty days or less. Thousands have.
Your home doesn't have to be large. A Hammond Organ is only about
four feet square, and takes less space than many desks.
You don't need a lot of money. Hammond Organ prices begin at
$1285 Lc.b. Chicago, for the Spinet Model (not shown), including
built-in tone equipment and bench. You have a choice of liberal
terms and many dealers offer up to 3 years to pay.
Have a no-obligation demonstration of the Hammond Organ
this week. Or, if you prefer, mail the coupon for more details.
HAMMOHlJ ORGAN
MUSICS MOST GLORIOUS VOICE
At left: Home Model Hammond Organ, full details and price sent on request.----------------------------------------------------,
. 1
Hammond Organ Company, 4210 West Diversey Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
Without obligation, send information on the following Hammond Organ models:
o Spinet 0 Home 0 Church 0 Concert
Narne . ~ _
Street. . . . . ._. _
City --------~ ~ Zone .State . . ... _
©19S •• HAMMON~ ORGAN COMPANY ~
---------------------- J
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CLIFFORD CURZON photographed at the Steinway by Adrian Siegel
Now~ the greatest STEINWAY
of them all ••• for your home
This plaque mares every
Steinway Centenary piano
it will serve your family for
generations.
Though its initial cost is more,
the Steinway Vertical, with its
many unique advantages, is ac-
tually the most economical piano
to own.
For a century the Stein way has
been the choice of the world's
great artists. And the Stein way
today, with the experience of 100
years, is the greatest Steimvay of
them all.
The Steinway is the only Ver-
tical that offers you the Diaphrag-
matic Soundboard which gives
such big piano tone. No other
Vertical has patented Accelerated
Action, a true aid in developing
sensitive touch. So magnificently
is the Steinway Vertical con-
structed that, with proper care,
Our booklet, "How to Choose Your
Piano," is full of interesting facts.
For a free copy, write Steinway & Sons
Steinway Hall, 109 W. 57th St., Ne";
York 19. Your local Steinway dealer
(listed in the classified telephone
directory) can deliver to your home a
superb ?teinway Vertical $14750for as lIttle down as ....
Liberal time to pay. Sli~hlly hi~her in the West
The Steinway is used exclusively by Myra
Hess. Indianapolis Symphony, Istomin,
Malcuzynski, Milstein, Morley & Gearhart,
Novaes, Sevitzky, Szell. Tibbett and many
others. Over 1000 music schools and music
departments of leading colleges use the
Steinway exclusivety .... Only the Steinway
is used by nearly all of the nation's leading
orchestras, radio and television stations.
ISTEINWAY
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS
?
ETUDE $3.50 A YEARthe music JJlUga.;ine
Editorial and Business Offices, Bryn Mawr, Pa.
Founded lBBSby THEonOHE PRESSER J ames Francis Cooke, Editor Emerit~
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Guy McCoy, Managing Editor
George Hochberg, Music Editor
Maurice Dumesnil Paul N. Elbin
Guy Maier Alexander McCurdy
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William D. RevelliHarold Berkley
Elizabeth A. Cest
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LeTTeRS
T 0 T n E EDITOR
particular good fortune to read of
such positive and hopeful efforts
in the world of music, this same
world of politics and strife and
wars and threats of wars, in 3
style of clearness and lucidity not
unlike music itself.
Normally, I would be embar-
rassed at writing such a letter, but
I feel sincerely that the writer and
her work warranted this written
appreciation.
To return to the world of polio
tics, . if the men so engaged were
'of the stamp of the people referred
to in the article, the hopes of the
United Nations would be much
strengthened, and therefore the
hopes of the people, too,
May I compliment your publica.
tion again and again the writing of
the very capable Mrs. Rennick.
"Music to Unite Nations"
Sir: As a station (TV and A.M.)
representative, ] spend much time
on the road and consequently, find
myself exposed to diverse types of
reading matter.
Ipicked up a copy of the Decem.
her issue of ETUDE and found
among its pages some of the most
interesting reading that I (a lay-
man) have been exposed to for
some time.
In particular, an article by a
Mrs. Esther Rennick had such per-
tinent meaning that I would not be
surprised to see it reprinted in
a publication like the Reader's Di-
gest. I say this not to slight your
magazine, but to emphasize the
scope of the article and the inter-
est it held for me.
At a time like this: it was of
COMPOSER OF THE MONTH
This month ETUDE honors a noted
Russian composer, one of the most pro-
lific symphonists of the contemporary
music scene-e-Nicclas Miaskovsky, born
near Warsaw, April 20, ]881; died 1950.
He studied first with Oliere and then
with Rimsky-Korsakoff and Liadofl. His
first symphony written in 1908, won him
a scholarship at the Petrograd Con-
servatory and set him on the way to be-
come a symphonist. Although a con-
temporary of Stravinsky and Prokofieff,
he is in his works entirely free from any
Nicolas Mtaskovskv influence from either composer. His
. early symphonies were very somber. the
first four being written in minor keys as are also the two piano
sonatas composed at about the same time.
Later his creations took on a brighter hue and in some of them
he .used Slavic dance themes and even folk melodies. some of
WI~lChhe had heard while doing military service in the army.
HIS total output of symphonies numbers twenty-four. more than
al~Y other contemporary composer. He also wrote a· number of
plano works, including four sonatas; three string quart.ets and
many songs.
This mon,I,'s m· t· . I d, liSle sec JOn mc u es on page 27, Miaskovsky's
Little Fugue.
(J confess, I did not buy the
magazine. It was lying in the desk
of the room I am occupying at the
Hotel Antlers, Tndianapolis. How·
ever, wherever I am in the future,
Iwill make it a point to search out
your magazine on the newsstands.}
James J. McEneaney
Detroit, Michigan
Dimitri Mitropoulos
Dear Sir: I have enjoyed the
article about conducting furnished
by Rose Heylbut consequent of her
interview with Dimitri Mitro-
poulos.
I believe his advice to student
conductors fills a definitive need,
but especially to those aspirants
who find themselves within his
field of gravitation.
If one is discouraged by the
article, ] suggest he realize it is not
meant for those who are less than
potential "subjects" to the maestro.
E. R. Petrich
Seattle, Washington
Articles
Sir: I would Jike to express my
appreciation for the help I have
received from the ETUDE. It has
been of inestimable value to me
as a voice teacher for the past
seven years. It has offered the ideas
of so many different artists. These
articles have helped me to evaluate
my own methods and they have
also helped me to strengthen ideas
which were my own.
I have been especially interested
in the articles about teaching
young singers the fundamentals of
singing. I have contemplated for
a long time having a small group
of young voices (not more than
six] in a voice class. I have beeun
• 0
thl.s work. I agree that young
vOIces must be carefully guided for
I have seen many young voices
exploited· by people who had no
idea of the elements of good sinO"·
. d 0lI1g an the means to achieve it.
However,.] feel that young pupils
are going to sing and that their
future will be safer under the di·
rection of one who understands the
fundamentals.
Mrs. Wade Tull
Crossett, Arkansas
Have more fun ...
•Another exclusive
International feature.
.~sk your favarite dealerl Send coupon for colorful, new, free cotolog ond brochure.
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... get more done
with the
RCA TAPE RECORDER
JUBt push a button to record music
sessions ... full-dress recitals ...
everyday practice periods ... up to
two hours on a single tape. Instant
playback. 'True-to-life tone. Try the
RCA Push-Button Tape Recorder
at your RCA Dealer's,
TAILORED
TUNING
"Routine" tuning
will not restore or
maintain the love-
piano. Only tuning
personal needs can
ly tone of your
tailored to yOLlI'
do that.
American Society piano technicians
are trained to give each piano spe-
cialized care. You will find them
listed in your phone book under
"Piano Tuners."
Call one; enjoy Tailored Tuning."
"'or jrfJ.e pumphlet. 0" '>;u"" eu,., m,d Mo/1I
Pr...·."'I;o" ,vr;h, 10
"'lZn.",-<l~ifJ?gHQ Y"",,,,,,
1022 W. GARFIEl.D AVE.
MILWAUKEE 5, WIS.
STOP ANNOYING NEIGHBORS!
PRACTICE IN SILENCE
~
. A LIMITONE SILENCERi;. ' , in your piano is the
-t:51-..., next best thing to a
~ . . I private practicing room,
, '. ,i ONLY YOU HEAR THE
., NOTES-NO SOUND
CARRIES BEYOND THE ROOM. For
old and new spinets or uprights,
Just drop it in to practice llad Iib"-
lift out to play normally,
ONLY $9.95 Orde.f thro.ugh ~our
or direet from m.nuf:e~~O:el~~e~~leC~:~k.er-;
money order {No C.O.D.'sl.
10 Day Money Bcu:k Guarantee
THE LIMITONE COMPANY
5226 Penn Avenue, Pittsbur h 24, Po.
(
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iBy NI~OLAS SLONII'ISKY
THE BICENTENNIAL of Gio·vanni Battista Vietti, the vio-
linist whose concertos are still pop-
ular on the concert stage, was cele-
brated in 1953 by several musical
organizations-two years too soon!
What they unwittingly celebrated
was the memory of a dead infant.
The story is interesting.
In the village of Fontauetto, in
Piedmont, there was born, on May
23, 1753, a boy, and was dnly
registered in the Liber Baptiza-
torum for 1753 under the name
Giovanni Battista Vietti. Alas, his
name was entered, scarcely a year
later, in the mournful Liber Mer-
tuorum, for the infant died on
July 10, 1754.
On May 12, 1755, another boy
was born to the Viotti couple. In
the memo-ry of their first child,
they named the newly born infant
Giovanni Battista Guglielmo Do-
menico. The third and fourth
names were soon dropped, and
Viotti became known to the world
-and he traveled widely through
France, England, Germany and
Russia-as Giovanni Battista Vi·
otti.
Early biographers of Viotti
searched the parish registries of
Fontanetto and found the entry of
his infant brother 'and namesake.
The erroneous date, May 23, 1753,
was incorporated in all music dic-
tionaries. It was not until 1935,
that further search established the
fact that the Viotti of the violin
concertos was not the infant born
two years before him. The facts
were published in the Italian press,
but escaped the attention of the
musical world at large. Thus came
the premature celebration of Vi-
otti's bicentennial. Violinists, con-
ductors and musicologists will have
another chance to pay tribute to
Viotli in May 1955, the true jubi.
lee year. "
A. Chicago businessman at·
tended a symphony concert con-
ducted by Theodore Thomas, in
the 1890's, and was grea~ly im-
pressed. He congratulated the con-
d
ductor, and said: "I don't know
much about music. But the way
those violinists turned over their
pages all at once is one of the most
remarkable things I have ever
seen."
Great conductors of the past
were not always perfect gentlemen.
When Hans von Bulow conducted
an oratorio in a small German
town, he was annoyed by constant
whispering among the ladies of the
choir during rehearsals. "Ladies,"
he finally said, "the title of this
work is not 'The Salvation of
Rome'." The allusion was, of
course, to the legend that Rome
was once saved from the enemy at
the gate by the cackling of geese
which alerted the defenders.
•
THE VIOLINIST Be1lachini(whose real name was Berlach)
was a great practical joker. After
he played at the court of the Ger-
man Emperor Wilhelm the First,
he pulled out a pen and said:
"Your Majesty, please write: Bel-
lachini Is A Bluff." His Majesty
tried, but the pen wouldn't work.
"Now vaite: Bellachini Is My
Court Musicia.n:' suggested the
violinist. The pen miraculously re~
gained its capacity. "T.hank you,
your Majes.ty," said BeUachini,
collecting the pen and the signa-
ture. After that, he invariably an-
nounced his concerts as Court Mu-
sician to His Majesty.
Karl ltfuck possessed a caustic
sense of humor. When he was the
conductor of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, one of the violinists, a
fine musician, was distinguished
by a prominent nose. He also had
a tendency to rush the tempo. After
a concert, Muck s"aid to him: "You
won by a nose. But next time I
want you to arrive at the finish
with the rest of the entrants."
The popular concerts pre-
sented by the French conductor
. Paris during the
Pasdeloup 1D 11 introduced
1860's were usua Y d I
a s eaker who announce t ie
by P At one of these concerts,
program. became confused
the announcer . I r
d told the audience wac ea
an d . . "Monsieur Pasdeloup
lou VOIce. 1
will be conducted by the ore les-
tra."
One oj the most popular oon-
d
. England in the second
actors in
half of the nineteenth century ,~as
Hans Richter. He endeared him-
self to the players by a brand of
English that sounded [ike deliber·
ate punning. He would translate a
German word by its nearest Eng-
lish equivalent in sound. Thu , he
told the cellists: "Please, go .to the
sea.side" (C-Saite, that IS, C
string). Or he would say: "PI.ay
pizzicato with the meat, not With
the nail."
Fortltue Gallo, the fam u irn-
presario whose fi r-st Il~tne provi-
dentially spelled financial eu C to
for he made a fortune a til Am r·
jean manager of many opera tar.
was with Caruso at the time f the
San Francisco earthquake of 1906,
·Onc of Caruso's cmi-jo ulor
claims was that he could br ok B
glass by singing his high 1 t
Gallo said it was impos iblc. n
the morning of the arthqunk
Gallo found Caru 0 silting n hi
suitcase in front of th hot{·
wrecked hotel, with brok 11 glol;;
strewn all around him." k at
this," said Caruso sadly. "1 t Id
you it would happen \\'h n J
sounded my top note."
Caruso took childish delighl in
playing tricks on friends. me
. of his eccentricities were uniqu .
for instance, he could roll his ears
in knots with two fingers and th n
he would let them unroll very
slowly without touching.
When Caruso sana Cavaraclossi
in "Tasca," he dropped on th
stage so violently after the" xecu-
tion" that he bloodied his nO~ .
"Well, I will have to 5top ~\nging
through the nose." he comm nt d,
When he was told that at One of hi
performances the house was only
t?ree.quarters full, he said: u 11
nght, I will sing only 75 percent
of my program."
When Caruso made his fir~t re.
cording~ in 1904, he was Con5tant.
~Y worned about his throat. Dur.
mg a few bars of rest in a dueL
he would gel under the d'
horn ad. r. cor 109
J n ~UJekly gargle I"s throat.
11 those tllnes such sounds. made
away from tJle horn did not' t, In er.
•
fere with the recording.
Caruso insisted on practicing
even when his barber sha"ed him
He would stop only whentheraz,'
approached his Adam'. apple. r
Caruso was very generoU5. At
Christmas he would fill a lazge
soup plate with gold coins and
would pass it around among stage
hands and ballerinas as refresh.
ments.
Caruso's parents had so many
children that they neglectedto
enter them in the birth registries.
Four boy named Enrico Caru..~
were born in Napl between 1810
and 1875, but they all beloogo!to
different famili 01the same na....
During aru 0' earl)' appearances.
th dot f hi hirth ..... gin.
variou Iy a 1871, 18i2, or \Sa.
Th yea r 1873; no. gen",U!
ae ept d.
It,.~k".r."I,like many pia.
1jil, o( th gulden cu, ". Intl.Dol
grent \\ it, 'hen he "'It a~kfd
\ h ther he regardc,1 him \I pri-
moriJ a piani-t or • Cf)m~r.
h r plied: .. I m I pioclJmponiq,~
H could turn hi n 01h_
to d\'antng ven in hu-int'--DIIlo
t r h n h n, the manu.'<fip
(If hi pionCl pi ntitkd It
Print mp tn Ihl: I.uhli.her,be,,·
1 d 1(1 r ril • ub-tuliIl
um nl m(ln lor il. T. h;, .til-
pJlninlm nt. I"" plIhli.ber !<ll
him 0 h lor nil 120 I....,.
;II ,~n\\·ki r lurned the
wilh n l : "1 I r lhal rOll 01-
lu-;d U Prinlfmp' .ilb ".
Mar h<:' Th ., .... ...,.,.
t \\ r t d panJdtlll ..If,rt!-'
Pari. and Bnn 'I., he -'
ad bar ain.
More Plaving Enthusiasm
J!i.:'fHmut
Piano Music
Arranged by WILLIAM STICKLES
A new exciting series of selected melodies
effectively ar~anged: utilizing only three
baSIC chords In their simplest positions.
For Individual and Class Instruction.
POPULAR MUSIC
I BELIEVE • RICOCHET • CHANGING
PARTNERS • DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE
TO BE ALONE • IN THE MISSION OF
ST. AUGUSTINE, and others.
CLASSIC MUSIC
AMARYLLIS • ANDANTINO • CRADLE
SONG • MINUET ' THE JOLLY FARMER
LONDONDERRY AIR • SAlUT D'AMOUR
MINUET IN G, and others,
HYMN MUSIC
JUST AS I AM • FAITH OF OUR FATHERS
ROCK OF AGES • NEARER MY GOD TO
THEE • COME THOU ALMIGHTY KING
BLEST BE THE TIE THAT BINDS • I NEED
THEE EVERY HOUR, and others,
C'OWBOY MUSIC
BUFFALO GALS, SKIP TO MY LOU • RED
RIVER VALLEY , HOME 'ON THE RANGE
ON TOP OF OLD SMOKY • I'D LIKE TO
BE IN TEXAS, and others.
Price 85. each baak
Available at your dealer or direct
CHAS. H. HANSEN MUSIC CORP.
119 We,t 57th St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.
TWO GREAT 3·WEEK SESSIONS
June 2J to July 9 and
July 12 to 30* Ideal for church choir directors, or-
ganists and musicians* All work done on the conservatory
level-credits easily transferable* Talented faculty of high caliber* Unusually low fees for private les-
sons* Board and room is less than $12.50
a week
SPECIAt MUSIC SUBJECTS OffERED:
Elements of Music - Introduction
to Music _ Song Leading - Choral
Conducting _ Hymn Playing (Piano
or Organ) • Composition and Ar-
ranging • Church Music Organiza-
tion • Hymnology* W1'ite fo1' f1'ee Music
and Summe1' School catalogs to
OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS: Room ED318
ISTBIWE1<OMINA'rI01'iAT. ..• EVA1<GBLIGAT.
MOODY BIBLE INSTITUTE
820 N. LaSalle Street Chicago 10, Ill.
DR. WILUAl>1 CULBERTSON. President
DR. S. MAXWELL CODER. Dean
DoNALD P. HUSTAD, M.Mos.
Director, Sacred Music Course
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BEST BY TEST
New Columbia @ Releases
set the Highest Standards of
High Fidelity Sound on
Records Today!
The Columbia Records you buy today assure you of both the
widest range of sound obtainable and authoritative interpre-
tations by the world's finest artists. This unbeatable com-
bination on record after record makes Columbia your best
investment for a library of lasting enjoyment and value.
NEWEST HIGH FIDELITY BEI.EASES:
KisDlet (The Original Broadway
Cast). Starring Alfred Drake, Dorelta
Morrow, Joan Diener, Henry Calvin,
Richard Kiley. Musical Direction by
Louis Adrian. ML 4850
Ricbard Str.tlIlSS; Salome.
Music Drama in One Act after Oscar
Wilde's Tragedy. Walburga Wegner,
Soprano; Georgine Von Milinkovic,
Mezzo-Soprano; Laszlo Szemere, Ten.
or; Josef rVletternich, Baritonc; \l,r alde-
mar Kmentt, Tenor. Rudolf Moralt
conducting the Vienna Symphony
Orchestra. SL-126
Borodin: Polovtsian Dances
(from "Prince Igor") In The Steppes
Of Central Asia.
Ippolitov-Ivauov: Caucasian
Sketches. Philharmonic-Symphony
Orchestra of N. Y., Dimitri Mitro·
poulos, Conductor. ML 4815
Hindentitb: Symphony, "Mathis
Der Maler." Concert Music For Strings
And Brass. ThePhiladelphia 0 rches tra,
Eugene Ormau.dy,Conductor. ML4816
FREE!
Hi Fi Test BecOl'd
Have fun checking the response
of your equipment with this
unique 7-inch "Lp" test record.
Contains brief excerpts of
famous artists and orchestras
presenting extremes of inslru·
mentation and sound. To gct
your free test record, while the
supply lasts, mail this coupon
today!
SclltUllallU: Symphony No.2 in
C Major, Op. 61. The Cleveland Or·
chestra, George SzelI, Conductor.
ML 4817
l\loderll American l\lusic
Series II: Music of Henry Cowell,
Harold Shapero, Roy Harris, Robert
Palmer, Leon Kirchner, Irving Fine,
Peter Mennin, Andrew Imbrie, Paul
Bowles, Norman Dello Joio, Arthur
Berger, Edward B. Hill. ML4841-6 .
Brahms; Symphony No.2 in D
Major, Op. 73. The Philadelphia Or-
chestra, Eugene Ormandy, Conductor.
ML 4827
Brahms: Concerto No. 1 in D
Minor for Piano and Orchestra_ Rudolf
Serkin, Piano, The Cleveland Orches.
tra, George Szell, Conductor. ML 4829
Hiudemitb; Das Ma'rienleben.
Jennie TOllIel, Mezzo-Soprano, with
Erich Itor Kahn, Piano.
SL-196 (2-12")
Straviusk:l': Pulcinella. Igor
Stravinsky conducting The Cleveland
Orchestra. Mary Simmons, Soprano.
Glenn Schniuke, Tenor, Phillip Mac-
Gregor, Bass. ML 4830
SeJlllbert; Quartets #13, 14and
15_ The Budapest String Quartet.
(Also available as "sin6Ie" records,
ML 4831. 4832, 4833) 5L-194 (3·12")
Bizet.; Carmen, Opera for Orches·
tra. Andre Kostelalletz and his Or.
chestra. ML 4826
l\loz;,trt; Bastien Vnd Bastienne.
K. 50. John Pritchard conducting
Vienna Symphony Orchestra with
lIse Hollweg, Soprano, Waldemar
Kmentt, Tenor, and Walter Berry,
Bass. ML 4835
Mozart; Quintet in E-Flat Major
(K.452). Beethoven: Quintet
in E-Flat Major. Rudolf Serkin, Piano,
Members of the Philaddphia \Vood-
wind Quintet. ML 4834
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Columbia Records Inc.
Dept. E·3
1473 Barnum Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
Please send me without obligation the Columbia Hi Fi Test Record.
I am enclosing 25¢ in coin to covcr the cost of postage and bandling.
(PRINT CAREFULLY)
Nallle' _
Ad"ress; _
~it,)- County State _
(Wrap coin carefully-offer limited to supply on band)-------------------"COlumbi...... M•• t" ....orll." (!fj ReII'.U. S. Pat. 011. Mar"". Relrlltcadu,
5
I .....
,
I
1270 Avenue of the Americas
New York 20, N. Y.
The world-wide known (lrchestra Scores of Com'
plete Operas with the familiar green cloth binding
and gold lettering have made their reappearance
in the music store.
G. Puccini-c-La Boheme ........•.•..... ·.···· .. $9.00
G. Verdi-Aida ······ .$10.00
G. Verdi-c-Falstaff ...••.•....•.•..•.....•..... $10.00
G. Verdi~La Traviata $8.00
G. Verdi-Otello ....•.•.•••••.•.............. $10.00
G. Verdi-Rigoletto $10.00
You can depend on
the accuracy of
METRONOME de Maelzel
by SETH THOMAS
GOOD RHYTHM HABITS are vital to
fine musicianship ... accomplished
dancing. That's why teachers and stu-
dents concentrate early on developing
this important technique. That's why
so many of them turn to Metronome
de Maelzel by Seth Thomas· ... the
company'whose name has meant pre-
cision in time for 141 years.
This durable instrument is famous
for its exact and dependable measur-
ing of time-audibly and visibly-by
distinct tick and oscillating pendu~
lum. It is easily adjustable for tempos
from 40 to 208 beats a minute.
Enclosed in a handsome hardwood
case, its shudy keywound mechanism
is built by the skilled hands of master
craftsmen. Painstaking attention is
given to every detail of construction
to assure you unparalleled quality-
to make Seth Thomas Metronome the
finest you can buy.
Ask your music dealer, department
or jewelry store to show you this fine
metronome. Only $13.50t•
*Re&".u.s. Pat. OII. tRetall_ Price subject to change
Seth1homas Clocks Thomaston, Conn.Oiv. of General Time Corp.
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It'tlsic Lover'S
ANDERSON
BOOKSHELF
By DALE
Bach and Handel
b)' Archibald T. Davison
The discerning Dr. Archibald
T. Davison, for years an outsta nd-
ing figure on the faculty of the
Music department of Harvard
University, has done music a val-
uable service of orientation to
those amazing masters, Bach and
Handel. These men, alike in some
characteristics and radically eli -
similar in others, represent the
culmination of the Baroque in
music. By means of a well balan d
contrast, Dr. Davison bring out
a rich insight to the work which
these men did in bringing to per-
fection the Italian opera, the ora-
torio, the concerto grosso, the
fugue. the cantata, the chor-ale
prelude, the Passion, the suite, the
sonata and the concerto.
Harvard University Press $2.00
A Comet Among the Stars
by MariQn ](night.
This is the pathetic fictionalized
biography of Otto von Scheda
(1863-1932), a Viennese violini t
of noble birth, who seems to have
been a kind of natural genius. He
received the approbation of many
well-known musicians.
However, circumstances forced
him to go into vaudeville where he
led an exciting experience in an
act called "Paganini's Ghost" in
which he toured on various A.mer-
ican circuits for many years. He
had the soul of a showman. For
instance, he conceived the idea of
preparing for a tour in England
representing himself as an Amer~
iean Indian. The author says
"Scheda was ~ot content to reI;
upon grease·palnt for his make.up.
He concocted a dye in which he
bathed his entire body until the
copper coloring penetrated into
~h~ innermost layer of his skin. He
mJe~ted bella-donna into his eyes
to gIve them that singular glint so
pe~uliar ~o the red·man and almost
rumed hIS eyesight in the process.
He shaved his head and attached
a WIg :hat held fast no matter how
the wmd blew. Occasionally he
used the Indian sign language to
make known his wants, or he
merely grunted."
Did he get away with it? The
author continues, "It is said his
photo, the fine t specimen of forth
American 1ndiau. was placed in
the Lond n \1 uscum."
Our English brothers put up
with a IOl of w ild west buncombe
Irorn JOB him Miller, "the B}rron
of Oregon." with hi<;cowboycos-
tUJI1CS and long grey tresses to
various oth rs who were mere
mount bnnke.
• \ 11 Peguniui, con idered lithe
gr at $1 violin virtuoso of all
tim " had U cnrricities," which
w uld have entranced a press
agent.
Liszt, according to one account,
was n 1 above sending himself
bouqu ts to b handed over the
fo tli h at hi r ital.
1arion Knight' book i, well
nam d, U met Among the
tar." tar ar lerna I but com-
et arc gon in a Aa h.
Pageant Press $2.50
lori Qf til 8811~1
by Clat!)· Doeid. II
Every ballet ha a ,tory back-
ground of some kind. Many are
so infantile in plot and conception
that thcy hardly deserve serious
consideration. Mi Davidson, an
exper ien ed British writer, bas
made a collection of these plot>or
stories of orne seventy-five well-
known ballets. This is supple.
rnented by an alphabetical index
giving the date of the first prcduc-
tion, the composer of the music
and the best known creator of the
choreography. The great usefulness
of the book i in the pos....:essionof
the plot, in case one has an oppor·
tunity to see a performance. Very
few people know the plots of the
ballets except ~he balletomane;·
The "Coppelia" ballet of Delibes.
the "Giselle" of dam. "The
Sleeping Princess" of Tchaikonky.
the " wan Lake" of Tchaikonky
and the "s Iphides" of Chopin
are among the ballels most fre·
quently seen. There are twenty ex·
cellent halI tone i1Justrations of
famous baJlet stars in this book.
British Book Centre, Inc. 3.2.j
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National Music Week will again
be observed this year-the date be-
ing May 2,9. The keynote is "Join
in Music Making." The events con-
nected with Music Week have great-
ly increased in numbers and scope
the past few years and this year
promises to see even greater activity.
A "Letter of Suggestions" for local
chairmen and workers has been
prepared for free distribution, copies
of which may be secured by address-
ing National and Inter-American
Music Week Committee, 315 Fourth
Avenue, New York 10, New York.
The Bach Choir of Bethlehem,
Pa. will present its 47th annual fes-
tival on May 13, 14 and 15. With. Her
J ones conducting, the choir will
sing as the major works of the fes-
tival, the "St. Matthew Passion" and
the Bcminor Mass.
Victor Fuchs, well known voice
authority, teacher and coach, will
conduct a musical lecture tour
through some of the principal fes-
tival centers in Europe during July
and August. The Hague, Stratford on
Avon, Wiesbaden, Bayreuth, Mun-
ich, Salzburg, Lucerne and Rome
are some of the cities to be visited.
Roland Diggle, composer, or-
ganist, for forty years organist and
choirmaster of St. John's Episcopal
Church in Los Angeles, died in that
city on January 13, at the age of 69.
He had made several tours of the
United States. He was the composer
of more than SOD organ works.
The Salvation Army Band of
Tranas, Sweden, will make a concert
tour of the eastern part of the United
States and Canada during April. A
total of 21 cities will be visited. The
band under the direction of Gunnar
Borg, will begin the tour with a
concert at Hunter College in New
York City on April 3 and the closing
event will be in Brooklyn on April
27. The Tranas Band is considered
one of the most brilliant brass bands
in Europe and it has met with sen-
sational success in all its appear-
ances.
Winners in the Armed Forces
Match Competition were each pre-
sented with $1000 awards by the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers at a cere-
mony in Washington in February.
Master Sergeant Earl R. Mays won
the Army competition; Chief Musi-
cian Gerard Bowen was the Navy
winner; Airman First Class Lawr-
ence M. Rosenthal was the Air Force
winner; and the winning Marine
Corps entry was Lt. Col. Carl W_
Hoffman.
Ernst von Dohnanyi's "Ameri-
can Rhapsody," a musical panorama
of representative American folk
(Continued on Page 8)
Lucrezia Bori and Giovanni Mar-
linelH, noted opera stars of a former
era, re·create an early recording ses-
sion prior to the unveiling of a com-
memorative 50th anniversary plaque
by George R. Marek, RCA Victor
Records executive, in the Carnegie
Hall room where the first Caruso
ETUDE-APRIL 1954
record was made. The apparatus is
the original recording equipment
used by Enrico Caruso when he
made his first Victor record 50 years
ago. Gabriel Peyre, who played at
early Caruso sessions, and with the
Metropolitan Opera in 1903, accom-
panies the singers.
use or abuse
EVERfIT ~TAND~UP!
The only thing that's delicate
about an Everett is its touch,
Action of keys is unusually re-
sponsive ••• a joy to the profes-
sional as well as the student.
In every other respect, the
Style 10 Everett is a piano that's
built for plenty of use- and
abuse. With its rugged case,
sturdy back construction, full
cast plate, full-size action mcch-
anism and durable finish, it's a
piano that's virtually child-
proof.
Everett serviceability is a
matter of record, from Annette,
Alaska, to Antofagasta, Chile.
Yet the price is among the low-
est. Your franchised Everett
dealer will be glad to submit-the
delivered prices on mahogany,
golden oak or blonde oak finishes,
1" Single
Caster
Now you can change from 1inch "aingle" to
2 inch double roller casters without changing height
of pedals from floor. Note inset to accommodate large caetcra.
Removable blocks for back. An exctustvc Eveceu developmcntl
--------.-----------
MAIL THIS COUPON
Conla;n. evidence01how Ever." m•• I, 01 .XCeN. mod rTgiJ .p.c:ilicalloftt.
o MU$ic teacher
EVERETTPIANO CO., SOUTH HAVEN 3', MICH. D Supervisor
Pleose senclFree PortFolio on Style 10 Everetts. 0 Student
NAMLE _
ADDRESS, _
ClTy, STAT,cE _
7
World of Music.. ~LA A/ALtA!
..L1t tM ttJP ~ pw ~LL MusiCloversl
~I With MUSIC TEi\CHERS an ,IAMO
\,A1U£TY AND s,IC£ foil
by Hazel Cobb ionist.
. for the young .PH with
. f modern musIc "fun in musIc
A collectIon 0 sters demand for ie or swing. 0
Answers the youn,9 opular styles, boag Price $1.0
11 piano pIeces In p
which was written especially
songs 1 b tion
for the 150th anniversary ce ~ fa I.
of Ohio University, was give? Its
world premiere at Athens, OhIO on
February 21. It was played by the
Ohio University Symphony O~c~7s,
tra conducted by Dr. Dohnanyl. ie
dis~inguished American born com-
poser is professor of piano a~d c~m-
. . t Florida State Llniver stt y-POSition a
'Paul Althouse, noted America.n-
horn tenor, one of the most dis-
tinguished artists ever to app~ar
with the Metropolitan Opera, died
February 7, in New York City, at
th.e age of 64. Mr. Althou~c had ~e-
voted his recent years, since reur-
ing in 1943 from an active in~ing
career to teaching and coaching,
and h~ numbered among his pupil
some of the leading singers of the
present Includiug Richard Tucker
and El~anor Steber. He sung with
the Metropolitan Opera froll1 1912
to 1922 and again from 1934 to
1943. He appeared with Caruso and
other stars of the Gatti-Casazza era.
p. 0 Book
Newest ,an Idiom!
in the Modern MELODIES
MODERN Piano playing
. for popular . lIy or-
. ongs especla .
AU-time favonte t intermediate pianIst.
ranged for the ear y ents _ Stormy Wea·
Simplified arrang;;ne _ All My love -
ther - sweet lO~ others illustrating modd,
Moong1oW - and idioms. Supplemente
ern rhythms on. raetice procedures.
by Marvin with drills. analySIS, P Price$1.0
Kahn E Of THE PEDAL
MODERN TECHNIOU by K. u. Schnabel
(A piano Pedal Study) f Pedal Technique
definitive study 0 d s a desClSIVe
Newest and most pedal is deve1o.pe a Detailed eX-
'n which the p,~no t piano technIque. d when to use
I in ultimo e d of hoW on
influ\enc~nd truly thorough stu ":;plete perforrno,;ce. $1 00
omp es d thus improve co Price .
the pedal on
Twenty-eight eonduclol'S of
community orchestras ,,,,ere in attend·
ance at the 12-day workshoJl con·
ducted by the Cleveland Orchestra,
George Szcll, musical director, in
conjunction ,'lith the American ym·
phony Orchestra League. Activities
included attendance at 10 regular
rehearsals of the Cleveland Orches·
tra and sessions where the con·
ductors themselves led the orches·
tra.
\!tbe iz,albation ~rmp.
Stanley T. Reiff, composer, con-
ductor, organist, [or 40 years aClive
in the music life of PhUadelphia and
its suburbs, died in Lansdowne, Pa.,
on February 6, at the age of 73. He
had held various organ posts and
ANNOUNCES AMERICAN CONCERT TOUR
of
EUROPE'S MOST COLORFUL BRASS BAND
The Salvation Army
TRANAS BAND
com posed church music. He wasa
member or the American Guild nl
Organists.
Oberlin College Consenatory
of 1\lusic held its Fourth Annual
Festival of Conlemporary Musicfrom
March 11-14. Highlights 01 the or>
gram were David Diamond's I'MlI~
for hakespeare's 'Romeo and Jul. '
let'," and '\ alter Piston's ymplumy
'0. 3 played by the Oberlin O"h..
t ra onducted by Devld Robettson.
Edward Mano .. professor of pian~
at Ihe ens rVGtot). WI soloi~till
orman D 110 loio' Rictfcare lor
Piano and r be tra. Also OD the
pr gram ",a" the complete eyele
six quart ts of Bartok played by
J uilliard Quanet.
,.
(Continued from Page 7)
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Rachmaninoff as I knew Him
"Like all truly great men, he was absolutely simple and sincere."
r-, Ern fit Kooht. profe -or
compo it ion at III Uni\tr ..il,.
urh m alHornia, had hi n
Am ricon I) ra, "KumaRa," p
sent d in parL on the '\\N\'C pr
grnm .. Ir . Oper.:· by Ruby lIo·
cr on Fehnlar)' U. The excerpt
pr nlcd al dUll lime "'ere pre-part!:
by th P ro lark_hop olth, t ..
vcr it of Iilornia. under ib di.
r tor, Dr. Jan I)Olllle(.
C01UPETITIONS (For ,l.'ails, taite to sponsor lisltd)
• ~roadcast Music, Inc. Student compos r Radio Award TOIII
pnzes, $7,500 (first prize, 2.000). Details from Ru_ II nje.k.di-
lectol, 580 Fifth Avenue, Fifth Floor. _ ew York 19. New York.
Th utile )ntllhon)',.hich
lor th pa t thr Yelr h. he<a
fun 'Ii ning und r a ~''''IC'm of (tHS
c ndUCHlT. h. named ~ton
KUlim~ tI it Il("rmanent mu-.icaI
lir lor nnd nducir.
Th ~ew Orlct\1b Philbar·
moni , of which \leuoder Hili-
b rg. r rm r conc rtma"ltr of die
Philad II hi. r<h -tra. i- con""·
tor. is incrca ..inlt it 195+55 0(3~
(ronl twenl) to l~tnl~·lwO (OO(tft3.
Thi, "ill be lIil-berg' third .....
wilh Ihi~ orche"ul.
Directed by Bandmaster Gunnar Borg
• National Symphony OrChe!:llrn Ol1lpOSJ110n Cont t for lSniled
Stales composers. Total of 3,300 for original ol11po~ilion~ Enuie!
to b~ submitted between October l~ 195-J.. and Januar 1. 1955-
Details from National Symphony Orch lral ..sociation. 2002 p
Street, N. W., Wash., 6, D. C. -
• The Mannes College of 'Iusic Composition Conlest r r opattie
works. Award of $1000 for a full·length opera or $600 for I ooe-ad
oper~ plus two public performances b :Mann College Open I}t:pt.
ClOSIng date May IS, 1954. Details from Fred \ erie. The ~Iano"
College of Music, 157 East 74tb Street, ew York 21, N. Y.
;15~~dla~d Music Foundation Composition Conl l. Award! of $2000-
an $1000. Composition for orchestra or choral group or orebes-
tr~ and choru.s combined. Closing dale July 1. 1954. 0 tails (rom The
MIdland MUSIC Foundation, State al Buttles treet. MidJa.nd. )lichipa.
PRIDE OF SWEDEN
Concerts in 21 Cities of The United States and Canada
APRIL 1954
First 'Appearance New York City-April 3
Hunter College Auditorium
For itinerary write to
Tranas Committee. 120 W. 14th St•• New York 11. N. Y.
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Rachmaninoff in his study at Villa Senar
IT WAS my great privilege to enjoy the
friendship of Rachmaninoff during the
last ten years of his life; and I shall always
look upon this time as one of the most en-
riching and stimulating in my experience
as a musician. Previous to this, I had met
Rachmaninoff on a number of occasions
in the concert room, both here and abroad,
but these were only chance meetings; and,
although introduced by mutual friends like
Nicholas Medtner, I found thnt Rach-
maninoff, while always courteous and ready
to make acquaintances, was very reserved
and restrained, and friends he made but
slowly. The Russian home, especially an ex-
clusive one like that of the RachmaninofIs
with ·its aristocratic background, had much
in common ·with the French home of the
same type. Into such a family circle, always
discriminately guarded, only intimate
friends were invited. When later, my wife
and I were invited by the RachmaninofIs
to visit them at their home at Hertenstein
on the Lake of Lucerne, we felt that, after
acquaintance, we had graduated into friend-
ship and felt honoured in receiving this
expression of their trust and regard.
It was in the summer of 1933 that we
first met the Rachmaninoffs in their home
in Switzerland. Earlier in the same sum-
ETUDE-APRIL 1954
The master relaxing in his motor boat
mer, we had been staying for some days
with our friends the Dupres, at Meudoll,
near Paris, and visiting at the same time
the Medtners, with whom we had been on
terms of intimacy for some years and who
were then living at Bellevue with its won-
derful views of Paris and the Seine. Rach-
maninoff had learned from the Medtners
that we were going on to Zurich and
Lucerne, and kindly asked us to visit them
at Hertenstein. I shall never forget our first
visit, for we arrived in a thunderstorm,
and many of my readers will know what
a thunderstorm can be like in Switzerland
in midsummer. Nothing could exceed the
kindness of Rachmaninoff and his wife.
We soon found that we had not only many
friends in common but also a unison in our
sympathies and interests, and our friend·
ship ripened rapidly. So much so indeed,
that our visits to Hertenstein became al·
most a regular feature in succeeding sum-
mers; while Rachmaninoff reciprocated by
visiting us here in Glasgow each winter
season when he toured in Britain.
The "Villa Senar" was built on a beau-
tiful site, chosen by the composer; a prom-
ontory on the Lake of Lucerne looking
directly across to the commanding heights
of Mount Pilatus. The charming house,
-,
by A. M. Henderson / : I
Villa Scna.' fli Hcrtcnstein 011 L'lkc Lucerne
modern and artIstIC, yet everywhere con-
venient and comfortable, revealed in all
its arrangements the judgment and taste
of its owner. The spacious grounds were
made additionally attractive by many beau·
tiful flowering shrubs and trees. The un·
usual name of the house, Villa "Senar,"
was a little joke the composer enjoyed tell·
ing. It consisted of SE, the first two letters
of Rachmaninoff's own name, Sergei j NA,
the first two letters of his wife's name,
Natalie; and R for Rachmaninoff. Here,
at the Villa Senar, Rachmaninoff spent the
last twelve summers before the war, and
here, living in the old-world Russian man·.
ner as the "Little Father" of the family,
the composer rej oiced in these summer
months as a time of family reunion. In
the summer, father and mother were joined
by their two daughters and the two grand-
children; thc family being rounded off by
an Aberdeen terrier-who, having forgot-
ten the land of his fathers, responded only
to French and Russian!
To meet the Rachmaninoffs in their home
was to realize again the spirit of the old
Russia of pre-war days. An air of serenity
and culture pervaded the home: due in
large measure to the qualities and charm
of its mistress. (Continued on Page 14)
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Carol Smith, American confralto
What I Learned
Singing Competitions•In
A brilliant young American contralto tells of
the value of contests and something of the
preparation necessary for success m them.
From an interview with Carol Smith secured by Gunnar Asklund
(Carol Smith, brilliant young American
contralto, came before the public through
winning an amazing series of musical com-
positions. She speaks of the value of con-
tests as well as of the preparation for
them.-Ed. note)
1944, I en~ered and won the Chicagoland
MusIc FestIval Contest as "the best woman
singer." Naturally, I had had training, but
I needed more, for the next two competi-
tions Ientered, I lost. I may say that I have
lost nearly as many as I've won, and
learned much from the losing. In 1949, I
won the Boguslawski Memorial Award, and
:vas c~osento sing in the City Center Opera
m Clll~ago.Following professional appear.
ances m concert, opera and radio, I was
one of the finalists in the Michaels' Award
Contest, and won a scholarship for operaf
study in the Kathryn Turney Long Cours~c
under the direction of Max Rudolf. Th:
year 1951 marked the winning of the Allied
Art-MusIc News Contest, the Morgan Park
ENTERING publi.c competitions means
a great deal more than the chance of
winning a prize. Of equal-perhaps greater
-importance is the opportunity which
contests afford of throwing the young per-
former out on the public, and the invalu-
able experience of standing entirely on
one's own feet.
I had been singing just a year and knew
no more than half a dozen songs when, in
10
Gleeman Award and the Young Artist Au·
ditions of the National Federation of Mu<:ic
Clubs.
These prizes gave me my start. The Bo.
guslawski Award provided me with training
in stage work under Isaac Van Grove, while
the Allied Arts·Music lews and the Fed-
eration Awards each gave me debut re-
citals, in Chicago and lew York respec-
tively. Naturally, r believe that participa-
tion in public conte t is an invaluable .step
on the road towards a career. hether lOU
win or 10 e, y u perform for people who
are com pet nt to guide you. and the spirit
of comp titian spurs )'ou n.
You must, howev r, hav ba ·kground
of adequate pr purution b f r you can
hope to ornp tc ! 1y own ad) training
wa sound, fortuna! Iy, and included the
correction (s v rnl prohl 111'l:.
My first problem "a br ath ontrol.
I've alway had n big voice, and in g tting
out big t nes, I found my. If unable to
maintain con tant g 0<1 I rearh. I became
short of wind. Th ur for thi" \\'8 fir"!lt
to build up good physi al r lstan o-a
point. which cnnn t be ver: tr cd-and
then, [0 d ,. 101 br nrhing through vocal.
ises,
The most hell ful br I had
conai ted of inging nil
five-tone ale (
00, etc.}, over and OY r gain until rim-
ply couldn't go on. Wh nit pped, from
sheer nece ity, I b g8n I br ath d ply,
filling the entire lung capacity. 0 ing thi
over and over again mad rh Iull ap8cit
breath second nature.
Along with br ath ontr I, I mastered
flexibility by ioging sen I in increasing
velocity, first On EE and then on OR. My
?cst training vowel \\18 alway EE. since
It tends to keep the alto voice well in front.
I may say, however, that this exercise in
flexibility was continued slowly, and oyer
a period of years.
The chief problem of the alto ,·oice. I
think, is to keep well forward. Tbe. heavier
~oices have a natural tend nc to go back
mto the throa4 with a resultant "hooti-
.. fness 0 tone. To avoid this.. 1 kept to 8
forward attack On . lEE, bolding the ,·oice
well forward, and projecting it outwards,
alwa ys with an open UnoaL Any o( the
standard vocalise is good for this. when
these points are kept in mind.
Another distinctly alto problem i. the
bmldIng of upper range. A big deep ,·oice
fi d d'ffi I· . 'n s I cu tles 111 dragging itself upward
-and good tone should never be dragged!
T~e Cure is to build a sound vocal tech·
mq~e, .developing Ule voice note b)' note
b~gll1mng in the mjddle register (alwa-s
WIth open thr.oat, always singing forward).
When the mIddle voice Hsits" well work
up one tone at (Continued on Pa~e 47)
An Editoriai
"I Will Lift IIpMine Eyes~~
WHICH WAY are you looking?Up or down?
Have you fixed your mind and heart
upon reaching a lofty goal in your musical
life or are you content with mediocrity?
Do you keep an ideal before you daily,
never swerving in your efforts to attain
higher musical levels?
All men and women who have risen to
the pinnacles of art have not done so mere-
ly by hard work and application. They
have first of all established a goal, a dream,
an ideal, a vision-not a fanciful nebulous
illusion but a very real concept of what
they would like to accomplish. When they
reach this goal in triumph and humility it
is because they have always been looking
upward toward loftier and nobler things.
V;rhile on a visit to a college in the west,
the president of the institution immediately
started talking about the debt the college
owed to the unusual dean of his department
of music. He said in part:
"I shall never forget that brisk January
day some years ago when our new dean of
music first came to our campus. We had
given his career the customary personnel
screening and found that his training had
been excellent. He had degrees from two
distinguished institutions and those who
had employed him in other posts spoke
highly of his artistic achievements, person-
ality, energy and character.
"The new dean set right to work in re-
organizing his department and in reviving
our indifferent chapel choir. As I came to
know the dean better, I learned something
of his life philosophy and his methods. He
had studied at an eastern choir college
where he had been inspired by a spiritually
minded president. I asked the dean what
his main objective was. He replied, 'It is all
a matter of levels-that is, giving the stu-
dent a goal to which he must always eagerly
aspire. ~Then the student has his mind
fixed upon a higher level to which he must
look continually upward~never downward,
he is immediately filled with new initiative,
a new power, an irresistible force! In that
state he becomes ~lOre receptive, works
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harder and progresses infinitely faster. Of
course, the student must master the studies
which will make him a fine performing mu-
sician and he must acquire the techniques
of performance through which he may
study the literatures of music as a whole,
not merely that of his own instrument. That
means hours of hard work, but if he has
the shining goal ahead, it becomes fun and
is not laborious. A happy student who
moves ahead under his own mental and
spiritual motor power docs far more than
the student who has to be pushed like a
disabled vehicle.' "
The president went on, "Easter came that
year accompanied by real spring. The flow-
ering trees were in full bloom and crocuses
were breaking through the lawn in front of
the quadrangle. I went to the studio choir
room one day when the new dean was pre-
paring for the Easter service. Framed upon
the wall the dean had this quotation from
th . One Hundred and Twenty-first Psalm:
'I will lift up mine eyes unto the hills
whence cometh my help.'
"1 was beginning to understand the se-
cret of the dean's success.
"The Easter Service began with the An-
gel Trio, Lift Thine Eyes, from Mendels·
sohn's 'Elijah.' The change in the character
of the choir after three months' intensive
training was immediately noticed by all.
The choir members had never hitherto
worn special robes and the new purple and
white gowns lent an atmosphere of dignity
and reverence to the occasion. The congre-
gation recognized at once that a new in-
spiration had come to our campus. Through
ensuing years the choir toured the South
and West many times and added greatly to
the reputation of the college as an educa·
tional and spiritual force. The elevation of
music to new levels in all branches of the
art, affected the entire college and the sup-
porting community. The college band and
small symphony orchestra entered a new
era. Recitals were arranged for especially
worthy and gifted students in neighboring
cities, just as we sent our debating team
around the country to participate in con-
tests. This had a very practical public rela-
tions value for the college. Music as a pro-
fession, particularly teaching, instead of
being looked upon as a vocation for 'sick
sisters' and long haired youths, came to be
regarded as an excellent calling for vigor-
ous, up-to-date young people, especially
when it came to be known that capable
graduates usually secured geed positions,
frequently more readily than the students
of some other vocational departments.
"But the principal value that music
brought to our campus was its uplifting
influence upon other departments. One day
the Latin professor said to me of the new
influence which had fired the imagination
of so many, 'Doctor, do not forget the lines
of Cicero in "De Natura decorum." No
m.an was ever great without a touch 0/ the
divine afflatus.' (That is, a godlike exalta-
tion of the soul.) I began to see that if
music permeated our entire student body
many might be saved from living mediocre
lives. Even the Presbyterian 'old towners'
on our Board of Trustees soon began to
realize that music was really a great prac-
tical asset to the college."
On speaking tours in man y parts of the
country, similar comments pertaining to
the revitalization of a music department
have often come to the writer from other
college presidents.
At this moment in America there are
thousands of young people in our colleges
who, in order to continue their studies, are
obliged to obtain employment in their
spare (?) hours. Often this work is classed
by some as "menial," even in our democ-
racy where all work is honorable. The
writer is often asked whether such work is
not injurious if it takes time' and energy
which should be devoted to studies. Well,
it somehow doesn't seem to work out that
way, if the student has the inspiration bred
of need that compels him to consecrate his
zeal upon his college work. Very often
the student who does not have the im·
pelling force of necessity does not make
half the effort of the fellow who has to
(Continued on Page 14)
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A colorful story of the first
All Florida Folk Festival which, fittingly enough,
took place
WiWiDownupon the SuwanDee~~
II
THE BANKS of historic Suwannee River
re-echoed to the immortal songs of
Stephen Foster, bard of American folk mu-
sic, as young and old gathered at White
Springs, Florida, last May for an inspiring
musical festival.
There was no contest involved, no prizes
awarded, no medals given. It was a melting
pot of the best in folk music from all over
Florida for it was music played from the
heart and often without benefit of the
written note.
No more fitting site could have been
chosen for this first All-Florida Folk Fes-
tival than the high bluff overlooking the
Suwannee, theme of Foster's famous Old
Folks at Horne, and the river bearing the
Indian name of "echo." The very branches
of the giant pines and moss-draped oaks
trembled to traditional melodies handed
down through generations of Spanish,
A feature of the festival was this attractive
young Greek choir singing religious songs.
Greek, Czech, Jew and Negro and blended
into a democratic pattern of musical cul-
ture. Overhead mocking birds and golden-
throated warblers trilled in accompaniment.
The audience sat hushed as a hand saw
twanged Old Black Joe. They applauded
wildly as a harmonica player blew two in-
struments simultaneously in harmony, one
through his nose, the other with his mouth.
This three-day festival unique for Flor-
ida, long used to spectacular conventions
and gala events, was the inspiration of the
Stephen Foster Memorial Commission and
Florida Federation of Music Clubs. Its suc-
cess was so inspiring that the festival will
be an annual affair on the grounds of the
beautiful memorial dedicated to Foster's
memory"
The prograrn, however, was far from
limited to his songs. It was as varied as the
instruments played ... everything from a
by Gladys Best Henley
quill to an cl trtc orgnn. Probably the
most colorful participant were th mi.
nole Indians wh r turn d to th ir old
stamping ground originally known a
White ulphur pring~, to hring their tra-
ditional Buffn! 80ng and nntiv dances 10
the fc rival.
A retiring group of m rienne: \\ho have
voluntarily is lot d til ms lv !li in the dank
marshes of the Ev rglnd .• Ih oppeorance
of Osceola, gr at- r at gran leon r the
famous em inc! hi f who warred long
and bloodily against the whit men, W8 a
conlribulion in both ( Ikl re and democ-
racy. The emin I have n \ r igned a
peace treaty with th nil d tat _ ~Iany
of them, including 0.: ola's wif «ho ap-
peared with him, do not peak English.
Osceola and his family ~. III Fred,
9, and his little Iour- ear-old daughler,
Lucille. opened (Conlillllpd on Pagt 61\
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~r~_hl,dancel's from Masaryktown in Southern
OIU ~I. pr-esented the {unlous Besedn,
............ ,n.:::"
Old.timc hillbilly tunes are IJlared by Neal McLeod (guitar)
and Al Laird (fiddle) from central Florida.
Unusual native rhythm was displayed by Ncgro
school cbtlrh-cn in thcil" singing games.
Spanish descendants of St. Augustine, oldcst U. S. City,
re-enacted their colorful history with song and dance.
Mrs. Frank Holm of Lakcland and 1\I1"S.
H:IZei Starling of St. Augustine sing Old
Black Joe, with 1\1I-s.Jewel Hill at the piano,
Scandinavian dancers wearing trndlttonal
costumes dance and sing at the festi vu},
Osceola, great-great grandson of the famous
Seminole chief, cries out the Buffalo song.
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RACHMANINOFF AS I KNEW HIM
(Continued from Page 9)
It would be impossible to speak
about Rachmaninoff the man without
speaking of his wife-a gentlewoman
of rare charm, accomplishment and
culture. It was to his home in Switz-
erland, this "harbour of content,"
that Rachmaninoff came to spend his
summers. Here he found peace and
that quiet and beauty in nature
which he found necessary for corn-
position. It was here, also, that he
could relax; and in his walks and on
the lake, he got the refreshment of
body and soul which set him up for
his tours and ooncertizings of the
winter.
Rachmaninoff's particular hobby
was his speed-boat which was housed
in a large boathouse on the lakeside.
In fine weather he delighted to be
out on the lake, and it was a rare
pleasure to accompany him, for he
knew the whole lake and loved to
explore and reveal its beauties to
others.
Of Rachmaninoff himself, I find it
difficult to write briefly, for there
was so much about the man that was
superlative. He was, indeed, a great
man, a great personality; and like
an truly great men, he was abso-
lutely simple and sincere. Smallness
and vanity of any kind were foreign
to him. His generosity and kindness.
were not generally known; but quite
a number of distinguished Russian
musicians of our time, who suffered
loss at the close. of the last war,
among them, Glazounoff and Medtner,
were helped to a new life and work
by his kindness. And such help was
always so quietly and delicately giv-
en that no one else should know of
it. He delighted, also, in securing
engagements for other young artists
whose work he admired.
In our talks he naturally spoke
often of the art to which he had
dedicat.ed his life. Here, his sincerity
was constantly evident. Music being
a religion to him, anything savouring
of insincerity, pose, or artificiality
was anathema. He said often:
"Music should speak from the
heart. In my own experience, my de.
sire to compose is actually the urge
within me to give musical expression
to my feelings-just as I speak to
give utterance to my thoughts. This,
I believe, is the function it should
serve in the life of every composer;
any other function it may fin is
purely incidental. I have little sym-
pathy with the composer who pro-
duces works according to pre-con-
ceived formulas or theories; or with
the composer who writes in a certain
style because it is the fashion so to
do. Great music has never been pro-
duced in that way; and it seems to
me it never will."
It was the same sincerity and high
integrity which contributed to mak-
ing him the wonderful artist he was
at the piano; indeed, after the retire-
ment of Paderewski, the ackncwl-
!I
'.
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edged greatest pianist. of our ti~e.
Readers of the ETUDE, espeCIally
teachers and young students, will be
interested to hear some wise words
of Rachmaninoff on properly di-
rected technical practice. On the
occasion of his last visit to my home
in Glasgow, and before his last re-
cital here, he was seated in my music
room, when we had been discussing
the subjects of repertoire and effec-
tive piano practice. I asked Rach-
maninoff what form of technical
practice he found most helpful be-
fore a recital. Without a moment's
hesitation, he answered, "Why, of
course, scales and arpeggios. But
practiced thoughtfully and in a va-
riety of rhythmic groupings; two's,
three's and four's, and in combined
rhythms; t.wo against one, three
against one; four against one; then
three against two, etc." To make
quite clear for the young student
what Rachmaninoff meant by these
rhythmic groupings, I write out a
few examples.
And of course, also, the parts in-
verted, and in contrary as well as
similar motion. These wise words of
this great artist, on practice, will
be an encouragement to all serious
t.eachers and students. Rachmaninoff
added afterwards, "And, of course,
in <ill practice, there must be the
listening ear." .
The last time we heard him in
public was at the International Mu-
sic Festival at Lucerne in August,
1939. This was inaugurated in the
hope of establishing an Annual
Festival on the lines of those at
Salzburg, but wit.h a wider outlook,
and more International sympathies.
The conductors were Tcscanini,
Ansermet, Boult and Bruno ·Walter;
while the solo artists included Rach-
maninoff and Casals. Rachmaninoff
not only aided the Festival with his
services, but also by supporting it
financially. The Festival proved a
great artistic and social success.
On the evening Rachmaninoff
played, we sat in the audience with
the family and with them went round
at the interval. to see Rachn~a~inoff.
He introduced us to Toscanm~. pre-
senting me with all sole~nlty as
"one of Britain's outstandmg mu-
.. ,,, In the second half of theSlClans. I.he played l1S ownprogramme, . ."
"Rhapsody on a Theme of PaganlOl,
d l the close he was handed aan ad' Ibouquet which he accepte WIt 1 a
look of surprise and embarrassment,
looking as if he wondered how he
could get rid of it.
- This was the last time we spoke
wit.h Rachmaninoff. After the concert
he told us he had been summone? to
America by his agent. It was obVIOUS
tl~at he felt that the clouds of war
doors, which' is what he wanted. He bet an
editor once whose newspaper had ignored
his opera company, a box of cigars he
would not find Wagner's "Tannhauser" a
bore. The editor was so impressed with the
performance, he promised a newspaper
campaign to publicize the unknown Wagner.
That one Beecham had to squelch.
Sir Thomas Beecham was born in St.
Helens near Liverpool. Since his father
loved music, he stocked his house with
music boxes, pianos, pipe organs and a
trailer-size contraption for playing orches-
tral pieces full blast. Returning from hear-
ing his first recital at 6, young Tommy
couldn't sleep and startled a family gather-
ing at midnight by appearing before it
lightly clad and asking: "Please, may I
learn to play the piano?" As Sir Joseph
wanted his son to succeed him in business,
what to do with a musical genius was a
poser. Deoid'ng to prepare him Ior trade,
he was sent to Rossall School and then Ox-
ford. Disliking academic work, he studied
piano and composition on the side and
haunted music halls. Quitting Oxford, he
founded an amateur orchestra in his home
town. Then came his first break. At a sym-
phony concert in which the famed Halle
Orchestra was scheduled, the conductor fell
iII and Tammy, then 20, brazenly pro-
posed that he (Continued on Page 50)
The list of composers, singers
and players who owe their first
public appearance to Sir Thomas,
reads almost like a
"Who's Who in Music."
by Doron. K. Antl'im
Sir Tliomas--a relaxing moment
Sir Thomas Beecham-
J..tlusicalPhilanthropist
A YOUNG COMPOSER barged into the
Sir Thomas Beecham hotel suite in
Los Angeles one morning in -1943 with a
symphony he had just finished. Sir Thomas
was taking a bath, but overhearing Lady
Beecham regretting his busy day and the
visitor's disappointed tone, shouted, "Wait
a minute." Emerging in a bath robe, Sir
Thomas took the score and after spending
three hours with it at the piano making in-
valuable suggestions, promised to conduct
it with the Seattle Symphony Orchestra. It
was the composer's first break. He was
thrilled. But he didn't have the $200 to get
the parts copied. "I'll take care. of that,"
said Sir Thomas. The premiere of Judson
Moross' Symphony launched the composer.
For nearly half a century, Sir Thomas
Beecham has nurtured unsung musical
talent. The roster of composers, singers,
players he has first timed reads like a Who's
Who in Music. Inheriting a fortune from
his father, maker of Beecham's Pills, he
spent millions creating five symphony or-
chestras and numerous opera companies
in England. During World War I, be lost
heavily keeping his musicians employed.
He made England opera conscious and fin-
ally recruited 50,000 annual subscribers for
a self-supporting peoples' opera.
That Beecham was able to raise musical
standards in England and America, is due
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to a rare combination-money and genius.
He's one of the world's top conductors.
Virgil Thompson says of the phonograph
records he conducted, that in number, tra-
ditional fidelity and standard of execution,
they excel those of any other conductor.
And their lively sale bears this out. He
is the only English conductor to receive
first rating in Europe, is considered su-
preme in Mozart and has conducted all
over the world. .
Persistent.legends of his being a musical
diletante seeking his own exploitation have
been disproved by the record. He has never
had a press agent. At retirement age, 65-
he's now 74-he could have basked in glory
guest-conducting major symphony orches-
tras, or accepted one of Hollywood's pro-
digious offers to appear in pictures. Instead
he chose to tour with the Rochester Sym-
phony Orchestra. His season here with the
WPA Sympbony in 1941, was hailed by
Olin Downes as the most exciting event of
the year. The money he makes from U. S.
appearances doesn't pay his personal ex-
penses.
Being financially independent, Beecham
blasts out at. musical smugness and sham.
He once told the people of Sbeffield, who
boasted of their culture, they were about
as musical as a colony of mollusk. Resent-
ful, they crowded his next concert to the
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Do You I(now
How Your Piano Is Tuned,
And Why?
by WILLIAM BRAID WHITE
EVERY INFORMED musician knowsthat the keyed instruments of music
are tuned according to an artificial system
that is a compromise between the ideal re-
quirements of the musical scale and the
actual number of musical sounds made
available by the standard keyboard. More
than one such system has been invented
and used; but during the last hundred years
and more, the system known as the equal
temperament has come to he universally
adopted.
By this system the octave span, repre-
sented on the keyboard by thirteen keys
inclusive, as C to C, is divided into twelve
successive equal semi tones, each of which
hears the same ratio of frequency, to wit,
1:2'12, that is 1:1.05946, or nearly 84:89.
The musical scale thus becomes a succes-
sion of equal semi tones, twelve to the oc-
tave, each bearing the ratio mentioned.
Two impo;tant consequences follow from
this arrangement. The first is that everyone
of the musical intervals, with the sole ex~
ceptioH of the unison and the octave, is
more or less pulled out of shape, that is to
say, becomes too wide or too narrow in
respect of the distance in sound between
its members. To put the matter in language
less accurate, but more familiar, the inter-
val of the perfect fifth in equal temperament
becomes "flat" by ?f,o of a semitone, while
the perfect fourth becomes "sharp" by the
same proportion. The major third becomes
"sharp" by nearly ~, and the minor third
"flat" by almost lit; of a semitone; and so
on. The semitone interval here discussed
is, of course, the equal tempered semitone
described above.
Despite these obvious theoretical defects,
equal temperament has become so generally
accepted as to be taken for granted by all
save a few musical scholars. Even the wind
instruments have, during the last hundred
years, been re-designed for equal tempered
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intonation, either wholly (wood wind) or
partially (brass). Only the family of bowed
instruments, the slide trombones and the
unaccompanied human voice remain out-
side the tempered circle.
This being so, it should seem that one of
the first cares of executant musicians, and
of composers too, would be -to insist that
all fixed-tone instruments should at all
times be kept in accurate equal tempered
tuning. In actual fact, however, it is rio-
torious that the most important of these
instruments, the pianoforte and the organ,
are very often more or less badly out of
tune during the greater part of the time. In
all but a few conservatories of music, pri-
vate music studios and music departments
of colleges and universities, the pianos and
organs used are not kept in tune systemati-
cally, and in many cases are systematically
(if one may use the term) neglected.
Such a state of affairs is surely not to be
shrugged off as if it were practically unim-
portant. If it be true, as certainly. it is, that
a considerable majority of all the pianos
and organs in practical daily use are not
being kept accurately tuned, then it follows
that equal temperament as an accepted sys-
tem of practical intonation is not being real~
ized in the majority of instances, so that the
intonation \\7ith which students of piano
playing as well as of harmony and com-
position become familiar, is actually only a
more or less distorted imitation thereof.
This is certainly not a healthy state of af~
fairs. In fact, its very existence is perhaps
partly responsible for the lamentable fact
that pianists and organists are so frequently
found to have only a vague notion of equal
t~mpered intonation, and to accept for prac~
tlce and even for professional playing, in-
struments that are distressingly out of tune.
Naturally, all of this tends to make musical
education sadly superficial, so that we have
perh~ps hundreds of keyboard luanipula.
t rs for every single trained musical mind
,~orking through the medium of piano and/
or organ. An example. of. the l~mentable
effect of ignoring the nicetres of intonation
comes to mind. It is almost incredible, but
it actually happened.
A few years ago the writer gave a talk
to a large class of advanced piano students,
studying under a very famous piano virtu-
oso and teacher, the subject being equal
temperament as compared with the older
mean-tone system that preceded it from the
end of the Fifteenth until the end of the
Eighteenth centuries. Two grand pianos
were used, placed ide by side. One of
them was tuned in the mean-tone system
and the other (of the arne style and make!
in the regular equal t mperam nt. Careful
and detailed explanations of the dif! r n
between the two y tern were given as
clearly a lOS ibl • and it appeared that
most of the audi n e could hear m r r
less plainly the var i u d gre of smooth-
nes and rough» h wn by the different
intervals and by h rd formations. a tuned
by the two m thod r spe lively. Toward
the end of the talk, how ver, Budden un-
expected inter ru] rio» urred. The head
of the in titution come U and whi pered
the startling iu lormnti n that h had quite
forgotten that two advnn d tudents had
arrived from out of t \ 11. oming specially
to play for him in that room, tl two-piano
piece that they had b n pre ti ing. They
were isters and ha 1 tr av I d n long di .
lance for this" ry en i n. ""hot to do?
There was no time t r tun the mean-tone
tuned piano. in a ort Ld I ration the
discussion wa stopped. and with ut a word
of explanation (f r that would only have
made a bad case wor ), the sister duo-
pianists were invited to tep up on the plat.
form and do their I t! The did. They
went to those piano in perfect on6dence.
sat down_ and began to play Grainger·s
two piano arrangem nt of !Jeep .1loy
Sa/ely Gra=e!
The audience, having been briefed for an
hour or so on the eli fference between the
two tuning systems. wa , of course. simply
on edge. From the very fir t collision of
two chords one cou Id ee the boys and girls
struggling desperately to keep traight faces
and not to let out a single giggle. They did
nobly. Naturally, the Lruggle to look sol-
emn and interested. without a smile. wa
terrific. Every so often the rival intonations
of the two pianos would collide head-on.
always with the most appalling r ulls: but
the t\\'? pianists went right on to the bitter
end wllhout showing, by look_ manner or
hesitation of any kind. that anything un'
t~ward was happening. At the end of their
pIece they were politely applauded, bowed
an~ went to their seats apparently quite
satIsfied. One shudders to remember what
the student audience said afterwards. but it
was certainly funny ... for them.
Many such (ContiOlLed on Page 52)
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What Priee Voeal Longevity?
THE SPECTER of an early deteriora-tion or loss of voice haunts every
singer, professional and amateur. It often
spells economic disaster and in all cases is
a shattering psychological experience, the
tragedy of which is heightened by the fact
that it usually occurs at a time when the
voice should be at its best.
Why is it that so many voices degenerate
or fail utterly at an early age, and why do
others subsist practically unimpaired to a
very advanced age? The history of the vo-
cal art records numerous singers of both
sexes who continued to sing publicly to
great acclaim in their 60's, 70's, and some
even in their 80's. How did they do it?
What was their secret? Is there a secrct?
No, it is no .secret. It is, however, a
dedicated task involving manifold ramifi-
cations, one which, despite its importance,
has rarely received the attention it 'war-
rants; less dur ingi recent years than ever
before. Most books published on voice and
singing in the last few decades ignore it
complete]y; .in a. few others it is accorded
little more than a passing reference. On the
other hand, the leading teachers of vocal
production of the 17th and l.Sth centuries
recognized the importance of vocal longev-
ity and many valuable observations on the
matter are scattered throughout their writ-
ings. They also formuJated rules which
their pupils were exhorted to follow strictly
during training and, subsequently during
their professional careers. But instead of
examining their ideas and instructions, and
perhaps improving upon them, the tend-
ency of late has been to disregard the sub-
ject altogether. This negligence cannot be
too severely condemned.
The rubric of the old masters pertained
in the first place to food, drink, exercise
and bodily hygiene. The following, in con·
densed form, are a few of the regulations
they insisted upon their pupils observing.
Singers should partake of light foods
only.
They should abstain from eating be·
fore singing.
Vegetables only should be eaten be-
tween closely timed appearances, when
following each other the same day that
is, or the same evening, or between a
performance on one day and another
on the next.
Eating of nuts was prohibited.
Wjnes were permitted, but with def~
inite restrictions.
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Why are some singers able to
retain their vocal ability until well up in
years while others have lragically
abbreouued careers?
Here are interesting facts about this
question which it ioould. pay all vocal
suuients to heed.
The drinking of any but light wine was
forbidden, and even these had to be
diluted during the warm months. But
during the winter months new wine
unmixed with water was allowed.
There was, too, a specific modification
relating to old singers. Old singers
were enjoined to drink undiluted wine
both during winter and summer; but
not to excess.
The latter is interesting for two reasons.
Obviously there were a large number 0/
singers 0/ advanced age appearing oroies-
sionall.y. It would be idle to deny that
singers of advanced age would be engaged
unless they were fit physically and still had
good voices. Nor would a special concession
be applied to them unless there were a
sufficient number still active professionally.
Secondly, among the writings of a well-
known modern scientist who specialized in
longevity the statement appears that,
"Wine, dry wine, preferably Burgundy, is
as beneficial to an aging person as milk
to an infant." The old masters of vocal pro:
duction had empirically arrived at a con-
clusion which is confirmed as a result of
experimentation by a leading scientific re-
search 'Worker of our day, thus giving au-
thority to their ideas in general on the
preservation of the voice.
The instructions on vinous beverages
and nuts are indisputably sensible, but it
must be noticed that spirituous liquors and
beer are not mentioned. This does not mean
they can be indulged with impunity. The
fact is they were unknown in Italy at that
time. If their use were as widespread as
today there is no doubt at all that a stern
injunction against the former would have
been issued and moderate consumption of
the latter counseled.
In the matter of food our national dif-
ferences and changes in eating habits over
the years must be taken into account. The
United States is diet conscious and none
but gluttdns are in real danger of over-
eating. Furthermore, protein foods take the
place ~f a great number of farinaceous
products which formed the staple diet of
the time and which had to be eaten in large
quantities for anything like adequate nour-
ishment. Behind the admonition to eat
lightly was the knowledge that overloading
the stomach is not only injurious to health
in general but also detrimental to good
breathing, a basic necessity to fine singing.
This principle must be kept in mind. There~
fore, thick soups and the supercaloric con-
coctions with which we·are plagued today,
should be excluded from the singer's diet.
Both are inimical to good breathing.
For the same reason singers should only
moderately indulge our wide·spread habit
of drinking water or milk during meals and
our equally wide-spread habit of partaking
excessively of water and soft drinks, usu-
ally ice cold, between meals and during the
warm months. Thick soups, bulky foods
and excessive intake of liquids in any form
are weights on the stomach and have the
effect of distending it, weakening the
respiratory muscles and cloying the respira-
tory ducts and resonance chambers.
No mention is made by the old masters
of hay fever or the mysterious temporary
affections of the nose, throat and chest
which today we call allergies. Apparently
these maladies were unknown, or they had
quick cures for (Continued on Page 48)
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High- Fidelity Notes
MUSIC LOVERS are properly gratefulfor the revolution in record-making
in the past five years. High-fidelity, long-
playing records give us music as the com-
posers intended. Moreover we get more
recorded music per dollar than ever before.
But there are some details that bother
us, .and possibly ETUDE is the means to
arouse the clan. The increasing number of
brands is one thing that worries us. While
we realize that competition is the life of
trade and that competition is largely re-
sponsible for improvements in records, the
multiplicity of record names has become
downright confusing.
For example, there are fifteen different
LP choices for Haydn's "Surprise" sym-
phony. Who knows which version to buy?
Some are priced about 50% below others.
Are these "economy" records technically
and musically good? Who knows for sure?
To complicate matters further, the big-
gest record companies seem to be competing
with themselves. In addition to their famil-
iar Masterworks and Red Seal labels,
Columbia and RCA Victor regularly release
classical LP records under such labels as
Bluebird, Entre, Camden, Epic, and "His
Master's Voice." Very few dealers attempt
to stock all these labels.
The envelope that holds the LP record
does more than house and protect the disc.
All companies use the envelope for program
notes. But companies should remember that
the envelope serves also as the printed
program. Why don't all companies adopt
the practice of listing in order, on the
jacket, titles, movements, artists, band by
band? WhIle a speed of 3311:~ revolutions
a minute is not very fast, reading a musical
program from a disc revolving at that speed
18
is apt to make any music lover slightly
dizzy. .
Here's another thing all compames
should consider. Record collectors like the
idea of printing on the backbone of the
jacket the composer, title, and artist for the
record within. Victor, Columbia and a few
others do this uow. The practice is so in-
expensive for the companies and so helpful
to buyers that every company might well
follow suit, Another helpful scheme is
Columbia's new policy of printing on each
record holder, the date of the recording
session. Knowing whether the performance
is early, middle, or late Flagstad is often
useful to the listener.
Record buyers who belong to the high
fidelity fraternity welcome the growing
tendency to accomplish high fidelity ob-
jectives within the framework of sound
musical values. By this time we'd rather
not hear the tinkle of the triangle than to
have it reproduced louder than the whole
string section.
. Hi-fi enthusiasts unanimously wish rec-
ord makers would try harder to get some
kind of agreement about recording curve
characteristics. There are far too many at
present for genuine hi-fi to become a com-
mon pleasure for music lovers. What's been
done in the past can't be undone, of course,
but is it too much to ask that all LP's in the
future be made according to approximately
the same curve?
Until this utopia is reached, it is not un-
reasonable to ask that each record holder
contain a simple statement that the disc
inside calls for NARTB, AES, FFRR or
some other of the ten or more kinds of
equalization. The biggest companies sho~ld
follow this practice as faithfully as the
cords
D,·. Pau 1 . Elbin
r their r
\\'1'\ dam
reign records
tic recording
small, since many
do not fellow their
practices.
Finally, may we music lover dare wish
for cheaper quality di cs? Pric are all
mixed up; perhap the time ha arrived to
uyfor some stability by lowe"ng top
prices. All of us would buy more records
if we could be sure of gelling top quality
at prices now quoted Ior doubtful quality.
Maybe this is impo ible, but record makers
may be sure every decrease in price will
bring an increase in sales.
•
Il"ahms: PinHO Concerto No, 1 ill D Minor,
Op.15
Now and then a record comes along that
strikes you as being about as good as it
can be. Such a recording i this new
Brahms disc featuring ClifIord Curzon as
soloist with the Concertgebouw Orchestra
of Amsterdam conducted by Eduard "an
Beinum. The sublime adagio is masterfully
realized, and the long, difficult first move-
ment achieves a unity not often felt. The
solidity of the recorded tone is as artistic
in its way as the understanding revealed by
the musicians. (London 850)
(Continued 011 page 641
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Contests
and
BAND AND ORCHESTRA DEPARTMENT '\;
Adjudicators
SPRINGTIME is with us once again. Tomany, April brings the song of the
robin, warm sunshine, gardens, budding of
trees and many other wonders of Mother
Nature; to the school musician and his·
conductor, springtime ushers in the most
important program of the year, namely, the
Annual Music Contests.
During the next few weeks many thou-
sands of students throughout the breadth
of this great land will travel hundreds of
thousands of miles to participate in various
district and state solo, ensemble, band,
orchestra and choral contests.
They will journey from the smallest of
hamlets to the largest of cities, from the
plains of Texas to the hills of New Hamp-
shire, from the bayous of the southland to
the Rockies of Colorado; everywhere we
will find our musical youth wending their
'way to contest centers. Here they will meet
in competition with their young musical
colleagues, and will be given ample oppor·
tunity to prove that training in music is
valuable in the development of sportsman-
ship and fair play. They will learn to live
with their opponents, work with them, play
with them. Here they will learn to take
criticism, to evaluate their abilities, learn to
take defeat gracefully and win "humbly."
That these "competition festivals," as
they have come to be known, are regarded
as highly important adjuncts to our total
education programs is evident by the ever
constant increase in the number of partici-
pants seeking this self-evaluation in the
festivals throughout our country.
Perhaps no other single motivating force
of our school music program has been so
responsible for the generating of interest,
enthusiasm and group participation as has
the school music contest movement. Cer-
tainly these annual tests of individual and
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group achievement have done more than any
other medium to stimulate the study and
practice of music in the lives of our youth.
The democratizing influence of these
annual events has resulted in nationwide
appreciation and understanding of the fact
that participation in these contests brings
about an individual and collective develop-
ment of pride, responsibility, assurance,
self-expression, courage and appreciation
that cannot be achieved in any other phase
of our music education program.
Many of the excellent results and by-
products of the contests are manifested in
other areas of school and post-school life:
but obviously the major benefits are those
which come from the individual's musical
experiences, his understanding of the art
of music and his association with his fellow
students in the recreation of the musical
score; as well as his contribution to the
life of his community through all of his
musical endeavors.
During the past twenty-five years fre-
quent reference has been made to the values
accruing from the varied experiences af-
forded students of music in our schools and
especially in reference to their preparation
for and participation in the annual music
contests. Certainly today finds no need for
further evidence as to the merits and values
of such contests, particularly in relation to
character-building, appreciation of and
consideration for the achievement of com-
petitors. No teacher, conductor or admin-
istrator need be further convinced of the
advantages and lessons to be learned from
such participation; nor of the serious and
effective study made by the contestants of
the repertory at hand.
The future success of our competition-
festival rests upon three main sources,
namely (a) the administrator-his eympa-
(
I
thetic support and understanding of the
various problems directly concerned with
the function of this tremendous program.
(b) The contest management, i.e. the
music educator himself-his objectives,
philosophy, his administrative-organiza-
tional abilities, and the degree of efficiency
with which he is able to manage and admin-
ister problems of his district and state band,
orchestra and vocal association.
(c) The adjudicator-the jurist-the
umpire-the person upon whose very deci-
sion depends so many things. Here is the
focal point of agreement or dissension.
Upon his shoulders rests the responsibility
of teaching the participants many valuable
lessons so vital to their ultimate progress
and goals; upon his decisions many con-
tests end in a blaze of glory or simply in a
blaze of disappointment which simmers to
a faint spark and thence to total darkness.
Music contests properly conducted are
but a "means to an end" rather than the
"end" itself. If this is true, then every par-
ticipant, including the administrator, Board
of Education, the community, faculty, con-
ductor and student must understand
thoroughly all objectives, problems and
phases of the contest; from the first day of
active preparation to the final note of the
contest proper.
Everyone must be led to understand that
the primary purpose of the contest is not
to "pick a winner" but a means for "pacing
the road to excellency;" and unlike other
forms of competition, our present rating
system recognizes no winner and no loser-
but rather various degrees of accomplish-
ment and standards of achievement. In short
-the participant is competing with and
against himself and standards of achieve-
ment as conceived by his own teacher and
conductor. (Continued on Page 59)
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Here is the
second section 0/ a
scholarly discussion,
begun last month, on
IN STUDYING Bach's works, one is im-pressed with the fact, not that he was
limited to this or that player for the per·
Iormance, but rather that he was impelled
by the eternal fitness of things to use the
combination which he selected. In those
days it is a well known fact that ,each instru-
mentalist could play on severalmstruments.
In order to join a musicians' guild, the
player had to show and prove his skill on
at least three or four instruments.
We must also keep in mind, that, with
the exception of the violin family, the
instruments used by Bach had not reached
their present state of perfection and hence
were, in a way, somewhat more limited. On
the other hand, certain qualities of tone,
such as we will consider later in relation to
the flute, were better adapted to realize
their objectives than the modern form of
the instrument would have been. It would
present much of interest to go into detail
concerning these difIerence~, such as the
trumpet without valves, which could pro-
duce the notes of the scale only in the upper
registers and which conseq~ent~y was .lim-
ited for use by Bach to this high regrster
for the greater part. Mention of a few
instruments whose characteristics were
especially different and the use of which
was abandoned in the classical orchestra,
should be of interest.
In this category is the viola da Gamba,
•
\
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Part 2
by Albert Riemenschneider
which is a six string instrument of the
viole family. Its tone was softer and more
plaintive than the instrument which. sup-
planted it, the violoncello. Bach used It fre-
quently in his pre-Leipzig period and after
that time in his St. John Passion, Aeolus,
Trauer Ode, the St. Matthew Passion and
Cantata No. 76. Its use and function may
be' noted in the familiar St. Matthew and
St. John Passions, where the reflection of
the deep suffering of Christ on the Cross
is the emotion which may best be inter-
preted by the medium of this instrument.
These include such deep sentiments as HIt
is finished" and "Come, blessed Cross."
The spirituality which fills these numbers
is so enhanced by the use of the viola da
Gamba, that no one who possesses a definite
sense of muelcal discrimination can fail
to recognize the contribution which this
instrument makes to the total expression.
Bach's use of voices and instruments was
a continual striving to portray what he
had experienced within himself. In this
manner he spiritualized the technical means,
whether they covered the construction of
his melodic lines or the whole form in
which the composition was cast.
Space will not allow, but it would be in-
tensely interesting to go into the functions
and characteristics of every instrument as
'Bach used them. His love for the viola,
which he expressed as being in the very
center of things. influ need his use or this
instrument as is 5ho\\111 in his frequent
dividing of the violas, whit in Cantata No.
18 he makes use of four viola in com-
bination with two "810 kfloten" and con-
tinuo. This is an in tan e of hi selection
of approphiate instruments. Any violinist
could have managed the violin had it been
desired. The selection was made because
of the inner spiritual relationship of the
text, which called for this milder combina-
tion as being more appropriate in the opin-
ion of the composer.
The viola d'aruore stood in about the
same relation to the viola as the viola de
Gamba did to the violoncello. Once heard.
no one could possibly forget the haunting
and tender combination of two violas
d'amore with Iiuto and organo e continuo
in the bass arioso from the 51. John Pas-
sion. Bach was no doubt moved to this most
tender musical conception by the very sug-
gestive work HHimmeischliisselblume." In
the English translation the word "pr-irurose
awakens in us no more sentiment than
would any other beautiful spring flower-
but in the German, the literal translation
of which is "Key-to-Heaven-Flower." the
connotation to Bach influenced him to enter
deeply into this meaning in connection with
the rest of the text. The two obbligati
by the violas d'amore in the tenor aria
which follows (Continued 011 Page 51)
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A Judge's Dilemma
Some frustrating observations
by an audition's adjudicator
IN EIGHTEEN YEARS this department
has seen significant changes in ways
and methods, and in teaching and stand-
ards of piano instruction. We have been
delighted by what we have witnessed
throughout the United States-s-a fine,
steady upswing in piano teaching compe-
tence. But now, along comes a judge who
makes some distressing observations after
having listened to one thousand students in
auditions over the land. This judge is a
woman of first-rate training, experience
and taste; so after we hear her it might be
well tor us to do something more than 'Tsk!
Tsking!! with mournfully shaking heads.
Here are some of the conditions she met:
1. Of the thousand students, none looked
away from their hands or from the piano
as they played ... Nor· did they make mu-
sic joyfully ... Eyes glued to keyboard ...
grim sink-or-swim approach. When the
judge spoke to the teachers about this, none
had heard of practicing and playing in this
"no looking" way, freed from the horrible
glue-eye habit.
What is the matter with teachers? Even
when they go to a cafe or dance hall, do
they see pianists staring and glaring at
their keyboards? Have they never watched
artists like Artur Rubinstein lift up the
audience with their irresistible rhythm as
they play, giving practically no attention
to their hands?
If you do not teach "playing without
looking" right from the first lesson, you
are not a good teacher ... It is an absolute
essential for joyous, Iree performance.
2. Almost no student could play isolated
chords or chord groups confidently, color-
fully and well.
Chord clusters are the basis of rich piano
playing; yet, how many of your students
could go now to the piano and play chord
sequences or even a single chord all over
the keyboard? Here's a test ... Can they
play these elementary ups-and-downs well ?
Note: Play all chords 2 octaves apart for
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better body balance. Play the chords in
several keys (a ) softly and slowly (h)
br-illiantly and faster (c) first, looking at
keyboard (d) then not looking ever after
you play the first chord of each series.
How many teachers can do this "right
off the bat?" If you can't, you'd better
remedy it at once.
3. Not one of the pupils had adequate
experience in skip flipping (sliding iu-
stantaneously and swiftly) from one spot
on the keyboard to another.
No, most teachers don't know how to do
this themselves, therefore they don't teach
it. And thereby they neglect another indis-
pensable element of good playing.
Get your own skip. flip technique so se-
cure that you can teach it authoritatively.
Students who do not possess this technic
seldom make facile swift players ... They
are the ones that fall by the roadside in
their second or third year of piano lessons.
And, note well, this failure can only be laid
to the teacher.
4. No player had richness, skill and sup-
port from the left hand. It just "drug"
along!
What does this mean? It indicates that
teachers have not established the .routine
of constant single handed practice--a seri-
ous fault with advanced players as well as
early graders. Even later when a piece has
been learned well, there should be some
one handed practice every day. Only by
this method can the player keep his
PIANIST'S PAGE
listening ears and controlled fingers intact.
5. Almost no pupil could play any sort of
staccato except the punch or plunk kind.
In other words, not only had there been
no training in non-legato and portamento
playing, but the various kinds of staccato
had not been studied. All artists are ex-
pert in brushed hand, plucked finger tip,
arm-drip staccato and many others. Stac-
cato is very seldom the super-short, whacked
kind, but more often a longer-held half,
quarter or three-quarters staccato j or a
staccato not even separated from the notes
before or after, but played with a slightly
plucked touch with damper pedal ... Stac-
cato is often qualitative rather than quan-
titative.
So, if you don't teach varied, beautiful
staccato touches, you'd better start now!
6. Almost no student played softly bea,u-
tifully?
Why? Because their teachers haven't
given them the conception of or feeling for
softness. Almost all early grade pupils play
everything dully m], and their efforts at
dynamic expression are hopeless ... Do
you know what I've found to be the best
way to bring up piano beginners to a sen-
sitive feeling for expression? For several
of the first months I require them to play
everything very softly. They must practice
softly; they know and use only one "ex-
pression"-piano. Through playing all
their pieces quietly they develop a fine feel-
ing of softness, besides sliding effortlessly
into the habit of playing with easy relaxa-
tion and concentration. I .am very hard-
boiled about persisting in this early "soft-
ness only" program. Every student in the
class must play softly always. (It helps
reading very much also!) But be sure their
softness is true piano, not just a dull thud.
Naturally I give them chord exercises or
a piece once in a while requiring louder
expression; but I always let them find the
proper sound dynamics to achieve the nec-
essary contrast (Continued on Page 49)
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TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE
MEMORIZING AIOS
For memory retention of a piece after it
has been memorized and when I play it
"in my inind" (so to speak) away from the
piano, I first play it by mentally "seeing"
the printed notes on the page, first one hand,
then the other, then both together. I con-
tinue by mentally" seeing" the keyboard of
a piano and my hands on it as they play
the different notes. My question is this: in
playing over a piece in my mind, is it neces-
sary to do as I have described above, or is
there some way of mentally "playing" the
piece away from the piano? Your answer
to this question will be most gratefully
received. R. M. C., Texas
I have often written about musical mem-
ory-please turn back to my article "Musi-
cal Memory: Why, When, and Where" in
the issue of May 1938, and to the para-
graph "Memorize Quickly," April 1947-
and I always emphasize the fact that there
cannot be any standard method of com-
mitting music to memory. Each person has
his or her own way and what suits one may
not suit the other at all. Personally I believe
in "repetition" as a fundamental principle
because it is what we call "mechanical
memory." It should be coupled with an-
alysis, with a knowledge of form and con-
struction in a piece, with a thorough grasp-
ing of the harmonic structure or the march
of the different parts. Then any additional
aid, such as visualizing, can be used. It
amounts to the mixing of various ingred-
ients in the way most suitable to individual
inclination.
I cannot answer your question specifi-
cally because personally I could never
memorize that way, though I can "hear" a
piece mentally and perfectly, away from the
piano. But the method you describe is
probably all right for you.
May I suggest that you read James
Francis Cooke's book, "How to Memorize
Music." It is highly interesting and I feel
sure the different opinions expressed will
prove very helpful in your case.
THE RIGHT COUNT
Recently a pupil came to me, whose par-
ents had moved from another city. The
child is all confused-and I am, too-for
she tells me that what I call the first line in
the bass was called the fifth line by her
previous teacher who said that such was
the modern way to teach it. I was taught to
22
MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus. Doc.
discusses memory aids, staff lines, Chopin
on Bach, awards and grading, and other
matters pertinent to teachers.
count the lines upward in both staves alike,
and I read up' to-date theory books, but I
see nothing to verify a change. Will you
please let me know which is the accepted
way.
(Mrs.) R. 8., Arkansas
Your way of counting the lines is abso-
lutely correct. I was taught the same way·
at the Paris Conservatory where the same
method continues to be used in the solfeg-
gio classes. I have also checked up in the
latest edition of the Harvard Dictionary of
Music (1945) and you can convey to your
pupil the following, which I found on page
158:
"The G clef, also caned violin clef-or
treble clef-is used on the second line of
the staff; it indicates that the note on the
second line is G."
'''The F clef, also called bass clef, is used
on the fourth line; it indicates that the note
written on the fourth line is F."
That is perfectly clear and it will relieve
your confusion. You can also explain to
your pupil that there are no two staves,
and consequently no two ways of counting
the lines. There is only one staff and it is the
position of various clefs on this staff which
makes the difference. Invariably, the lines
must be counted upward, 1-2-3-4-5.
It is possible, however, that someone is
wanting to be different at all cost and has
produced some new crackpot theory text
book. Should this be the case, pay .no at-
tention to it and continue to abide by the
accepted method which is yours.
CHOPIN ON BACH,
"Play Bach's Preludes and Fugues every
day. This is the highest and best school; no
one will ever create a more ideal one. If
you have plenty of time, memorize Bach;
only by memorizing a work does one be-
come able to play it perfectly. Without
Bach you cannot have freedom in the fin-
gers, nor a clear and beautiful tone. With-
out Bach there is no true piani t. A pianist
who doesn't recognize Bach is a bungler
and a charlatan. Bach will never become
old. His works are structured like those
ideally conceived geometric figures in
which everything is in its proper place and
not a line is superfluous. When I play an-
other composer's works, I often think that
I would have solved or written this or that
point in a different way_ But when I play
Bach I never think like this. Every\hing
he does is perfect; it is not even possible to
imagine it otherwise, and the slightest
change would spoil everything."
Marvelous judgment indeed, which ought
to give additional momentum to the great
revival of Bach appreciation experienced
all over the country fOT the past two de-
cades. Let's repeat: at all grades of pianistic
education Bach is indispensable. Later on
and throughout life it is indispensable.
Liszt played six Preludes and Fugues every
day, "in order to keep himself on the alert."
Let everyone do the same.rand have the In-
ventions or the Clavi cord as a permanent
feature on the piano rack.
AWAROS ANO GRADING
What do you think o] giving awards in a
recital? How many awards should 1 give
and how shall I grade each papil, ere.
Should I grade each lesson as a whole, or
split it up and (Continued on Page 63)
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though there are certain basic ways of per-
fOrJ~ing the various ornaments, they are
all Improvisatory in nature and the exact
method of their production varies under
different conditions.
No ornament of any sort occurs at this
place in the original Scarlatti, and several
modern editions show nothing here. So it
would be perfectly correct to play the pas-
sage completely unadorned. But the fact
that Scarlatti wrote no ornament here does
not mean that one must not be played. It is
well known that performers of that time
often added various ornaments of their own.
. T believe that it is traditional to play an
Inverted mordent at this place, as shown in
a) below. If, however, this proves too diffi-
cult to ~~rforn;-clearly at the tempo of this
composition, It might be shortened as
shown in b)
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
MORE ABOUT THE KEY OF MALAGUENA
This department has received several let-
ters about the composition called "Mala-
guena." There seems to be considerable
difference of opinion about its key, and as
a [urther contribution to getting at the root
oj the matter I am. glad to print an excerpt
from a letter umucn. by the well-known
musicologist, Julius Gold.
K. G.
"In brief: the piece in question is in the
Phrygian mode, one of the three ecclesias-
tical or medieval minor modes, here trans-
posed ... a minor' third lower than its
ori~inal pitch. Settings in this mode require
a SIgnature of one sharp less or one flat
more than modern minor. Lecuona's use of
four sharps was a mere concession to our
understanding of modern minor. This is
explained by the fact that he wrote the piece
for popular consumption; and what could
the benight~d populace make of a piece
presumably In Ceharp minor and with only
three sharps in the signature!"
J- G., California
ABOUT MUSIC THERAPHY
I am a nurse with a college background
but am also interested in music. So I am
wondering about the status of this new
.(Lel~, and where one may go to prepare
one s self for it. Will you give me some in-
formation?
-M. V. L., Iowa
I actually know very little about music
tberapy, but I think this is tbe story of
recent developments. Of course, music has
always been supposed to have a beneficial
effect on sick people, especially on those
whowere emotionally upset. But about 25
or 30 years ago a number of people in this
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Conducted by KARL W. GEHRKENS
Music Editor, Webster's New International
Dictionary, assisted by Prof. Robert A.
Melcher, Oberlin College.
counlry became interested in music as a
cure, or at least as a palliative. They used
music of various moods, mostly by means
of phonograph records, to induce beneficial
changes in ill or mentally upset patients.
~ few ha~ the wit to get mental patients
Interested III producing music themselves-
singing, playing percussion instruments
while the teacher played the piano, in some
cases helping the patients themselves to
learn to play the piano or some other in-
strume~t. ~his often seemed to have a very
beneficial effect so various music schools
began to set up courses in Music Therapy.
Some of these are still in operation but"I
have no list of them. Today the best thought
on the matter seems to be that a Music
Ther~~ist ~ust be thoroughly trained as a
physician In addition to his musical skill
and knowledge, so a course in Music Ther-
apy !s about as long as the usual course
required of doctors before they are allowed
to practice. You no doubt would be inter-
ested in an article on music therapy which
appeared in the August 1953 issue of
ETUDE.
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HOW TO PLAY A SCARLATTI TRILL
Will you please tell me how to play
.the following trills from measure 17 f
S~ar!atti's Sonata in A major (L. 345)0?
Similar trills appear in measures 18 25
and 26. ' ,
Ex.l
~Et:fbfM.
-Mrs. E. C. B., Arkansas
It is practically impossible to give
any hard and fast rules for the perform-
ance of ornaments in Baroque music. AI-
--I~b,
~rEF OJ
Whatever method of
chosen for one measure
be followed in the other
performance is
must, of course,
measures.
-R.A.M .
GOOD TASTE IN CHURCH MUSIC
• . I am a church organist, and I shouldlzk~ your opinion as to the propriety of
usmg secular songs such as, Where'er You
Walk, and The Sunshine of Your Smile in
a regular church service. '
-Mrs. C. L. H., Moss.
Secular music has often been used i
church ser~ices., and even in the Catholi:
church, which IS (Continued on Page 53)
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ORGANIST'S pA.GE
When "shopping around" for
used items of any kind,
whether they moe automobiles 01'
.pipe OJ'gans,it is wise to
I Beware of Bargains
by ALEXANDER McCURDY
WHAT is a bargain? Not necessarilysomething that sells at the lowest price.
No doubt there are bargains in used auto-
mobiles. as when someone is trading in a
weH-ke};t car on a newer model. The t.rouble
is that for every transaction of tl115 sort
there are a dozen in which the buyer stands
to lose everything except his back molars.
All of us have heard horrid stories of
transmissions filled with oatmeal instead
of lubricating oil, designed to muffle the
noise of clashing gears until the hapless
purchaser 1S safely· down the street; of
cracked cylinder heads, burned-out hear-
ings, wrecked and badly welded chassis
frame members which give way at the most
inopportune moment~usual~y twenty miles
from home in a pour mg ram.
Fortunately all these matters are common
knowledge. 'fhe m )tto seems to be.: Let the
buyer beware; and let him, if possible, take
along an expert who knows good from ba~.
Yet, vestrymen and members of mus:c
committees who would never be taken 111
by an automobile with one of its forwa-:d
gearspeeds missing seem unable. to reaist
the siren song of a second·hand pIpe organ
offered for sale as a "bargain."
There are many such on the market to-
day, usually accompanied by a high-p.res-
sure sales talk regarding the vast savmgs
which will accrue if one buys this or that
second-hand instrument.
It is true that there are bargains to be
had There is in itself nothing wrong with
usil~g second-hand organ pipes. Essentially
an organ 'pipe is simplicity itself-a metal
cylinder or hollow wooden structure thro~gh
which air is blown to produce a mUSIcal
sound. If one is careful to have it tuned
occasionally and not to let it get rained on,
such a pipe is capable of doing good work
ten. twenty, or a hundred years from now.
A pipe through which air is blown ~eems
to offer few complications. But h~w IS the
air supplied? Any experienced bUIlder can
, .
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make your hair stand on end with stories
of leaking wind-chests and faulty consoles.
Moreover, every properly built organ is
"voiced" by an expert to make sure that
the tone of any given pipe matches the rest
of the instrument. Putting an instrument
together is more complex than simply tak-
ing pipes out of one organ and sticking
them into another.
Nevertheless this can be done if the
huilder knows what he is doing. There is
nothing wrong with using old pipes; there
is not1l:ing wrong with using old chests;
there are consoles which can be repaired
and made to work satisfactorily for years
to come. I am sure that every major organ
builder at some time or other has rebuilt
a smaller, older instrument, incorporating
pipes from the old installation along with
his new work. If a first·class builder has
been retained for the job, he will use only
the better parts of the old instrument and
will see to it that they work satisfactorily.
t llow work to be done that willHe can no a
ruin his reputation. .
S h t d,
'fIerent is the case of theomew a .
. . ho wrote that his church was
minister w
ider i buying a two·manual organconSI enng . .
. h ni tops and that It was a bargain
WIt nme S , .
d to a new organ. At the pnce hecompare
mentioned it certainly was. .
Further inquiry revealed that the Instru-
ment was in storage, hence could not. be
heard. The builder's proposals for moving
and installation were very vague. So w~re
the specifications for the instrument, ,\'.hlch
had originally been made by a good bUllde;,
and was said to be "about 15 .y~r old.
It was suggested that the minister con-
It the original builder for further data.
~his revealed that the organ had been. built,
not 15 years ago, but in 1910; that It had
iglnally been a three-manual instrument j
.011 I b ildand that when last heard of by t te UI er
it had been in an auditorium in ew York
City. .
Later the minister found, the Instrument
had been split up into three mailer unit I
connected to three pat hcd-up two-manual
consoles. It was one of the three worn-
out units which had been offered for ale
as a "bargain."
Now all the foregoing doe n t mean that
this particular fragment of an organ. could
not be made into a fairly serviceable Instru-
ment. If one wished to p nd the necessary
time and money it would be p sible ; but
not at the bargain price quoted. The mini -
ter and his board now are glad to have
looked into the matter carefully. If the ex·
pected baraain did not materialize, on the
other handthey escaped being saddled with
a wretched, worn-out instrument which
would have been a constant source of ex-
pense and possibly more costly than a new
one in the long run.
Another church, however. bought a
second-hand organ sight unseen. The speci-
fications did not look very interesting; but
they were dealing with a trusted organ·
builder. The church organist himself is an
enthusiastic amateur organ-builder as well
as a very good organist. When the second-
hand instrument arrived, organist and
builder reconstructed it to fit the acoustics
of the church. They changed pipes around,
added a mixture or two, sent some of the
reeds back to the factory and had them
revoiced on the machine by an artist, al·
ways seeking for a combination of tones
best suited for their particular building.
They also rebuilt the console, doing over
the combination action and putting in new
parts wherever needed.
The result is anything but a patchwork
job. It is ideally suited to the churcb
and will give a satisfactory performance
for years to come.
J n these columns we have emphasized
again and again the (Continued on Page 58)
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How to Teach Harmonics
by HAROLD BERKLEY
"1 luioe had so milch benefit from YOilT
pages in the ETUDE during the last few
')'ears, that I feel 1 must ask you a ques-
tion .... How does one go aboui teaching
harmonics 1.0 a pupil? ... My pupil has
good fingers and plays up to the filth posi-
tion, bui she can't play harmonics. What
should I do? ...
Miss A. R. M., Virginia
The first and most important step in the
learning of harmonics-and I assume you
mean artificial harmonics-is to acquire
the ability to play perfect fourths between
the first and fourth fingers. Some such
exercise as Ex. A will help in this.
Ex.A
Adagio ?"::
., n reF ,"·rr (!:11,8 r r ·11
~. l l etc.
When this exercise can be played accu-
rately in tune, then comes the playing of
actual harmonics. Teach them at first in
the following manner (see Ex. B):
~~Ed~,=.~~~A f I~'IO
The first and fourth fingers must grip the
string firmly for the two quartet notes;
but for the half note, while the first finger
maintains a strong grip, the fourth finger
must touch the string only very lightly.
Your pupil will certainly find that in order
to make the harmonic sound, the fourth
finger must be very slightly higher than
when it stopped the string firmly. The an-
swer to this apparent paradox is that in
gripping the string firmly, the finger
spreads-and it is the outside edge of. the
finger that gives the sounded note; whereas
in the playing of a harmonic it is the middle
of the fingertip that touches the string.
An artificial harmonic played by the
first and fourth fingers produces a tone
two octaves above the note stopped. Quite
often, however, one has to playa harmonic
with the first and third fingers at the in-
terval of a rna j or third, producing a tone
ETUDE-APRIL 1954
The mastering of harmonics
lS a very important phase of violin teaching.
Here woevaluable hints [or their study; also a
question on Extension Fingering is answered .
two octaves above the note touched by the
third finger.
So far as the left hand is concerned,
the essentials for good performance are
two: a firmly placed first finger, and a
lightly but exactly placed third or fourth
finger. This is one reason why harmonics
are such good practice-they promote good
intonation. Another reason is the sensi-
tivity they require from the bow arm.
Thus far we have considered only the re-
sponsibilities of the left hand; those of
the right hand are just as important. There
are many players and teachers who over-
look the fact that poor playing of harmonics
is quite as often due to inadequate bow
technique as it is to faults of the left
hand. If the bow stroke is not well made,
the harmonic will be a failure no matter
how well the left hand may be doing its
job. The bow must be drawn steadily and
firmly, but not too lightly, and it must be
drawn close to the bridge. If it is made
some distance from the bridge, the har-
monic will surely break.
When staccato, "spark-like," harmonics
have to be played, they should be taken
in the lower third of the bow, which should
strike the string firmly for each note, near
the bridge, and move very fast. It is ob-
vious that the bow must leave the string
after each stroke.
In their place, harmonics can be effec-
tive, though an extended passage of them
tends to become monotonous owing to the
very limited range of expression that is
possible. They are, however, extremely
good practice for the development of both
left- and right-hand technique.
EXTENSION FINGERING
" ... J have seen two references lately
to Ivhat was called Extension Fingering.
The name is new to me, thongh I tTy to
keep abreast of the times, from a violinistic
point 01 view .... J1 you can explain what
Extension Fingering is, I'll be greatly
obliged to yon. . . "
R. W. N., Connecticut
Since the time of Corelli violinists have
used the half-step extension (or stretch]
of the fourth finger, and for most of that
time they have also used the half-step
backward extension of the first finger. A
little later came the whole-step forward
extension of the fourth finger-Locatelli
was probably the first to use it-and there,
in spite of Paganini, matters rested for
many years.
It is really within the last thirty-five
years that violinists have come to realize
that the second and third fingers are also
capable of being extended-and this is the
true core of Extension Fingering. Some of
Kreisler's "unorthodox" fingerings helped
very much to spread the idea widely. It is,
indeed, one of the most important bases of
the modern left-hand technique. Its chief
virtue is that it eliminates many shifts, thus
materially aiding digital clarity.
Extension Fingering is a technique diffi-
cult to describe in a few words. Essentially
it consists of fingering in one position while
the hand remains in the position below or
above, as in Ex. C. Sometimes the whole
hand moves as soon as the extension is
made, as in Exs. D and E. But a few exam-
ples with comments will make the principle
more clear than paragraphs of description.
The crosses indicate Extension Fingering.
Ex. C: Kreutzer Etude in BoA at, No. 30
"Ex. C , I •
~J.J~00_
If the F on 'he third beat-is taken with
the third finger, as is usually indicated,
the stretch to the B-Aat is difficult. But
with the fingering given in the example
the stretch can be easily made. The first
finger should be held down on the D. The
use of Extension fingering often makes an
awkward stretch quite easy.
Ex. D: from the Beethoven Concerto, 1st
movement
Nit f
The usual shift f~r this passage is with·
the first finger from A to D-a wide shift.
The fingering indicated in the example
not only sounds (Continned an Page 62)
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We take a look at the int;icate details -r ."
necessary to produce a modern recording-
whether it be a popular song or a symphony
Back of the Scenes
at a Recording Session
Robert Me.orill at the mike
by Rose Heylbut
THE TREMENDOUS increase in recordsales, during the past few years, has
brought with it a proportionately increased
interest in the ways and means of record-
ing. You carry home a fine, shiny new
disc; what has been happening to it before
you get it there? What significance to you
lies behind trade terms like LP-Hi Fi-
variable pitch? Does listening to records
carry advantages (or disadvantages) over
hearing broadcasts? Are records a business
or an art?
Record making falls into the categories
of art, science, and big business, all fol-
lowed through with stop watch, hair-split-
ting precision. The mechanics, but not the
method, vary according to whether records
are "plain," long-playing, or high-fidelity.
The method, but not the mechanics, vary
according to whether the music reproduced
is classical or popular.
The field of classical music recording is
somewhat simplified by the fact that the
works themselves are time·tested, their
"plugging" having been done" outside the
disc manufacturer's bailiwick, on concert
stages. The chief problem is to assemble
Pianist B)'ron Janis
Fi.eddy Marlin in action before the mike!
or.
worthy and attractive artists presenting
worthy and attractive selections.
The most extensive and expensive single
project that a recording company can un-
dertake is the full-length opera, given in
its entirety as it would be from the stage,
and performed by artists of the calibre to
lure patrons into an opera.house. RCA Vic-
tor, a pioneer in this, as in most recording
fields, has been selling up thi herculean
project on an average of once every six
months, in its studio in New York City.
The recording of "II Trcvetore," for
example, began with the selection of a
notable cast, and the planning of recording
schedules for times of year, days, and hours
when all should be available. The principals,
all noted for their Metropolitan Opera per-
formances in the same roles are Jussi
Bjoerling, Zinka Milanov, Leonard Warrenl
Fedora Barbieri, and icola Moscona, with
Renato Cellini conducting the RCA Victor
Symphony, and Robert Shaw directing the
Robert Shaw Chorale.
Opera recordings, made without costumes
or audience, begin in the morning and
go on throughout (Continued on Page 56)
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Mi askev sk y, contemporary Russian, has produced a nr od i . .problems. being thoroughly CO'ne t i . .. pro ig icus amount of work. Thlsfttgato presents no new musical or technical
cal sketch.)Grade 3 s r va rve In spir it and in the handling of the two voices. (Turn to page 3 for ashort b iog rnp h i>
NICOLAS MIASKOVSKY, Op. 43, No.2
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Allegretto (first part)
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Buggy RideNo. 110 -40304
Grade 3
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Grade 3 Not Sad, But Glad
BERNIECE ROSE COPELAND
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polonaise
Grade 4'h SECONDO FRANZ SCHUBERT; Op. 61, No.1
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Polonaise
PRIMO
FRANZ SCHUBERT, Op. 61, No.1
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ISee His Blood-Upon the Rose
FREDERICK WERLE
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Two Ohorale Preludes
on
Da Jesus an dem Kreuze stund
Only gradually we have come" to realize that prior to 1750, the death of J.S. Bach, there were also other composers whose work
deserves our attention. These men also concerned themselves with the great tradition of German Protestant organ music which
Bach brought to virtual comp Ie t ion.L't hs, chorale prelude. The art of Fischer and Scheidt, while not as rich and imaginative as
Bach's, is nevertheless considerable as the following examples demonstrate. The problem here is purely musical-to create a ,so.
riorous texture in which each voice and each entry is shaped and molded in keeping with the vocal principle inherent in the chorale
melodies themselves.
I JOHANN CASPAR FERDINAND FISCHER
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Pygmies at Play
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The Ice Cream Man
Allegretto (J= 120) ANNE ROBINSON
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Comes the Night
Serenely, with singing style<J= 138)
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WHAT I LEARNED
SINGING IN COMPETITIONS
(Continued from Page 10)
a time, letting the strong abdominal
muscles bear the full burden of sup-
port. Since range is determined by
the voice-box itself, however, and not
by exercises, never sing higher than
what feels comfortable.
A big voice may also find difficul-
ties in developing a good pianissimo.
I worked on this problem by taking
one good tone of my middle voice,
attacking it normally, then spinning
the tone, diminuendo, to a pianis-
simo. Next, I attacked the same tone
pianissimo and increased volume to
normal. In the beginning, this was
difficult~my voice seemed to stop
short. Then I learned the trick of
holding the breath in the back mus-
cles, and letting it out just a bit at
a time. After that, all went well!
This brings up the great problem
of the use of the breath ( which is
quite different from taking in
breath). The point is, that if you
fill the lungs to their very fullest
capacity, you may be unable to feed
the breath out easily. Therefore, fill
the lungs to their greatest usable
capacity-that is, take in only as
much air as is consistent with feed-
ing it out again in vocalized tone.
Taking halfbreaths is a dangerous
habit, and so is the too tight over-
filling of the lungs. The amount of
singing breath required varies with
each. individual, depending upon
build and voice.
Again, breath-needs vary with the
tones you have to sing. The higher
the tone, the more support you need,
because of the faster vibration. On
the other hand, the lower the lone,
the less diaphragmatic compression
-but more breath must be fed to
keep the tone going. Thus. you rea-
sonout your needs and budget your
breath accordingly.
A favorite topic of discussion
a~ong singers is the origin of tone
coloring. Some believe that tonal
color originates in the voice itself,
and these singers do things with
their tones. I don't agree with this
view. I believe that tone color origi-
nates in the mind, and that the actual
singing tone should be kept free of
tricks of resonance which might
cause problems. Always, I think, the
voice should be used according to
the principles of correct siuainz
(free, forward, well projected t:ne)
-while the color comes from think-
ing of the effect you want to pro-
duce. Tone lies in the voice' color. I ' ,m t te imagination!
Today, my exercises consist of
f?ur favorite vccalises, which I prac-
tree {or about twenty minutes every
day, regardless of circumstances.
T,he first is a five-tone scale begin-
nmg on middle-C, sung on MEE for
four notes, on OR [or the fifth, and
on OH down again. The trick is to
make the OH come out of the for-
ETUDE-APRIL 1954
ward MEE. I progress upwards by
half-tones to E in the treble, then
back down again to middle-C, then
all the way up to high-C.
The second exercise begins on
B-flat below treble-C, and takes a
. five-tone scale downwards on MEE.
This time I go all the way down and
back on MEE, and then repeat the
exercise on OR. I progress down-
ward to E below middle-C.
My third pet drill (used by Schu-
mann-Heink) begins on A below
middle-C, and develops as a kind
of arpeggio; sol, mi, do, sol; sol, fa,
re, sol; sol, sol, mi, do, sol do. This
drHl sung with pure, forward tone,
is excellent for developing evenness
of scale. without break in range. I
carry it up to high-A above middle-C.
And finally, I work on flexibility
-the real coloratura flexibility so
vitally important to the alto voice.
Again I begin on low A and sing a
five-tone scale twice running on
MEE; then go up an octave, scale-
wise, changing to OH on the ninth
tone, and back again on OR, doing
all on one breath. In the higher
range, I sing up to about high B,
using OR both up and down.
But drills alone won't build a
voice! The first requisite is sound
physical health and resistance. It
is wise to remember that the voice
is, after all, a part of the physical
organism and that it can't stand up
to the work demanded unless the
entire body is in top condition.. This
means regular hours, a balanced
diet, plenty of rest, fresh air, exer-
cise-and play! Singers are general-
ly advised against having too much
fun, which, of course, is right; but
it is also possible to have too little
fun, to over-work, to burden the
mind with worries about progress
and the career. This isn't good,
either. Of course, a singer can't
shout out at football games, go to
too many parties or talk too much!
But wholesome play is another mat-
ter, and it has a vital place in
balanced living. I myself don't
smoke, although some singers tell
me that they do. It is a good idea,
especially at the start of a career,
to budget one's time into a sche-
dule and to keep to it.
And when your body is strong
and your voice begins to flow as it
should, get all the experience you
can in singing before a public.
Which brings me back to the point
at which I began. There is, to my
mind, no discipline quite so helpful
as that of entering public competi-
lions. If you win, so much the better
for you; if you lose, you'll at least
have the chance of being told why,
by people who know-s-and that can
f10 far towards building you up for
; Iater winning!
THE END
,
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WHAT PRICE VOCAL LONGEVITY
(Continued from Page 17)
conducted, in the main, a ~appella,
which increased their musical .con-
fidence. Later they. were Illlt.l~ted
into the structures of eompos.uou-
In short, they underwent a thor-
ough musical training.
The importance of a mast~ry of
the elements of music in relation to
vocal health and longevity should
be obvious. A violinist or cellist who
is not a good musician and sure of
his fingering, or a pianist who can-
not read too well. is forced to spend
much unnecessary time at becoming
note perfect. In each case the process
is fatiguing to the muscles invol".e~
and, in the long run. definitely debili-
tating. In the same way. but m~re
50, the singer who cannot read With
facility, whose ear is not sure, and
knows nought about music theory,
will be compelled to go over the
song or role to be learned again and
again merely to get the notes right.
Sinners who can read well. who
have ~ good ear. and are muslcellv
educated. are able to sing a score on
sight, or after looking through it
once or twice and going over it in
their minds. They are also able to
form their interpretative conceptions
mentally by studying the score. Un-
til it is clearly determined in the
mind. they do not need to lise the
voice, thus saving superfluous strains
on the vocal organ.
A good musical education i,
therefore. an important contributing
factor towards vocal health and
longevity. Musical cert.itude makes
for a great dear ee of assurance in
singing and of itself decreases nero
VOliS and ·mu",cular tensions to a
large extent. even when the vocal
production is not correcl. Yet. al·
though wisdom in eating. drinking.
smoking. exercise and hygiene plus
a good musical education are big
steps towards achieving and preserv-
ing vocal health and longevity, there
is still another indispensable re.\
quirement, an absolute and basic
must-correct vocal prod uct ion. with-
out which their effectiveness is seri-
ously undermined.
This raises the question of what.
or which, is correct vocal production.
The question. put whichever way. is
justified. for there is not a teacher
today who does not believe. or seem
to believe. that his or her teaching
procedures (mostly all different and.
in many cases. cont.radictory) end
in correct vocal production. It is a
confusing la~yrint.h. Yet. as in the
ancient mythological story. the striner
which leads to the exit and Ught ha~
not been lost. It has but to be fol.
lowed.
That .string is the continuity of the
great smgers. Investigation reveals
that each was taught by more or less
~imil~r procedures developed on an
Identlcal conc~ption of the structure
of the voice based on the natural
physiological functioning of the vo-
them, or the singers who scrupulous-
ly practiced the regimen laid down
by their masters were immune. How-
ever, we suffer hom them today, and
the singer would be well advised to
guard against. them by adopting the
prophylactic means set forth by the
old masters and, if any should attack
notwithstanding, to resort without
delay to rapid remedies under expert
medical direction. But' in following
such advice they should be careful
not to succumb to hypochondriacal
complexes.
Naturally. smoking tOQ was not
mentioned. Madam Nicotine was un-
known. Since then, tobacco has
spread throughout the world and
also must be taken into account.
Some singers have smoked a great
deal without apparent harmful ef-
fects. Mario and Caruso, both great
tenors, smoked incessantly'; Mario
cigars. Caruso cigarettes, But this
does not mean that all singers may
safely do the same. Some may;
others should not smoke even a lit-
tle. If smoking proves harmful, it
should be abandoned. But it is bet-
ter for' all singers not to smoke at
all. even those who feel no nocuous
results.
Although the rules referred to so
far had in view primarily the health
of the vocal cords and the vocal ap-
paratus as a whole, there were fur-
ther rules bearing directly on the
health and strength of the entire
body. The old masters were not un-
aware that health and strength .en-
genders a pervading sense of well-
being and buoyancy which. transmits
itself to the voice. and that a healthy,
strong person will, harrinjJ acci-
dents. Jive longer with a greater
chance of the voice surviving unim-
paired. They therefore encouraged
callist.henics and light physical rec·
reation of all kinds, hut warned
against heavy sports and exercises.
Neither were they indifferent to
the importance of posture. Some of
them even went so far as to prohibit
their pupils sitting at desks for
longer than specified periods.
Of course. it may be too much to
expect t.eachers of today to show
pupils the door for negligence or
contravention of rules aiming at
v~ca 1 longevity. But. the difference in
attitude and degree of responsibility
must be underscored. That the prac·
tices of the old mast.ers were, in very
many cases. successful. cannot be
doubt.ed. The proof is t.o be found
in the special regulations for the
singers of advanced age.
Naturally, these did not retain
their voices merely by following the
I"U les on food, drink. exercise, bodily
hygiene and posture. An important
contributing factor was their mastery
of the elements of music. At an early
age they were taught to read music
and were given courses in ear-train·
ing; their vocal lessons too,· were
BRINGS OUT THE
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calcordsduring the act of phonation.
Following this unbroken continuity
conductsdirectly to the teachings of
thosevery masters who devoted care-
fuland laudable thought to the prob-
lemsof vocal health and longevity-
the peerless teachers of the school
ofBel Canto..
Correct vocal production is per-
hapsthe most important single factor
invocalhealth and longevity and yet,
it cannot by itself secure t.he desired
result.Only observance of the trium-
virate, correct vocal production, a
goodmusical education and wide ad-
herence to dietary. bodily and hy-
gienic rules holds out the guarantee
of vocal excellence and the promise
of vocal longevity. THE END
A JUDGE'S DILEMMA·
(Continned from Page 21)
of piano and forte.
Youwill find that once they have
a true conception and control of soft-
nessyouwill not need to worry about
the other dynamics.
7. Almost all the pedalling was
bad.
Whal can we do about this? First,
force all practice to be done without
damperpedal; second. get some new
devicesfor teaching the use of the
pedal. Most of those we use are
dreary and impractical. Student" al-
waysresist them. For young begin-
ners the best pedal int roduction is
Margaret Dee's "Get Acquainted"
book... study it. use it.
For advanced pianists a new very
practical and fascinating pedal book
has just been issued by K. U. Selina-
bel (gifted son of Artur Schnabel),
"Modern Technique of the Pedal"
... This book is decidedly not for
beginners; but more mature players
will fi,:d it extremely helpful for
pedal subtleties_
8. Almostnone of the players could
countaloud.
There's no excuse for this. I've
never taught a beginner of any age
whoresisted counting aloud if he was
taught sensibly at the very first les-
sons.How to do this? Ask the stu·
dent .1.0 play a very short, simple
exercIseOr portion of a melody with
one hand while he "conducts" with
the other in a laying·down figure 8
pattern; as he does this he counts
aloud,thus:
Ex.2
Start here
"One"
"Three" "Two""Four"
Ex,3# R.H. playa: L. H. conducts.
,,' rC·Cr'lI
"One- un, two- 00, three _ ell, [our - or:'
~1l • • '" ."One__
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Then change: left hand plays riaht
hand conducts. The book, "ihi'nk~lO"
Finge.rs" is excellent for developin~
countmg aloud facility.
9. Many of the youngsters were
still using hopelessly old. fashioned
method books.
I don't object to this if the old
books contain lots of music and tech-
nique. For example, I think the W.
S. B. Mathews' graded books are ex.
cellent, because they give much sood. .
mUSIC, emphasize reading and learn-
ing facility and are filled with pian.
istic points of all kinds. Trouble with
~o ~any books of today is that they
IOdine to economy and specialization
of materials. They don't encompass
enough. There just aren't enou ch
notes in them! c>
10_ As to "interpretation," the first
element of good playing-the active-
passive phrasing-was absent in all
the one thousand pupils.
There is no satisfying "expression"
Here are some simple examples of
activity (first part of phrase) and
passivity (second part). When they
are played, the body moves gently
in toward the instrument for the
"active," and away from it for the
"passive" (see Ex. 4).
All of which surely creates a di-
lemma for a sincere, intelligent
judge. What could she do about it?
... Impossible to give a lesson 'to
each player. (This is forbidden.)
But the judge did what she could-
discussed these problems sympatheti-
cally with many of the students'
teachers, made recommendations of
books, materials, methods, and wrote
helpful letters later. Also, greatly
daring, she has permitted her find-
ings to be exposed.
Let's have some more down-to-
earth facts from the adj udicators
(horrible word-can't we find an-
other?). . It would help us all.
THE END
in music without phrases that con
_ stantly inhale and exhale, vitalize
and rest, aspire and fulfill. Early
graders can be made as sensitive to
t.his as more mature students. Phrase
shapes entering and leaving the piano
are formed by the essential combina-
tions of give-and-take which the qual-
ities of the pianist's touch. dynamics
and rhythmic flow bring ~o them.
Ex.4
Under the Linden Tree., SChube~" .
~ PU.S5IVC
~~--"." .,'- i' 7'SA:b)1 r r '~I""j,[trl:
til p~ =====-
On Wings of Song_ Mendelssohn
~~~Ii.~ lie 'tIill]
'if P ==-
Prelude; Chopin
~~!llt,· -I
Positions Open
Interesting positions are open
everywhere. Schools and Col-
leges make it necessary for
every teacher to be equipped
for his work; Radio and TV
are calling for highly special-
ized training. Standardized
teaching makes competition
keen, even in small commun-
ities.
Are you 0 Busy Musician
and Ambitious?
A successful musician is al-
ways a busy one. It is almost
impossible for him to go away
for additional instruction; yet
he always finds time to
broaden his experience. To
such musicians our Advanced
Extension Courses are of
greatest benefit.
. Fill In and Mail This Coupon
••••••••••••• ••••••••• 1
• UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY.
• Dept. A·794, 2000 S. Michiqan Blvd .• ChicG90 16, Illinois. •
• . Please send me catalog, illustrated lessons, and full information d·.
• caurse I have marked below. regar Ing
o Piano, Teacher's Normal Course 0 Harmony 0 •
.0 Pian?, Student's Course 0 Cornet-Trumpet Violin
U.. 0 Publ!c School Mus!c-Beginner's 0 Advaneed Cornet 0 Cui tar •nIverslty • 0 Public School MUSic-Advanced 0 Voice 0 Mandolino Advanced Composition 0 Choral Conduct·ng •• BEC!rTraining & .Slght Singing 8 Clarinet I 0 Saxophone
• History of MUSIC Dance Band Arranging 0 Banjo •
Extension : :~e:: No. Ad~it0' Ju,",iie :
•
C
City S~~ •
onservotory : Are you teaching now) If so, how many pupils hove you? •Do you hold a Teacher's Certlflcote) __ Have you studied Hormony? __ •
~ Would you like ta earn the Degree of Bachelor of Music? •~------------_.....................•
Opportunities
Better Income.
and
• •
Can Advance in MUS I C
Extension Conservatory
When you inspect our Sample lessons you will readily
agree that you can acquire new. ideas for bettering your-
se.1f as well as your students. You can become affiliated
WIth a school in existence over 50 years, recommended by
thousa~ds ?f successful teachers, and be sure their confi-
dence Justifies yours. The new ideas and technical im-
provement will revitalize your work.
HOME STUDY in Spare Time
I~you are ambltio.us to progress, to enjoy greater recog-
~llt1on,. and fi~anclal return, you owe it to yourself to
lnVestlga~e thIS great Home Study Musical Organization.
At very httle cost .and no in~erference .with your regular
work, you can easl~Y. and .qUlckly quahfy for higher and
more profitable posltlOns In music. .
Diploma or Bachelor's Degree
We h.elp you earn more and prepare for bigger things in
teachmg or any branch of the profession. We award the
Deg~ee of Bachelor of Music. With a diploma or Bach-
elor s Degree y?U ~re ready to meet all competition.
Start now to reVItalize your growth in Music.
You
thru
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SIR THOMAS BEECHAM
(Contin"ed from Page 15)
Brighten your
childs future with
aWurlitzer now
H did with conspicuousconduct. e
success. Id t decide what to
Still he oou n; 11 ....ed years of
do with his Hlife. °t °d' successively. e wan e
frustratlOn. .' t o'pera com-
o est plants.
to be a 'p:1 , the first, he was
poser. Glvmg up . a first class
1· way to becomlOgon lIS I accident to. ist W len an
c~ncert Pl1an~ left it unpredictably
1115 left Ian 1 had com-
numb. But an opera ie H . d
d d ided his life work. e t rrepose eel
in vain to get it prodffiucedf LondonTaking it to the 0 ce 0 a .
, ~ he found himself 10 aImpresano, I '
. . rr -oom full of hopefu singers.
W81t111", I he door
After waitino three hour. t I
of the inner ~anctum flung open nne
II d "Can any nthe manager ye e • .?It
I 'Faust' on the plano.here p aYI .
Beecham spoke up. "Can you P 11)' .'t
'I t the music?" Beecham said
WIt lOU '., H
he could and was invited J.I1: • e
showed such uncanny famJlUlrlty
with the score, he was made conduc·
tor of the company. .
Although he had a natural Oalr for
conducting, Beecham sought a. rnaq·
tery of the craft not included In the
curriculum-he learned to ploy very
instrument of the orehe trn. T~l
trombone caused him the mosl in·
convenience. He no sooner ~Iart d
practicing this inslrument in hb h -
tel room than came the ord r (
cease or vacate. Unable 10 find (lny
lodgings that permitted 100ling. h
hired a boat on a park Juke. ro,,", I
to the middle of the lake and pro -
ticed in peace. This techni al grasp
of instruments invariably \Yon the r •
spect of the men in the orchestras h
conducted.
His penchant for thoroll~hnc ..
took other forms. To get at the hear'
of every work he conducted. 11(-
would sometimes tra,\'el ucro!"s a ('on·
tinent to the birthplace of the ('om-
poser and search through must)' fileoc
for original scores.
A stickler for playing a pi«e in
the tempo set by the compo~er.
Beecham was once chided by an
eminent critic for taking a ~)-mphon,·
movement too fast. At the prop r
tempo it was agreed the piece would
take eight minutes and two !?-cconds
to perform. Stop watch in hand. lh
critic timed the number. h end d
right on the dot. Some years ago in
broadcasting Wagner's uTrislan"'
from the Metropolitan Opera Hou_
a cut was made suddenly and
Beecham was asked when the op ra
would conclude. "At eleven minute~
to six," he replied. It did.
His memory is one of the ","ond r
of the age. Early in life he (ou.od
that literature he liked was eaClil
retained. As a lad, his falher once
c~lled him before some guests to r _
cite a scene from Hamlet. «Do 'OU
know any more?" he was asked
afterward. He reciled the whole act..
Beecham uses noles the first sev-
WURLllZER
PIANOS
Model 2300 ma·
hogany, $646
(bench included).
Other Wurlitzers
$464 to $1895.
A W urlitzer Piano is an invest·
ment in beauty, in family fun, in
. musical enjoyment. But, above
everything else, it's an invest·
ment in your child's future.
Like a good education, a Wur·
Etzer Piano pays dividends in the
years ahead, It helps develop
poise, character, self~assuran~e.
Traits that can help your chIld
take the future in stride.
But remember this, Childhood
doesn't wait for any parent. So
don't put off visiting your Wur·
litzer Dealer. Remember-more
parents choose Wurlitzer Pianos
than those of any other name.
Take your child to a brighter
future with a W urlitzer. Now.
• De Kalb, Illinois
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eral times he rehearses a new SCore.
After that he doesn't need them. He
knows so many works by heart, even
to the smallest quaver, he seldom
bothers to look over a score before
conducting a performance. Once,ar-
riving late at the opera house, as
he strolled out to the stand he calml)'
asked the manager, UBy the way, old
chap, what's the opera tonight?"
evertheles5, he does not al.....a~s
make a practice of conducting an Of'
chestra without score. At a benefit
concert once, Alfred Cortot pla}'ed
the 8010 part of a B thoven concerto
on one pian • B ham the or(:h~tral
part on oOlh r. N hher had mu~ic.
Forg ntng hi part. not covered
up wit h flnatch of con enos bJ
rieg. humann, T~haiko~,ky. all
of whi h Be ham r o~iztd and
followed, Th n neee ham uddenl,
looked blank and topped. "\That's
thai?" he nerted. k mahinlt lia-
llr()vi~ed:' r plied Cortol. TheT
6lart d Po in.
rn of hi lice •• conductor
i~du 10 Ih way h hind) hi men.
Th u unl dri1t rlle.nl .pproath is
n picuou \y al nl. Cetlr"t Ber·
nord haw onct n:m.rktd lhal
Be h m wo Ihe pnh rondunor who
Irealed hi mrn •• duh
Ten ion j .. in\'lrilbh' IMI at a
Be ham rtht r" 1. Uln.. arrilin!
lal • he \In,,;f up 10 tltt '-tau.d.
oh n cflndu lin, If m an 1m (:~II.
If h. appear on lim•• ,h ~
him a h. rn .h_ Th <aDh..
"Tomm .. ood pin in .n hi.. .\
r h.. I of ,h.I An ,.. Phil,
harmoni \Ill..... interruPled withpolitt
ir n .nd an fficf'f hIDlIiD~ the
c ndu tor. ummnn fripin~ COO'
c rn. III mtn trowdtd Uoul hi~~
h reod: "f.r brn io, ~ li;ru
in plal'in, lb •• ., ,....ltJ .'
n,,:' "W II no","llul'brd 1kr<1uL
Ui( I took tbi at th. U''''l'''';'
in m~rica. l'd be' ~f'd IflrpMr.
inll. Thi ... ~ • 6RhltO' IQIIC.
~'and. onl a hlmo." bod: to
B hom u. - btl..... wlw' k
(' rr lhe: m 0 and pi .
want!, H 'II be<om. npIl. I"lli'
a ..urn • pained 100 appr» pel.
z.led and ~\ f r .d'i«. 11 ~rc:
or I! t a Ilul'b,.;th ~ h.:,...
ci m • f r • ra td VU,fl 1 ;t-
h '" . UW uld, mind. P~
it ping in I eb .ida _ ottl'~
" b the "" "'" aan. new .th..~
too loud, h i.t ...... 1>'..I••Wl
ther a b m in th
Probohl r
ductor. a c.ritic
podium
leaps. du
and d e><:rrtI"'"
'- on co
...-illin haad>
h remar cd l
Concert, he walked gingerly to the
wings holding up his trousers. He
hadbroken his suspenders. Probably
hismost restrained conducting, done
from a wheel chair, occurred at a
concert of the Philadelphia Orches-
tra. He was suffering from gout and
movementwas torture.
These unorthodox gymnastics, of-
tenbranded as an act, are part of an
elaborate sign language to convey
his intentions to the men. When call-
ing on the brass for a crash attack,
he is likely to wind up like a base-
hall pitcher. Too, as he explained
to me, he is carried away by the
musicat times. At a broadcast of the
Hallelujah Chorus, he sang lustily
to the discomfiture of the control
men.At every intermission, he sheds
shirt, collar and underwear.
Unable to understand why radio
programs should begin right on the
dot in the U.S., he causes produc-
tion men uneasiness. One of them
frantically seeking him after he
failed to appear for the second half
of the program, found him in the
dressing room, sprawled on hands
and knees looking for a collar but-
ton.The production man dashed out,
secureda button from a bell hop and
savedthe day.
Beecham has tirelessly cam-
paigned for unrecognized talent. He
made known to England and the
world, one of England's greatest com-
P?s~r~, Frederick Delius. Hearing a
VIOlInIst playing with a hotel dinner
trio, he engaged him for his orches-
tra and featured him as- soloist. It
was the start of Albert Sammons.
Among those he introduced in EnO"-
la~d are Sibelius, Richard Straus~,
MIscha Elman, Joseph Szigeti, Myra
Hess, Bruno Walter, Fritz Reiner, to
n~me a few '. In America, he pre-
miered the plano concerto of Court-
land Palmer with the Philadelphia
Orchestra. The composer was so
nervous, Beecham had to push him
out on the stage. He has spent hours
coaching' young American singers
for nothing. When one of his pro-
teges was unable to buy a gown for
her debut, he bought it .
For nearly fifty years Beecham
has campaigned to raise the stand-
ards of music taste so Anglo-Amer-
icans can eventually support great
music without subsidy from wealth.
This idea is back of every perform-
ance he conducts. He believes, too,
that music can help promote peace.
"Nations with common aims," he
says. "should play and sing the
music of each other. There is no bet-
ter way to create understanding
since music is a universal language."
THE END
THE USE OF THE FLUTES
IN THE WORKS OF J. S. BACH
(Continued from Page 20)
continue the tender sentiments in
seeking to convey to the worshiper
that the blood-covered back of the
~courged Jesus is as the rainbow
after the flood, which. was a sign
from God to his people and his
promisefor the future.
Much could be said of the zest
of battle, the fanfare passages asso-
c~atedwith the kingship of God,
kmgly dignity, etc., which Bach as-
sociated with the trumpet. One
much misunderstood feature of
Bach'~use of the brass, chiefly the
trombones, is where these instru·
m~nts are used to duplicate the
VOiceparts of a chorus or duet in
motet style, to lend a somber color
or great dignity to the utterance. In
a majority of cases modern con-
ductorsomit the brass and thus lose
muchof the desired effect. One can-
tata in motet style is supported by
such a combination alone It is No
118 " ..
L
.' 0 Jesu Christ, mein's Lebens
.Icht," for which the instrumenta-
tIOnconsists of 2 liuli, cornet and 3
trombones.
The writer in his early days of
Ba~hconducting, once felt an urge
to Improve upon the master's instru-
mentation. He substituted a violon.
cello.for one of the bassoons in the
Quoman aria of the B Minor Mass
partly because a second bassoon wa~
~ot available at the time. The result,
owever, gave rise to the vow that
never again would he try to improve
I:nv _1,RlI]li ......_-ETUDE-APRIL 1954
Bach's original orchestration.
The tender beauty of the oboe
d'amore, which came into being
about the same time as Bach's en·
trance into his Leipzig position, was
utilized to its full capacity. This
instrument dropped out of use in the
classical orchestra until re-intro-
duced a century and a half after
Bach by Richard Strauss, who used
it to express a particularly intimate
descriptive part. The oboe da caccia,
with its "schalm" register was a
very speci1l1 favorite of Bach's for
expressing certain spiritual values,
especially in combination .with the
flutes. This also was discontinued as
a standard orchestral instrument un·
til Franck introduced its successor,
the cor anglais into his symphony
to the consternation of French mu-
sicians, especially Gounod.
Bach's favorite instruments for
obbligati were the violin, with its
impre~sively effective, sparkling, en-
ergetic, softly imploring and facile
characteristics, and the oboe with
its manifold possibilities and de-
criptive qualities. Both of these in-
struments were used by Bach as
obbligati instruments more than any
other. possibly because of their
greater flexibility in many situations.
All of this seems to be a rather
long introduction to the main in-
struments to be discussed in this
article, but it was felt that a cJarifi~
cation of the general principles of
Bach's orchestration would dispense
with much material of a general na-
ture, which might be necessary in
clearing up the functions and uses
of the flute in the works of Bach.
During the period of his activity
as a composer, he made use of two
different kinds of flutes. The first
he designated simply by the general
term "Flauto" or "Ftauto," while
once he added "a bee," as a qualify-
ing term. In two scores he uses a
higher pitched form of this instru-
ment, which he designated by the
term "Flauto piccolo." By this, how-
ever, he did not indicate the use of
the modern form of the piccolo as
we know it.
The second form of the flute he
always indicated by the terms "flauto
traverso," "flauto traverse," a "Hau-
to truversiere." Since these two types
of .flutes differ in their manner of
playing and also in their character-
istics, which are most carefully ap-
plied by Bach, it will be necessary
to clarify these distinctions.
The first type. which goes under
the more common name of "Hlock-
flote," was in more universal use
until about the time of Bach's death.
It was the earl iest form of the flute
and hence helel its place with the
simple name of flute, against its
more successful rival, the traverse
flute. It was blown by the aid of a
mouth piece like a clarinet, but of
course, without a reed. The upper
part was partially obstructed so that
a narrow channel was formed,
against .the edge 0"£ which the di-
rected breath of the player vibrated,
much the same as the tone is pro-
duced in an organ flue pipe. Praetor-
ius lists eight varieties, which form
a complete consort or family group
at different pitches. The tone .was
softer and more impersonal than
that of the traverse flute, which of-
ten led to its being called "flute
douce." In his instrumental listing
of the fourth Brandenburg concerto
in G major, Bach designates "due
Fiauti d'echo" among the instru-
ments. The impersonal and rather
retiring quality of the tone seemed
to appeal to Bach. He used it for
certain effects, where the text was
especially intimate in the effacement
of self and in the giving over to a
higher power. He also used it for
expressing extremely tender mo-
ments, where thoughts of death and
the peace of the life to come were
in question.
Bach began using this instrument
from -the beginning of his career in
1708 in the cantata for the change
of Council at Hiihlhausen, "Gott ist
mein Konig." This cantata is cast
on rather large lines and is unique
in that he groups the two flutes with
the violoncello as its particular bass
in one family, which he designates
in his listing on the title page of
the autograph score as "2 Flutti e
Violoncello."
In this work, as in practically all
of his compositions in which he uses
(Continued on Page 58)
Fundamentals
of Harmony
SIEGMUND LEVARIE,
Chicago MUJical College
JUST PUBLISHED, this volume
gives the student mastery of the
rudiments of harmony. Concentrating
on fundamental "theory", the book
provides a firm basis for understand-
ing the "practice" of harmony as
exemplified by compositions of the
past and present.
Two tasks are accomplished:
teaches how to classify chords, and
how to connect them with each other.
Thus students can make harmonic
analyses 0i compositions in terms of
the underlying functions of chords
and their sequence. and can realize
a figured bass according to the har-
mony of the melody. Numerous mu-
sical illustrations are included with
ample exercise material.
Among advantages of the au-
thor's special approach:
• Enables students to concentrate
an the elements of harmony
proper, rather than minutiae.
• Obviates the split between tra-
ditional and modern harmony,
emphasizing rather the under-
lying principles and practices in
harmony, valid for old and new
music alike. 226 ills. $3,50
The Language
of Music
KLAUS L1EPMANN,
Mauach,uellJ Illili/ule of Techllology
PRACTICAL guide to better under-
standing of what music is and how
it is expressed. Analyzes problems
of rhythm, melody, harmony, form,
and style; ,includes information on
ear training, score reading, musical
theory, and interpretation. Hundreds
of musical excerpts. "Excellellt ...
few book.r 011 the market today tl'eat
so mallY phaJeJ, especi(tlly 011 the
s/lb;ert of !orm."-GEORGE A. WIL-
SON, College of the City of New
York. 355 ills., 376 pp. $5.00
An Objective
Psychology of Music
ROBERT WILLIAM LUNDIN,
Hamiltoll College
A PIONEERING book which applies
a completely objective approach to
the psychology of music, 'based on all
the observable facts of musical be-
havior. Topics include the measure.
ment and prediction of musical tal-
ent, methods of learning music, mu·
sic in industry, and \Vhy some people
enjoy music more than others. "Fresh
(lpproach to a field ill which scien-
tific progress has been slower than
ill other arem of j)sychology."
-MUSiC EDUCATORS JOURNAL .
303 PI'· $4.50
Order Your Books from:
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<A SUPERB TONE QUALITY
~ SCHOOL-ROOM STAMINA
.r} REALISTICALLY PRICED
,I
'I
In the "Scholastic;' Jesse French presents piano
value that is truly outstanding! It has the ex-
cellence of tone demanded by teachers and
fine musicians ... and the built-in stamina for
top performance under the most active school-
room or studio use. And in spite of its sur-
prisingly modest price, the "Scholastic" gives
you such superior Jesse French quality f~a-
tures 'as: 7-ply pin plank for longer tuning
life; permanently crowned soundboard with
unusually large effective area. Bridges are
northern hard rock maple: treble bridge is
undercut; bass bridge has full apron and
sweep for true, faithful tone projection. Ma-
hogany, bleached, and ebonized finishes. 44
inches high. See your Jesse French dealer or
mail the coupon today for full details. DIV. H. & A. SELMER, INC.
, . ~J~'FrenchtSons
L.--Pianos
ANOTHER LEADING SCHOOL
CHOOSES TH E "SCHOLASTIC"
5 for NOTRE DAME
Notre Dame University considered many
different pianos for use in the new lib-
eral and Fine Arts Building. Their final
choice was Jesse French! Watching the
Jesse French truck unload five Scholas-
tics are Father Carl Hager of the N.D.
School of Music and Mrs. Richard Rymer
of the Rymer Music House, South Bend,
Indiana.
free!
City. . Zone Stale , .
o Please check here if you are a teacher
PIANO FACTS
booklet tells you
how to mok'e the
right final decision
in choosing a new
piano.
Name.
Address.
~ iolin I(lluestions
By HAROLD BERKLEY
A Satisfactory Offer
L B Nebraska. If you have an
offe~ of"S500 for your Johann Dress.el
violin, I advise you to accept It.
You are not likely to do any better.
Bow Study Material
1. F. F., New York. The hook I
think you refer to is my "Modern
Technique of Violin Bowing." which.
with mv "12 Studies in Modern
BowinfY;' (rives a pretty complete
accoun~' of ~he modern bowing tech-
nique. Another book from which you
can pick up some useful hints is
"Practical Violin Study" by Freder-
ick Hahn. You can obtain all three
books from the publishers of
ETUDE.
Characteristics of Violin Tone
C. H., Indiana. I don't think any-
one could tell you "what it is that
makes '8 violin have a sweet tone."
There are too many different factors
involved-including the player! How-
ever, if you can get an old violin
with no or few cracks in it. with
good wood and soft varnis'r. you
will usually get a violin with a
sweet tone. But a tone which will
carry is another matter. For this
you must have a violin of a broad.
flat model-and such violin- gen-
erally sound much less sweet under
the ear than they do at a distance.
If your son is genuinely talented.
I suggest that you buy for him a
violin that will carry. It will stand
him in good stead later in life.
A Tell-tale Date
Miss C. D. C., New York. From
its label, as you have transcribed it,
your violin pretends to be a Gio-
vanni Paolo Maggini. However. as
Maggini died in 1632 and your
label is dated 1715, there is no like-
lihood that the instrument is gen-
uine. \Vhat it might be worth, no-one
could say without seeing it person-
ally. From your spelllng of the name
Brescia, I would hazard a guess
that the violin is a factory-made
German product, worth perhaps a
hundred dollars.
Apparently a Fine Instrument
Miss M. R .. Missouri, A genuine
Matthias A lbani. in good condition.
could be worth anywhere from $750
to 2000. A few exceptional speci-
mens of hi<;/; ISRI period have sold
for an even higher figure. He was a
fine maker. I trust vou hav papers
attesting to the aurhenti ily of your
violin.
The Hehes-lein Famil)'
J. A. P., Michieon. Fri dri h Au-
gust H b rlei n W8'\ a member of a
very large Iamilv of makers in Murk-
neukirchen. German)'. 1-1 \\'85 not.
perhaps. 011(' of the shlnine liebts
of the family. but was n verth less
a good sound workman. Th Heber-
leins were commercial maker", their
various models being listed 85 from
S50 to 250. The loner is srill a fair
price for their best grade of instru-
ment. THE END
DO YOU KNOW HOW YOUR
PIANO IS TUNED AND WHY?
(Cont':lIucd from. Page 16)
sellers of pianos. inslstmg that the
servicing of these instruments be
properly organized once more? Why
do schools of music content them-
selves with teaching.: pupils how to
smite kevboards. and think it un·
necessary~ to tell th m about equal
temperament and how that s)'slem
affects musical intonalion? In fact
why is musical education in these
vitally important mallers 50 dread-
fully neglected? I ask again: Is the
J)ianist the only musician who does
not have to "hear?" And is thai
something of which to be proud? I
th.ink not.
THE E:'<D
ETUDE-APRIL 19j4
•
~r9an rQueSffons
Answered by FREDERICK PHILLIPS
1 have acquired a Wilcox & White
single manual reed organ, vintage
about1890, which has a 17 note sub·
bass stop.. The sub-bass notes are
.ounded by slight additional finger
pressure on the bass keys. rd like
to add a pedal board and operate
the bass notes by electrical hookup
to model railroad switch machines,
whichhave a straight line thrust 0/
approximal,ely%", subject to alter-
lilian if necessary. Please let me
knuwif this is practical, as I do not
know if the sub-bass can be discon-
nected from the manual keys.
The pump pedals have been reo
mo~ed,the bellows being operated
by an electrically driv~n player
piano vacu.um unit. This is nutier
ungainly,and I would like to know
if there is a simpler arrangement.
H. S.-N. J.
We are afraid we cannot be very
helpful, as we have never before
faceda problem sufficiently near to
thisto enable us La offer competent
Dotescould be disconnected from
themanual keys, and this may nul-
lify the electrical hookup idea. It
mightbe possible to buy a set of
organpedals, and connect your sub-
basskeys to them, by means of a
wireattached to the manual key and
runningto the corresponding pedal
key,so that in depressing the pedal
themanual key would also be de-
pressed.This, however, would be
rather ungainly, and may not be
worth the cost of the pedal board
in its results.
I am interested in making organ
construction my career. I am sixteen
years of age, and have a year and a
half of sch.ool to go. Are there any
schools or colleges that specialize in
organ construction? Would it be
possible [or me to obtain an appren-
tice job with an organ company
during the summer? Also please
snggest some good books on organ
construction; both pipe and reed.
J. J. L.-Pa.
To the best of our knowledge
there are no schools or colleges spe-
cializing in this subject, and we
understand that it is the general
practice fOT organ building experts
to come up through factory training.
We a re sending you the names of
several reputable organ manufac-
turers, and suggest that you corre-
spond with these firms both as re-
gards apprentice work or regular
employment a fter you have com-
pleted school. One of the best books
on organ construction is Barnes'
"Contemporary American Organ."
Another rather smaller work is Skin-
ner's "Modern Organ." There is an-
other by Lewis entitled "Modern
Organ Building" but this may be out
of print. We believe a copy is to he
found in the Philadelphia Free Li-
brary, in case you visit this city oc-
casionally.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
(Continued from Page 23)
now.highlycritical as to the type of I might add that I also object vio-
~USIC used in its services, the sing. lent]y to the large amount of trashy,
mgof operatic arias and other secu- insincere music with so-called "sa-
Jar soloswas at one time common cred;' words which abounds in so
practice,My personal feeling is that many Protestant churches. There
whereassuch songs as you mention exists plenty of really fine sacred
areentirely appropriate at a church music, and jf the organist or choir-
I
weddingtheydo not belong in a recru- master is a good musician he wat
ar chure! . B· L" 1 sernce. ot many chll1'ch take the Irouble to searCIL out com-
mhUslcJansdo not agree with me positions that are, on the one hand,
1ereforell .' II db. rep y to your quesuon by music of w lie 1 no one nee e
statmgthat it seems to me to be a ashamed, but on the other hand, are
~atte.r of taste, and that my own also truly and sincerely sacred both
~steIS negative even though the mu. in text and style of composition.
SIC may be very beautiful. K. G.
ILLUSTRATION CREDITS
Cover, 7-RCA Victor Records
9-Fofo Blou
2b-Leo Friedman, Robert Perkins, RCA Victor Records
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SEE"
HOW MUCH MORE
THE NEW,
'I
j
I
i
IOFFERS
FOR HOME, CHURCH
OR' SCHOOL
Look them all over in detail, •. compare the tone,
performance and musical variety! You'll lind Conn-
sonata offers more value, more gorgeous, rich, pure.
organ tones, and a wider selection and range of true
solo "voices." No other organ offers so much for the
money, You can depend on Conn sonata, too, because
it is a development of the Sound and Electronic Re-
search Laborarories of C. G. CONN Ltd., world's
largest manufacturer of band and orchestra instruments;
GET THIS NEW
7u:e BOOKLET
nHOW TO CHOOSE AN ORGAN"
Tells what to look for •• ;
what to avoid. Helps
assure selection of most
satisfactory organ for
your purpose. Send for it
today, without obliga-
tion. It's free!
r-------------------
I CONN SONATA, DIVISION OF C. G. CONN LTD.
I DEPT.456 •• ELKHART, IN DIANA
I Send new free booklet-I "HOW TO CHOOSE AN ORGAN:'
: Name' _
: Position _
I Add<ess; _
! City zone __ ~State_
MAIL CO UPON
TODAyt
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Something About Songs
PLAYLET
Scene: Interior of studio.
CHARACTERS: Four pupils, plus
By Leonora Sill Ashton
several more for chorus (boys and
girls) and one for accompanist.
PENELOPE (Steps to front of
stage): Our project is to tell you
something about songs, and the
forms in which they are written.
There are two simple forms for
solo songs, the Strophe, in which
all the verses are sung to the same
repeated melody, and the art Song,
in which the verses have special
interpretative music. As an exam-
pIe of the very simple form, the
Strophe, we will open our recital
by singing two verses of A merica,
both verses, of course, being sung
to the same melody. (Chorus steps
to front oj stage and sings.)
JANE: As an example of the Art
Song, we will playa recording of
The Floods of Spring, by Rach-
maninoff (Columbia 72098D).
(Plays recording. Substiuue re-
cordings may be used if at hand.)
RUPERT: From the earliest times
music has been inspired by re-
ligion, such music being heard
today in Temples, in beautiful
Masses, and in small but glorious
chorals, such as those arranged
by Bach, and in familiar hymns.
We will give you a well-known
Bach choral, Jesu, Joy of Man's
Desiring. (Columbia DB.507.) (A
well-known hymn may be sung by
the chorus, also).
PETER: Much of our vocal music
in large forms is composed for
chorus, with solo parts, and ac-
companied by orchestra. When
these words are taken from the
Bible such compositions are called
Oratorios. These compositions are
among the world's finest forms of
music. We shall now hear record-
ings of a solo and chorus from
Handel's great composition, "The
Messiah." The solo is He shall
jeed His flock, followed by the
Hallelujah Chorus (Columbia
71898D and 7l906D.)
JANE: The greatest type of vocal
54
music is the opera. It is called the
greatest because it is the most
dramatic in words, and the sing-
ers must also be actors. The opera
is sung by soloists and chorus, in
costume, acted, and accompanied
by full orchestra. Music lovers can
Wolfram in "Tannhauser"
not always go to opera houses but
they can frequently hear an opera.
over the radio or TV, and by
'means of recordings. \'\Te have
chosen an aria from "Tann-
heuser," by Wagner, in which
Wolfram sings an Ode to the Eve-
ning Star, and this will he followed
by the Pilgrim's Chorus from the
same opera. (Columbia 7l189D
and 7271M.)
RUPERT: Two names that stand
out in the field of the Art Song
are Schubert and Schumann, two
of the world's great song writers.
We will playa recording of Schu-
bert's Erlking, one of his most
striking and best-known songs.
(Columbia 7205 D).
PENELOPE: Some of tbe lovliest
simple songs are found among the
folk songs of different nations.
Some are happy and some are
sad, just as the folk people ex-
pressed their own feelings. Amer- have been classed as folk songs
lea has some beautiful folk songs and nearly everybody knows some
of its own, including the Negro of them. We will close our study
Spirituals. A very beautiful one, of songs with our chorus singing
11 d Foster's Old Folks at Home, andwhich we will play, IS ca e
Deep River. (Columbia 17383 D). we would be glad to have all of
RUPERT: And our American com- you join the chorus on the second
F t
verse. (Chorus, joined by audio
poser, Stephen ester, wro e so
many simple and beautiful melo- ence sing Swanee River, as this
dies of folk song character, they song is often called).
Curtain
Who Knows the Answers Review
(Keep score. One hundred is perfect)
1. Who wrote the opera "Faust"?
(5 points. In October, 1952)
2. If you were using a plectrum,
what instrument would you be
playing? (5 points. In December,
1952)
3. Which of the following terms
relate to a change of tempo: piu
allegro, perdendosi, piu mosso, piu
piano, crescendo, fortissimo? (5
points. In January, 1953)
4. Fcsharp is the third letter of
the Fj-major scale and the 6th
letter of the A-major scale. or
which minor scale is it the fourth
letter? (5 points. In January, 1953)
5. Was the music for Shake-
speare's "Midsummer Night's
Dream" composed by Schubert,
Mendelssohn or Verdi? (15 points.
In January, 1953)
6. What two universities con-
ferred the degree of Doctor of
Music upon Gricg? (20 points. In
Septcmbcr, 1952)
7. About how many marches
did Sou 8, lithe March King".
compose? (10 point. In February,
1953)
8. What arc the letter names of
the tones in the dominant-seventh
chord in the relative-minor key to
A-major? (15 points. In March,
1953)
9. In what yeer did Mozart
dic? (10 point. In April. 1953)
10. Which comp ser was born
first, Bach, Vivaldi r orelli?
(20 pint. In March, 1953)
A'ISlOel', 011 ,'ex' 11«;:'('
Listening to a Re ording
WE are hearing a symphony.
This is the disk that pro-
duces the sound so we can hear the
symphony.
Here's the device that enables
the disk to produce the sound so
we can hear the symphony.
Here's the big factory that made
the device that enables the disk to
produce the sound so we can heal'
the symphony.
These are the instruments whose
tones were recorded in the big
factory that made the device that
enables the disk to produce the
sound so we can hear the sym-
phony. -----
PROJECT OF THE MONTH
Memorizing must be accurate or else
it is just semi-memorizing. Remem-
ber, memorizing requires a deliber-
ate act of will-power. It is not a
mat.ter of mere repetition or chance.
It includes correct fingering, too.
Accurate ~emorizing will help you
t~ play WIth confidence in your r'e-
CItals, contests and auditions.
PROJECT FOR APRIL
Special attention to
accurate memorizing.
The e nre the men who play the
instruments whose ton were reo
corded in the big factor)' that made
the device that enables the disk to
produce the ound so we can hear
the symphony.
These are the teachers who
taught the men to play the instru
menlS whose tones were recorded
in the big Iactory that made the
device that enables the disk to pro'
duce the ound 0 we can bear the
symphony.
These are the printers who
printed the not that were used
by the teacher who taught the men
to play the instruments whose
tone were recorded in the big [ar-
tory that made the device that ea-
abIes the disk to produce thesoand
so we can hear the sytnphony.
This is the pen that wrote the
score for the printers who printed
the notes that were used by the
teachers who taught the men to
pia y on the instruments who~
tones were recorded in the big fae·
tory that made the de"ice that eoj
ahles the disk to produce the;oun
so we can bear the symphony.
This is the man ,,'ho 01\lled tbe
pen_ Thi~ is Beetho\-en.
Junior Etude Contest
-'., -,.>c •• >~
Junior Etude will award three attractive prizes this tl f
d h
.. I mon 1 or
lheneatest an est orrgrna poems. Contest is open to all boys and
aidsunder twenty years of age.
D Namesof prize winners will appear on this page in a It'. u ure Issue
oftheETUDE.The thirty next best contributors will receive honorable
mention.
Put your name, age and class in which you enter on upper left
cornerof your ~aper and P?t your address on upper right corner of
yourpaper. Wnte on one SIde of paper only. Do not use typewriters
anddo not have anyone copy your work for you.
ORIGINAL POETRY
CONTEST
Get out your pencils and paper
andwrite something for the 1954
Junior Etude original poetry con-
lest,which will close April 30. Put
yourname, age and class on upper
leftcorner of paper; your address
on upper right corner. Class A, 16
to 20 years of age; Class E, 12 to
16 years; Class C, under 12. Re-
sults will be published in a later
issue. Prizes will be mailed soon
after contest closes. Let's hear from
everybody, poets and others!
Poems must relate to music.
Letter Box
Sendreplies to letters in care of
Junior Elude, Bryn !\Iawr, Pa.,
and they will he forwarded 10 the
writers.Do Dol ask for addresses,
DearJunior Etude:
l.am a German boy and speak Eng-
hshonly a little. I play piano and
amstudying voice and hope to be-
comea singer. I had a subordinate
pan in the festival of operetta and
am also a super in the theatre. I
would like 10 hear from American
readers.
Bodo Schnumbeck (Age 1B),
Germany
•
DearJunior Etude'
I beliel'c )'0 d' . fi. u are omg a ne serv-
Ice by encouraging communication
betweenyoung musicians through
lourLetterBox.Iwould like to hear
rO?Ithose who are interested in
senou, music d .. ~ an composmg, espe-
CIally from abroad.
WalterBaird (Age 19), Alabama
•
Officers J . E
Spri~ fiUhIor xlension Club
RoseMari; O~ld,.l\1assa~husetts~
JulianaLe~ c- ~loTe,.Juhan Freedman,
~, IVla Weiss.
(See letter on thO )IS page
ETlJDE-IPRIL 19~ ETUDE-APRIL 1954....._-
Foreign mail is 8 cents' some for.
eign airmail is 15 cents ;nd some is
25 cents, Consult your Post Office
before stamping foreign air mail.
Dear Junior Etude:
I have studied piano for twelve
years and studied theory and har-
mony this year and have become
interested in opera. I hope to be-
come a good musician and would
like to hear from others who cherish
tile same hope.
Emmelin Miller (Age 17), Utah
•
Dear Junior Etude:
There are thirty-six members in our
Junior Extension of the Tuesday Morn-
ing Club of Springfield, Massachusetts.
We are from twelve to twenty years of
age. Our aim is to make the members
more acquainted with music and to give
each one a chance to perform before an
audience. We meet once a month, give
an annual concert and have an annual
banquet. A picture of our officers is
enclosed.
Civia Weiss (Age 16). Massachusetts
•
LETTER BOX NOTE. A letter has
been received from Melvin Melan-
son, Michigan, without complete ad-
dress. If you want to see your letter
in print, Melvin, send complete ad-
dress. How else could replies be
forwarded?
•
A.nswers to WHO KNOWS
1. Counod; 2. mandolin or one of that
family. The banjo is sometimes played
with a plectrum but more often with the
fingers; 3. piu allegro (more lively),
perdendosi (slower and softer), and
pia mosso (more motion); 4. Csharp
minor; 5. Mendelssohn; 6. Oxford and
Cambridge; 7. about one hundred; B.
e-sharp, E-sharp, G"sharp, B; 9. 1791;
10. Corelli (1653).
1
, ... that piano study gives a youngster
popularity, poise, self-control coordination-
even better school grades.
• •.. that modern teaching methods quickly
enable a youngster to play simple melodies,
maintain musical interest, nurture pride
of accomplishment for advanced study later.
... that a fine piano with true tone and the
latest improvements will further sustain a
youngster's interest in music, making learning
• easier, playing more fun.
· .. that a Kimball piano, with the famous
"'Tone-Touch" features providing responsive
action, full tone and perfect pitch is the ideal· 'mstrument that meets all these tests. Your
Kimball will out-rank any other investment you
could possibly make in the rich lifetime
dividends it returns.
Every Kimball is made to quality standards
famous for 97 years, precision built by experienced
craftsmen in the world's largest piano factory.
There's a Kimball piano perfect for your home
among the more than 40 different style and
finish combinations offered,
See your Kimball dealer, or mail the coupon today!
w. W. KIMBALL COMPANY
KIMBALL HALL. CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS
II I
I W. W. KIMBALL CO., Kimball Hall II I
• Room 320A, Chicago 4, Illinois I
I I
: Please send your c~talog and name of new:est: Kimball dealer. :
: ~~ :
I I
: ilddress :
I I
:. City zone__ State_____ :
I I._---.._._. __ ..._----_._---------_._- .._--------~
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AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Offers courses in a.ll branches of music
68th year-. Faculty of 130 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music .
Send for a free catalog Address: John R. Halfsiaedt. Pres .• 572 Kimball Bldg., Chlcal!0
ASPEN INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
Aspen, Colorado
June 28 through August 28, 1954
Outstanding artist faculty in all departments. Cotolog on request.
Address: Genevieve Lyngby, Rm. 505-38 South Dearborn St.
Chicago 3, III.•BOSTON.CONSERVATOqIN~!' !T~~!~
ALBERT ALPHIN, Dlf. . . .
Courses in Applied Music, Composition and Musl~ Education leadmg to
Mus.B. degree. DRAMA and DANCE courses leading to B. F. A. degree.
Dormitories for Women. .catalog on request. Fall Term
~~~em2eg.l~;.17 Member of Noliongl Associat,on 0' Schooh of M,me Sept. 20
BUTLER UNIVERSITY
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
A rich tradition, a progressive philosophy, an outstandin.g facul~y, compl~te accre.d-
itation. Baccalaureate degrees in Dance, Drama, tAUSlC•. Muslc Education, Radio.
Write for catalogue and deJlred ,nformotlon
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC (Box E), 1204 North Delaware Street
IndianCipolis 2, Indiana
CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
William S. Naylor, Ph.D., Diredor and Dean of Faculty
A Dis/inguished Professional Music School-Affiliated wilh University of Cineinnali
SUMMER SCHOOL, 1954-Six Weeks-June 1~ to July 2~
Refresher Cour.e for Teachers-Inspirational cour.se at spe~lal rQt~s for H1tQh
School Students_Band-Orchestro-Theory-Muslc Educat,~n-:-Arh~t Focu !
Address ReCJistrar, Dept. E, Highland Ave. & Oak St •• CinCinnati 19, OhiO
ml1r(JlrbrLanb Iuatihttt nf {DWlU
Bochelor of Music. Master of Music. Boche\or of Science in Educoti?n (~.S. in Ed. by
tronder to Kent State University or Western Reserve University)
WARD LEWIS, Acting Director .
3411 Euclid Avenue • Cleveland 15, O~IO
M""'OCT oJ tile Natl<nwt Association oJ Sohools oJ M""~
COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Preparatory, College, Special, and Graduate Departments. Co.urses leading t:,
Bachelor of Music, Bachelor of Music Education, Master of MUSIC, and Teacher s
. Certificates in Music and Theatre Arts.
CI ence Eidam William Phillips
ar President Member NASM Deo.
For information, address Registrar. 1625 Kimball BldCJ·, ChlC:09a 4. 111.
, .
McPHAIL COLLEGEOF MUSIC
William MacPhail, Jr., President . . 12th & LaSolle, hhnneapohs, Minn.
Summer SeSSIon beginS June 14
Complete cour,es in Mu.ic Education and Applied Mu,ic, leading to Bachelor olld Moster$
degrees. 110 Faculty M~~~b~~Notiollol Anociotion of Schools of Music
Catalo, lin reQunt
Frances Clark Piano Workshop July 19·23
NEW YORK COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Arved Kurtz, Director Chartered 1878
College and Professional Courses.••• Class and Indivi~ual
Instruction .•• Daytime or Evening.. Full or Part Time.
l!7,.;le to,. Catdlog
114 EAST 85th STREET NEW YORK 28, N. Y.
~""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''l~ MUSIC CAREERS ~
~ PIANO_VOICE_INSTRUMENTAL' ~
~ Public School Music - Church Music ~
~ Opera _ Radio - Television J';j(i) Bachelor and Master Degrees ~
II1.~ !li
~ _. 7807 Bonhomme Avenue-St. Louis 5, Ma. ~
~ A non-profit educational inst.ituthm of higher learning approved; £'01'~
~ non-immigrant students under Beetlon 101 (A). P5) (F). or. the Immlgra- ~
~ tion and Nati<?na.lity Act, and for G.~. Trallllllg. InstltutlOnal Member iI!
,:; National ASSoclatlOll of Schools of MUSIC. ~
~ ~
BACK Of THE SCENES
(Continued from Page 26)
most of the day; still, they. carr~ all
the excitement of an opening _nIght.
By 10 A.M., the vast, empty Manhat-
tan Center auditorium has come to
life with the excitement of pre-cur-
tain time. The huge dance floor of
the auditorium, selected because. of
its remarkable acoustical propeJ;tles,
is a forest of microphones, cab~es,
music-stands and the odd-lookmg
baffle screens draped with cotton
batting. Various types and colors of
sound-absorbent materials hang f~om
the balcony rails; and some srxty
"creakless" musicians' chairs, ar
ranged fan wise, face the ~versize.d
podium on which stands a high ohair
in addition to the conductor's desk
To the left of the conductor, be
fore a grouping of microphones,
stand the stars-dressed in street
clothes, sweaters and slacks, or what-
ever type of clothing affords them
comfort in moments at stress.
Behind the auditorium where the
actual recording takes place, is situ-
ated the "agony room," or playback
area, where artists, conductor, InU
sical director and engineers check
the "takes" for quality. In this room,
between the huge resonating "play-
back" speaker and the recording
machines, is the musical director's
table, from which the recording is
directed. Here the director keeps his
score, his stop watch, and the micro-
phone which is his contact with the
performers on the other side of the
wall.
The first step in record-making is
not actual recording, but a series
of balance tests, in which the music
is played and sung while director
and engineers check on the overall
balance of sounds. At these rehears-
als, engineers hurry back and forth
to consult with the technical direc-
tor to get instructions on the place-
ment and replacement of micro-
phones, while the musical director
may call for more weight in the
strings or less in the tympani. Ad-
justments are made and tests con-
tinue until all tonal balance is satis-
factory.
Then begins the rehearsal for the
first "take." These rehearsals. or
sessions as they are known in the
trade, may be completed in a few mo-
ments-they may go on for hOUTS.
No one ever knows quite what to ex.
pect, even though the engineers aTe
experts and the performers artists
of experience; the matter s'eems to
simmer down to one of feeling. \Vhen
the whole thing feels right. actual
re?ording is ready to begin. When
thIS happy moment arrives the fir 1
record side is made. Th~ musical
director calls for quiet the little
red wa~ning light show; up before
the podIUm, the tapes begin to turn-
and ~ rehcorded version of un T rova-
tore, t e first to be made in the
(Continued on Pa.ge 57)
Students Inri Travel A$$n.-2Ist Anniyersary
~II.JSIC STUn" TOUIl
_ Q:950 July 5th ~o Sepl. uo
•
.., all-erp.,lRd.sle~me,
.-=-". FeaturinD concerts at salzburg
llL. _ Bayreuth. Rome, ~ar;'. EdinburUh';
----.0; ~. open to ncn-mune majors and/or
~_,~ performers as well as students.
Y611r Irurd aOt~1 or
CONVERSE COllEGE s~8~~c'
SITA- 545 FIFTH AVE.,N.Y.C.·MU 2·6544
Small 4-;I'r. college for women .. DisllneUve gen·
eral cultural and pre-professIonal tralntnr In
the arts nnd sciences. A.B .. B.S. degreB$ In t4
professional field •. Member NASM. Courses 10
plano. voice. organ. violin. public IIChool music
New modern. air conditioned mu!le bulldlni:
Grants-in-aid. lIcholanhlp!. Bulc fee for 31u:
dents of muetc. approximately '92~. Riding. enr
tennis. lall.e. !wimmlnr. canoeln,. Indoor PlXIf
Country Club facllltltll. C .. tatOll.
Dep,Thllent M, It.rtUll1t. 8. C.
KNOX
COLLEGE
Oepartmlllt 01 Music
Goltlburg, illinois
M,mb,r N. A. S. M.
Thomos W. WlllJlIms
CII'IIIIII7 .e"' """ 't,,~eu C~.I,,,, ....
BOOK MANUSCRIPTS
INVITED
It YOU lor. locllclna lor .. l.IIlbUIMt. MIMIfor .. , bet.
Illutt ... ted l,looll.let tilled T. III ,1.1" Is Ifotrrl t/
II 1'.. /lU.JII,1, II 1111" how •• nn 1lUb1lfh Ill'__ t 1WI
dl.lribul' )'our lKIolt. It.,-..~.doM I. bculdttdstl
nth!!r wrlleu All Illbletu. tGMldt,td. ,;"' .1IIll«1
welc:omed Wrllt' uld&J' 'or IloclIllelr:r In free.
VANTAGE PRESS. lilt .. 120 W. 31 SL. II. Y.I.
I .. t'1I11f.: 63.16 l/oll~ '11"1I.. 1I1l1'l'ftlfll It
TEACHERS
for e.-tra profits and lo ...ingl
JOIN
ETUDE TEACHERS' CLUB
101 de/oUs, wlite
ETUDE TEACHERS' CLUB
c/o ETUDE the mllsic: magalile
Bryn Mowr, Pa.
•
rtisinO'
utalh'
•New York
ad1 r &. Dg!lon ~Ies,
~2 )ladi!Oo A«.
Mu.na)· Hill 2--1-'32
•
dv
Repr
Chi~.
V",il Malcb....
430 N. Micbi~aD .o\n.
Dc.l • .-aIe 7.QS12
•
Puadena. Calif.
Joseph W. Coon>.. ,
117S Woodburr Rood
5JC&DlO~7~
•
Room 115
705 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON IS. MASSACH USETIS
BOSTONUNIVERSITY
Collegeof Music
AJI Branch.s of Musi~
anoi Music Education
Rabert A. Choote. Deon
Courses leading to the degrees B.
Mus.; M.M.; M.M_. Ed. In conjunction
with the Graduate School-M.A.;
Ph.D.In conjunction with the School
of Educction-M.Ed.; Ed.D.
Yeor.roundProi.cts and Worhhop5 lnclud.-
Workshop in Music Eduration
Opera Workshop
Pianists Workshop
Eminent Facultv of Artists, Com.
posers, Scholars and Educators
MOlt., ClclII" unrllr such lead,rs 01-
Arthur Fi.dl.r Paul Ulonowsky
For information, cot~foglJe. illustrated
lolder, "",ite
DONALD L. OLIVER
Direcfol of Admissions
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
Nineteertt.hSeason'.---
FOSTERMUSIC CAMP
Ri,hmond, Kenhll::ky
BAND & ORCHESTRA
5 weeks, June 13 to July 17
190.00-ALL EXPENSES
For High School Students
Jomel E. Van Peursem, Dir .
ROOSEVELT COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Applied and Theoretical Music, Composition.
MU5lenlogy. and Music Education. Bachelor
of MUldesnd Mllllter of Music degreell.
Bulletin on Reque.e
430So. illichig:1IlA"e., Chicaf;"fl 5. Illinois
BALDWIN·WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA. OHIO (iuburb 01 Clevel.nd)
",mUlled .. Ith • IIrH clan !.literal An.
Colle,•. Four all<l fhe rear eOunlla leadln~r deeretl. F.culty or ,Htlat Teachen. Senti
or aatllo,"e or Inform.tlon to:
CECILW. MUNK. Director. Berea. Ohio
MILLIKIN UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
OlTontil DECATUR, ILLINOIS
in: to dtO~Ollllltralnlnll" III mll.1e. COUUIl laad-
liuil~ E~eulor: Baehelur or ~iulic. B.chelur or
or ~lUik ~~I~lt"~;;~,~IaHer or .\lulle. and ~Iuttr
~lemhuotth.:-;atlo~'1AnoelaUonSeboohol Mulle
W 1l1I11.lln sellt Ill>OllreQuen
. ST. CLARE MINTURN. Diretlor
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United States, is on its way to com-
pletion.
Popular recording follows a dif-
ferent approach-c-two different ap-
proaches, according to whether the
" "d' . dpop ISC IS rna e on stage or in
a recording studio. All popular re-
cording begins with "publishers'
day." the day set aside by the re-
cording company's Artist and Rep-
ertoire head (known as the A&R
man) for the interviewing of music
publishers and the inspection of
their newest hits.
The A&R man looks out not
merely for potential hit tunes. but
for mater-ial suited t.o the parti~uJar
styles of his singers. He may pick
five or six new songs, designating
one for Eddie Fisher, another for
Peray Como, etc. Once the decision
on tunes and artists has been made.
the A&R man seeks out a top ar-
ranger. This is an important step.
sjnce the success of most poplllar
tunes depends largely on arrange-
ments.
Next, the session is set up in the
same vast st.udio in Manhat.tan Cen-
ter. Bands and artists are there in
working clothes, waiting for the di-
rector and the engineers to test for
lona I balance, and in due course, the
"takes" begin-it is possible that all
is irr good order on the first take; it
may be that twenty wiB be needed.
Actual recording-is governed by
many variable factors, the result
again depending on an over-all feel-
ing of rightness. The A&R man, the
engineers, the musicians, the artists
all have their moods and their prob.
lems, and each session stands as an
individual enterprise. One of these
sessions began in tension; the com-
pany was doubtful about the album
being made. the A&R man was en·
thusiastic about it, the artist was
casual and the musicians were nerv-
ous. When the time came for the first
take, the artist told a joke or two,
the mood of insecurity was instantly
dispelled, and the reaction was so
favorable that no further takes were
needed.
When the takes are completed and
in good order, a master record is
made, and then comes the import.ant
business of "plugging." Pre-view
copies of the records are sent out
about a month in advance of public
sale to disc jockeys, favorite bands,
big· name singers. During this month
of plugging, the pressing of the
records is done. Many are made at
a time, the actual number depending
on how many the company wants
turned out.
Occasionally, popular records are
made directly from the concert haJ)s
and broadcasts instead Ot in the
studio. This brings up the question
of which type of recording is better.
Informed opinion is that there are
advantages on both sides. Studio re-
cording, with its business· like ~ro-
cedure of trial, error and correctlon,
(Continued on Page 59)
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EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
of
The University nI Ilachester
HOWARD HANSON, Director
ALLEN I. McHOSE, Director, Summer Session
Undergraduate and Graduate Departments
SUMMER SESSION
June 28-August 6, 1954
FALL SESSION
September 20, 1954-June 3, 1955
For further information address
ARTHUR H. LARSON, Secretary-Registrar
EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Rochester, New York
ORDER YOUR CHURCH CHOIR MUSIC . from
812 Olive St.
SHATTINGER MUSIC CO.
MUSIC SELLERS SINCE 1876 St. Louis 1, Mo.
We are retail moil order mU$ic distributors for the music of all publishers.
Always 200 feet of counter display of music ••• ask for catalog
-Sherwood MusicSchool-
Thorough professional training for successful careers. ·One and t.wo·
year Certificate courses prepare for private studio teaching. Bacllelor
and Master Degrees, four and five years. Piano, voice. organ, violin,
'cello, wind instruments, composition, public school music .. Faculty
of renowned European and American artists. Many opportunities
for public recital, solo and group performance. Member o[ the
National Association of Schools of Music.
Founded 1895. Splendidly equipped lakefront building. Summer
session begins June 24th.
For catalog, wri.te Arthur Wildman, .Mu.sical Vi,rector
Sherwood Building • 1014 So. Michigan Avenue Chicago 5 • Illinois
In the heart of cultural Chicago
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I.•.••.••..•..•..••••.•..•.•.......•.......•..... -...~- .
OF MUSIC
Dedicated to the Superior Training of American Talent
• Intensive professional study of MUSIC, bal-
anced with a liberal arts program in Arner-
ica's first coeducational college. Dormitories,
concert series by guest and Oberlin artists,
excellent practice facilities, faculty of 55
eminent musicians.
Member National Association 01 Schools 01 Music
Write for:
Conservatory catalog deBcribin&,' de- •grees awarded
Bulletin on admission and audition
procedures
Calendar of music evenh for the CUT-
rent year
Programs of concerts and recitals
given during past seaaon
Director of Admissions, Oberlin College
Box 544, Oberlin. Ohio
•.................................................. -'
BERNICE FROST
will offer
LECTURE COURSES-REPERTOIRE AND PIANO CLASSES
in
SAVANNAH, GEO.RGIA-APRIL 20-29
Piano Teacher's Association
COLUMBIA, S.C.-COLUMBIA COLLEGE-JULY 5·10
Fred Parker-Director of Music
NEW YORK, N. Y.-JUNE 2B·AUGUST 6
Address-316 West 75th Street. New York 23. N. Y.
SHENANDOAH
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
In the Beoutiful Shenandoah Yalley
• PIANO • B.MUS. & B.MUS.ED.DEGREES
• ORGAN • MEMBER NASM
• WOODWINDS • ACADEMIC COURSES
• VOICE,.STRINGS • CO-EDUCATIONAL
• PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC • CHURCH RELATED
• B.MUS. IN CHURCH MU~IC • LOW RATES
For catalog write
Shenandoah Collelile. Box E. Dayton. Va.
Aga;n Available
THE ORIGINAL VIRGIL PIANO PUBLICATIONS!
Improvization • Romanza Passionata • Concert Mazurka·
The Blind Harp Player· Valse Petite· Rosobu.d Waltz: The Robins· etc.
Progressive Melodies Bb. 1,2, 3, 4 • MelodIous Studies Bks. 1, 2, 3, 4
Artistic Studies Bks. I, 2, 3, 4 • The Piano Pedals· Keyboard Harmony
Thematic Catalag on Request
THE VIRGIL PIANO SCHOOL COMPANY
{new address) KIAMESHA LAKE. NEW YORK
. (Pre_pMblicatian orders now bein9 accepted for the 36th
edition of the far-famed VIRGIL METHOD TECHNIC BOOK I)
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THE USE os- THE r-LUTES
.IN THE WORKS Or- J. S. BACH
(Continued from Page 51)
In the Serenata, "Durchlauch'ster
Leopold," which was probably corn-
posed in 1718, he indicates "due
traversieri." These and the sonatas
for flute, the date of composition
of which is uncertain, are probably
the only uses of the traverse flute
before his Leipzig period.
After that he starts immediately
with the newer form of the instru-
ment in the St. John Passion and
the Magnificat. Up to the period
1716, there are nine cantatas, in-
cluding one secular cantata, the well
known "Was mir behagt ist nur die
muntere J agd," in which the Block-
Rote is used.
In spite of his general adoption
of the traverse flute with the begin-
ning of his poshion at S1. Thomas
at Leipzig. he reverted to the use of
the "Blockflote" in eleven cantatas.
All of these cantatas show from the
text why Bach selected this softer
and more impersonal instrument. Its
use is just another evidence thai
Bach felt a particular quality in the
instrument. which would best ex-
press its deeply spiritual relation-
ship to the text a he conceived it.
The cantatas before hi Leipzig
period in which he used the "Bleck-
Bote" were Nos. 71 (170B), IB9
(1707-10). 106 (1711), IB (1713).
142 (1713), IB2 (1714), 161 (1715)
and "Was mir behagt (1716). The
numbers of the cantatas after 1723
were 119 (1723), Bl (1724), 65
(1724), 46 (1724.27). 25 (1731),
175 (1735) _127.180.122.13 and39.
The latter five were composed after
1736_ (To be continued next month)
this instrument, he scores these flutes
with the French G clef on the first
line of the staff. This causes :he
notes to be sounded a minor third
higher than our own G clef on :he
second line. In a few cantatas, whlC~
were performed where the tone 0
the organ was in "Cornet-Ton" or
"Chorton" certain rransposmoue
had to be made in addition by the
flute players. In the .larger ch~ruses
of Cantata No. 71, It seems impos-
sible that the independent lines of
these soft flutes could have come to
a full realization without dOllbli~g,
especially where the brass family
is employed.
Up to his Leipzig period Bach em-
ployed practically only the "Block-
flote." Terry lists Cantata No. 189
with the use of the traverse flute.
This was probably composed in the
period of 1707-1710 and the instru-
ment is designated by the term
"Flauto," which was always used by
Bach for the "Blockflore" type of
flute. Terry qualifies his listing with
"(?) authentic." The score used by
the Bach gesellschaft editors was not
an autograph one. It must have been
built up from die parts and, con-
trary to all custom by Bach, the
highest instrumental part, in the
placing of the score, is the "Viofine."
Under this came the "Flauto" and
"oboe" respectively. The order has
been corrected in the score of the
Bach gesellschaft ed ition. Bach also
indicated "d'une Traverslere" in the
listing of the instruments of the
Fifth Brandenburg Concerto in D
Major, which was composed in 1721.
BEWARE OF BARGAINS
(Continued from Page 24)
fact 'that pipe organs for best results
must be designed for a particular
church, auditorium or room. When
properly installed they are voiced
correctly for that location and no
other. Acoustics are tricky; an organ
which. sounds well in one location
may be t6tally inadequate in an-
other. One is playing with fire when
he assumes that organs are as in-
terchangeable as spare Ford parts.
They may sometimes be inter-
changed with good results by a man
who understands the work. But there
are many instruments which have
had their effectiveness destroyed by
being moved from one location to
another.
When old pipes are used, it is al-
ways more satisfactory and gener-
ally cheaper in the long run to en-
gage an expert organ-builder for the
wor~. It is a big responsibility to
reVOlce and relocate a set of pipes.
In any old installation there are
sets of pipes which should be re-
tained and sets which should be
junked. Who is to say which is
which. ministers. vestr)'men. church
committees? This is a decision call·
ing for the skin and experience of
an expert. Church officials would
do well 10 seek the best advice they
can obtain. and {oHow it
Above aJ I they should beware
of "bargains." Generally speaking,
there is no such thing. Occasionally
one find offered for sale old high-
pressure unit organs hom theatres.
Even though the price is attractive,
the instruments are not. They are
generally organ which ",ere worn
out before they outlived their useful.
ness in the theatre. Even when they
are in good condition. their shrill
strings and woolly Butes do not fil
into the acoustic scheme of a VI·ell·
rounded church inslrUment. The
whole concepl of tbeaue-organ
building of the Twenties is Dotcom'
patible with our ideas now.
In aU these matters the most effi·
cient safeguard is that employed in
shopping for a used car; get expert
opinion, and let the buyer beware.
THE E D
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j'ields perhaps a smoother result;
theworkis timed to fit into playing
rime and the artists are conscious
of this. Stage recordings, more like
entertainment,are freer, more spon-
taneous and less organized. What
they lose in polish, they gain in
spirit.
The various trade names applied
to recordsgrow out of the mechanics
of acoustics and engineering and
do not influence the actual method
of record-making. High fidelity
(HiFi) records, for instance, repre-
sent a striving toward better and
morerealistic reproduction of sound
madepossible through the structure
and use of recording devices rather
than through any differences in the
sessionsthemselves.
Similarly, the varying speeds of
record playing are arranged after
themaster disc has been cut. At the
present time, recording com panies
generallypress the "platters" in all
threespeeds (33% rpm, 45 rpm, and
78 rpm).
The making of LP records is
based on the principle of "micro-
groove"recording. This means that
on LP records, grooves are smaller
and closer together, allowing more
musicto be put on one disc. This
processis further enhanced by the
skilled and somewhat complicated
useof "variable pitch," which refers
to the space (called uncut surface
"I d") b 'or an etween microgrooves .
LP recording reduces the land. as
much as possible, thereby increasing
the number of grooves. This, how-
ever, lies within the realm of the
engineers. THE END
CONTESTS AND
ADJUDICATORS
(Continued fro", Page 19)
It is only natural that any project
involving so many thousands of per-
sons and in so vastly separated areas
will be conducted with correspond.
ingly varied types of objectives and
results. Oftentimes such criticism is
justified. Frequently the weaknesses
of our contests lie in the inefficiency
of the administration of the con-
tests. The organization, planning and
management are at fault, although
the contest itself usually is criticized.
In other instances, we find inade-
quate Iaciliues, ineffective planning
by the local host, insufficient equip-
ment and lack of community interest
or support. Frequently, complaints
stem from unsatisfactory and un-
qualified adjudication.
Although first impressions would
seem to indicate that inferior adjudi-
cation is the primary reason for
much of the dissatisfaction and quar-
rel with contest ratings, the final and
(Continued on Page 63)
er On to CHICAGO ••• for the,,~'9 -1 International Piano Teachers Association
1954 NATIONAL CONVENTION
Hotel Sherman, ChicQliIO, July 12. 13. 14. 15
Presenting Americo's Outstanding Teacher Training
Course. Under the Personal Direction of ROBERT
WHITFORD, !.P.T.A. Founder-President.
?lher conve~tion events are, on artist concert. feoturin\3 the piano virtuosity of Louann
O~~l,~~erlC.a's newest piano discovery-grand boil-five recitols presenting America's°h s ontQ plano stvdents-e-edvcc tioncl exhibits and numerous SOCial functions. Completef ai9;jor all convention events, including the four-day teccher training course is $7.00
or ... 1'.. members. For non-members. the charge is $12.00.
flew of I~e many subjects to be presented in the Teacher Training Course are. M~sic
pnerpretatlo~, Keyboard Technic. Improvising, Keyboard Harmony. Piano Peda/I.ng.
T~~nuJar~usrc, Mod;e!n Harmony. The Concert Pianist. Teaching Ma,terial, Mad;ulatln"l'
th Sposmg, ~emorll!ng. etc. Leading music educators will appear with Mr. Whitford In
e Pre!etltat,an of this comprehensive Teacher Training Course. Write far complete
conventionprogram.
International Piano Teachers Ass'n, 204 N. E. 31st St .• Miami 37, Fla.
A NON·PROFITORGANIZATiON
Give your child the advantages of studying with an I.P.T.A. teacher
1954 SUMMER NORMAL COURSE 1954
LOUISEROBYN SYSTEM OF MUSICAL TRAINING
FROM THE PRE-SCHOOL TO THE ADULT AGE.
JULY 6th, 1954 to JULY 16th, 1954
MORNING AND AFTERNOON SESSIONS
Direction-ETHEL LYON and associates
",',dbernMethods of piano instruction as applied to children of all ages including pre-school
.... 1 e presented.
TheCOursei t.I s Open to teachers as well as to advanced students who wish to prepare t"em·
Ie yes to teach the Robyn System.
For informat' .Ion regarding class schedules, rates. etc., write to
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
601 KIMBAll HAll, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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PREPARATION FOR
TOMORROW IS TODA V'S
BEST DEFENSE EFFORT
SPECIAL COURSES IN MUSIC
AND MUSIC EDUCATION
SUMMER SESSION
You'll really enjoy studying this summer all Minnesota's cool, friendly
campus, bordered by the historic Mississippi, close to the cultural, shop-
ping and entertainment areas of two large cities, and just 15 minutes from
six enticing lakes!
A nationally recognized staff of professors, augmented by a group of
outstanding guests, offers more than 1000 courses in every field of science
and education. Included arc special workshops in Biology, Chemistry,
Physics, Language, Industrial Arts, Liberal Arts, Higher Education,
Guidance, and Human Relations.
Notable library and laboratory facilities present an unusual opportunity
for research and graduate work ... an exciting program of concerts, plays,
lectures and social events, assures stimulating recreation. Enroll for either
or both of two independent terms of five weeks each.
FIRST TERM June 14-July 17. SECOND TERM July 19-Augu,t 21
For helpfu! detailed bulletin write
Dean of the Sununer Session, 902 Johnston Hall
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS 14, MINNESOTA
.,.. • ......,.s.. •.
TANGLEWOOD-1954
BERKSHIRE MUSIC CENTER
CHARLES MUNCH, Director
Aaron Copland, Assistant Director
A summer school of music offered by the Boston Symphony Orchestra in con-
nection with the Berkshire Festival concerts.
July 5 to August 15th
at Lenox, Massachusetts
CHORUS Hugh Ross
COMPOSITION Aaron Copland
CHAMBER MUSIC Richard Burgin Ernst Tach
William Kroll OPERA Frederic Cohen
Faculty includes twenly members of the Boston Symphony Orchestra. induding the Principals.
TANGLEWOOD STUDY GROUP-LUKAS FOSS
ORCHESTRA
& CONDUCTING Jean Morel
fou~~~~j~\xc:~~k~.for musia educators, Rcneral music students and amateurs. Enrollments Gf two.
For catalogue please address Miss E. Bossler
Berkshire Music Center
Symphony Hall, Boston 15. Massachusetts
MANHATTAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Janet D. Schenck, Director
Bachelor and Master of l\1usic Degrees
SUMMER SESSION
June 7 throngh Jnly 30, 1954
238 East 105 St., New York 29, N. Y.
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SHARE THE FUN
by Ella Ketterer
(PIANO DUET)
A duet book for very young students. Here are
ten easy duets for two young players ". Both
primo and secondo parts share equally III the
music. Recital material. Grade 1 to .1~'.
List Price $.85 Advance of Publtcntton $.55
SACRED SONGS
arranged by Margaret [ones Hoiinum
This collection contains easily ,sung ar.r~ng.e-
merits of sacred songs for JUllIor dIO!I.S m
unison or two-parts. Induded a~e tradltH.mal
carols and hymns as well as choice s~lectlo~~
of Brahms, Schubert, Thomas TalliS, l\f,tx
. Helfman. . $ 50
List Price $.85 Advance of publicatIOn •
LITTLE PLAYERS HAVE ARRIVED
"by Robert Nolan Kerr
(PIANO SOLO)
The "Little Players" series by Ke.rr is rounded
out by this latest addition, which ~ntroduces the
sludent to more advanced readlllg pro~le.ms,
rhythmic patterns phrasing, and chord bmldmg.
List Price $1.00 'Advance of Publication $.70
TE DEUM LAUDAMUS (Hymn of Praise)
by Allesandro Scarl(l,tt~
revised and edited by John Castelhm
This hitherto unpublished work has been
prepared for present day performance by John
Castellini, director of Queens Colle?e C.ho.ral
Society. Little need be said of thIS surrmg
musk except that it is by one of the ackno~\'l-
d ed masters of the 17th-18th centUries.
(Ogrchestra material will be availaL~e on re.ntal
from the publisher.) For solo VOIces, mIxed
chorus two oboes, strings and oqwn.
List pr'ice $.75 Afhance of Publication $.50
PLAY BALL
arranged for the piano by Marie Weste~velt
Lyrics and illustrat,ions by Jane f lory
(PIANO SOLO)
Another delightful story in song by Marie
Westervelt and Jane Flory-this !ime about
America's national sport. Interme~late. gra,des.
List Price $.85 Advance of Pubhcallon $.55
LA BDHEME
by Giacomo Pnccilli
arranged for piano by.Marie Weste~velt
English lyrics and i{fustral.wlls by Jane nary
(PIANO SOlOI
The highlights of the tragic story and heart·
warming music of Puccini's L(I Boheme are
presented here for the enjoyme!lt of amate?-r
pianists, young and old .. Techmca~ly not dif-
ficult, this volnme will b1'1ng real JOY to those
who become familiar with it.
List Price $1.00 Advance of Publicntion $.65
60
utAcation
prices. Orders are limited to two t
with your order. Postpaid delivery ~
ELVES AND THE SHOEMAKER
a story with music by Marie ffI euervelt
and Jane Flory
(PIANO SOLO)
This charming fairy tale has been "set 10,music"
b Made Westervelt with word,S lind 11IUSlrll-
.Y b J Flory we are cCI·tallllh:Jt teachersnone y ane r rvrv- . ddit i
and pupils will welcome this a (IliOn to our
catalog. Grade 2-3. . ' S 65
List Price $.85 Advnnc.c or puuhcntlon .
AMERICAN HERITAGE
arranged bY,Marie Westervelt
illust.ratwlls by Jane Flory
(PIANO SOLO)
A folk festival of songs an: datces. ~a~~e
\Vestervelt and Jane Flory ave reug l'
«ether the songs and dances of mabny peo p dO'
" I d' A . a and ave rna ewho have sett ~ I." mer-rca, f lk culture.
a vital contributIOn to our 0
Grade 2·3.
List Price S.85 Advance of Publication $.65
TUNES FOR TEENS
by Ruins Wheeler alld Etie Siegmei~ter
Three-part songs for girls' and boys' VOlces
The combined talents of Mr. Wheeler and Mr.
SicO'meister have l'esulted in ~ book of 6on~s
which are ideal for the junioL' hIgh schobl musIc.
program. The music is drawn from ~ e seem-
ingly endless storehouse of Amenfi" .folk
music arranged simply and ret, e ec1.1ve y;
withi!; the practical limits of gH~S and. boys
voices of junior high school age, With Dbailmum
lIlusical effect resulting. Chord .sym 0 Bare
provided for improvised accompanlment on any,
instrument available for this purpo~e. ,
List Price S1.00 Ad"ancc of pubhcatlOn $.65
CHRISTMAS IN THE SDUTH
arran.ged by Marie Westervelt
illustrations by J one Flory
(PIANO SOLO)
A group of Soutllern folk carols an~ Chr.istmas
customs. This new publication {allows In. the
vein of the successful "Christmas In M~X1CO:"
Full justice has been done to the subject III
the treatment. Grade 2-3.
List Price $.85 Ad...'ancc of publication $.55
LET'S MAKE BELIEVE
by Verna Meade Slt,rer an.1 Edith D,engler Epler
Eighteen songs wah actwn for pnmary grades
The work of two schoolte~chers who ~now a.nd
understand the imaginauve world III which
children live. The primary grade teacher who
is looking for fresh material to stimulate class-
room work will find the songs easy ~o teach,
to play and to sing. The book contams three
groups of songs accompanie~ by suggestions for
activity: outdoor songs, lI?door songs and
Christmas.time songs. Matenal for the whole
school year.
List Price $1.00 Advance of Publication $.65
YOUR FAVORITE SONGS
arranged by A da Rich I.er
(PIANO SOLO)
Choice material from the catalogs of Theodore
Presser Co. arranged {or the average pianist by
Ada Richter. Accompanied by the original
words, each of the ten songs is ideal for play.
ing and singing. Included are such favorites
as "l\'lighty Lak' A Rose," "At Dawning," "1
Love Life." "Sleep." "By the Waters of Minne-
tonka" and others which make this volume
desirable for the amateur pianist and musical
layman.
List Price S1.50 Ad"ance of Publication $.95
BRYN
DUETS OF THE CLASSICAL PERIOD
edited by DOl/glas Townsentl
(PIANO DUETS)
This edition presents four-hand mu.sic of tlle
. d f Mozart and Haydn lind Will he wei.peno 0 h .. I 01
corned by the teacher. \'1' 0 IS III se~rc 1
unhackneyed duel musIC. Moder.llte. difficulty,
List Price $1.75 Advance or l'uLhcutlQn S 1.30
CDMMANO OF THE KEYBOARD
compiled and edited by Alfred Mirol1irch
Vols.l a/l(£ fl (of six lJollLmes)
(PIANO SOLO)
The material {or this serics has been tarefu.lIy
selected to help {oster the technical und Illusical
development of the young student. The teacher
will find fresh examples of 18th, 19th lind 20th
century musical styles-some nC\ler.. before
printed in this. c~untry. VOL. I C~V~8 {.~reaml
technique" "ttmlng an<1 rhythm, pla}'lRg to-
gether," ~tc. VOL. 11 dellis \\ith :rel)eated
notes" "thumb and fifth flllgers, fiu!.er
actio~," etc. Intermediate difficulty. \'OLS. ill
to VI will follow.
List Price $1.50 eadl vol.
Ad ...·unce of PubLicution .95 cnch "'-01,
RELEASED
THIS 1'IONTB!
The following books, from last month's
pre-publication list, are NOW IN
PRI NT. For a 3D-day period only they
are offered at special INTRODUCTORY
PRICES.
FOLK·WA YS U,S.A. -b)l Elie Siegmei.sler
List Price 1.00 Introductory price $.80
TEEN·AGE TECHNIC -by lanlord Kiag
List Price 5.85 Introductory price $.60
YOUR FAVORITE SOLOS
--compiled by George Walter Anthon)'
List Price $1.25 Introductory price 1.00
LORD IS MY SHEPHERD (Psalm 23).
-by Giu.seppe .uojchetli
List Price 1.00 Introductory price $.80
PUMPKIN (who wanted fo dance)
-bj' O/il;-e Dun&Qn
Introduclory price .50
-by OIil:eDu.nSGlI
Introductory price-S750
List Price $.60
WEATHERMAN
List Price-"$:60
MAWR SYLPEN A
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DOWN UPON THE SUWANNEE
(Continued from Page 12)
rh of the five afternoon and eve-
~~ngprogramswith Indian songs and
dances.A far cry from modern-day
music,Osceola cupped his hands to
hismouth, looked at the tall pines
and oaksabove his head and let out
thecall of the Buffalo Song in ac-
centsloudenough to be heard clearly
acrossthe banks of the famous
Suwannee.
Butwhatthe raucous Buffalo Song
ofOsceolalacked in harmony 3S it
echoedacross the river, old-time
singing on the program was enough
tobalanceit, The haunting notes of
thenegro spirituals, the rollicking
danceof the Czechoslovakian Beseda,
theold songs from the shape-note
booksof the early south were beau-
tifullyharmonized. To most modern
teachers.an unfamiliar way of sing-
ing,the reading of shape notes was
theonly kind of musical training
possiblefor many years in isolated
southernrural communities. A sing.
ing master "pitched" the tune and
hisgroupsang the four "buckwheat"
urshapenotes, "a, sol, la, mi." The
lI'urdsfollowed after the tune was
~ung,
Thestorybehind this unique festi-
nl of folk music, melting pot of
race,color and creed, in the deep
~outh,withmore than 500 musicians
appearingat their own expense. is
assimpleand beautiful as the folk
musicitself.Thus it could be dupli-
catedin praclically any loca le in
America,rich as all communities are
withtheir particular musical herit-
agehanded down from European,
Africanand Asiatic ancestors.
Believingthat everybody loves to
~ingand dance and that the truly
greatmusic of America is encom-
paHed in the songs learned at
mother'sknee and within the bosom
01 the family, the sponsors of Sle-
~henFosterMemorial conceived the
ldeaof the folk song festival.
Itwasnota money·making venture
for the small admission charge
~carcelypaid for setling up the rustic
stageand other necessary expenses.
Bothchildren and adults paid a
~~nartoattend the entire festival, or
f cents per child for a single per-
tmance and a dollar for grown-ups.
n ,advancefrom a special fund set
up III the SLephen Foster Memorial
~'a5borrowed to make the prelim-
lIlaryarrangements.
T~isWaspossible because the me-
~onal.itse]£has an unusual setup in
lls dedlcat' .Ion to acquaJnt every man
a~~woman,boy and girl in America
W~t1, the cultural, historic and pa-
tnotlc val f
folkm . ue a good down-to-earth
I USicsuch as Foster wrote AI.t lough hi' .1 h s mUSICwas printed. many
~ ~ e best falk songs hav~ been
an .ed downmerely "by ear."
With Fo~ter' . . ,in ,Y S aIm In mind in writ.
h g ~USICfar the plain folks theeaullful . I 'S' memana bujlt at White
pnngSreach de out to the amateur
ETUDE-APRIL 1954
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musician as well as the professional.
Started by the Federated Music
Clubs of Florida, the Memorial Was
take~ over in 1949 by the State of
Flonda. The completed brick mu-
~eUIl1, splendid with its tall, white
columns, houses eight intricate di-
oramas depicting Foster's famous
songs and original writings, Plans
are underway for a huge amphithe-
at.re, a ca rillon of tubular bells which
will be the world's largest and a
heroic-size statue of Stephen Foster,
nil of which, like the museum, will
bc free to the public.
, Enthusiastically sponsored by Mrs.
W. J:- '. Saunders of White Springs, a
mUSICIan and civic leader, as well
as many other well-known muaicians
and cultural leaders of the state
it was only natural that the foll~
song festival should be conceived and
hrought to the banks of the Suwan.
nee as part of the educational pro-
gram connected with the museum.
More than a year before the Iesti-
val, memhers of the Stephen Foster
Memorial Commission met and
formed a special AU Florida Folk
Festival Association. Officers were
elected and Miss Helen Bixley of
Luke City, secretary, began the me-
liculous task of contacting represent-
alive groups of various nationaljties
in the state.
One o[ the amazing parts about
the finished program was that all
these grou ps sent sizable delegations
to sing and dance at the festival.
Even as a trial balloon, the folk
festival was enthusiastically received
by these music lovers although they
had never heard one.
From :Masaryktown, a struggling
lillIe community near Tampa in
southern Florida, came a score of
{lancers and musicians wearing beau-
tiful handmade and embroidered
garment~ brought over from Czecho-
slovakia. Most of these were teen-age
boys and girls, including a remark·
able young accordionist by the name
of lerry Psenka who volunteered to
play for other groups in addition to
his own. The joy of playing which
radiated from his" handsome, blond
face as his fingers touched the keys
was an inspiration.
From Jacksonville, great city of
North Florida, came a choir frol11 the
Jewish Synogogue with Israeli folk
songs and congregational chants. The
Greek section of the city sent a
girls' choir with their religious songs,
The IVlormons from the same city
came in picturesque long full-skirted
dresses and bonnets of calico. As
they sang, they re-enacted the trek of
the followers of Brigham Young in
search for a home.
From the University of Florida at
Gainesville in the middle of the
state came'an unusually sweet singer,
Vale;ie Haynes, with her auto-harp.
Perhaps the most cultural presenta-
(Cont.inued on Page 62)
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~~TONKabinet
•• a perfect way to
file sheet music"
says A,"dole Bleyer
PI·0JJlhlcnt Radio and TV
lUII.denl Director
hAN EXCELLENT modern convenience," says
this well known Musical Director. "Music can
be located quickly and easily in the TONK~
abinet drawers ••• a real boon to anyone •••
protects muaic against loss, dust, and damage,
It's impor-t.ant to take care of a vuluuble
library of music," he says •
ENJOY IhiH conven;en"e and
Bafely for your "",,,;,,, A sk "our
dealer 10 ~how you the many at_
traclive ~tyl"B he haH or can set
for you.
lIIade wilh thOlse sf/adol 0l"m.
side drawer trays ,hae almoH
hand yOl.l the musi., )'OU walltl
Slyle 600 showl! holds about 1925 sheets of music, Write
for dealer's name and folder showing other slylc~ for
homes, studios, schools. orchestra.. TONK MFG. CO.,
1918 N. MAGNOLIA AVE., CHICAGO 14, ILL.
TONK b· t FOR YOURa Ine S SHEET MUSIC
..A nw Cotleclion0/
Medium Grade Piano Solos
Ask to
see an
approval
copy
To meet the need of every piano
educator who is seeking solos of
fine musical and technical content.
by WELL-KNOWN AMERICAN COMPOSERS
No. 8770 Price $1.00
J, FISCHER & BRO" 119 West 40th Street, NEW YORK 1B, N, Y,
Robert Whitford
1954 PIANO TEACHER CONVENTIONS
Hotel Statler. Hew York City, July 5. 6
Hotel Statler. Los Angeles, AUfjust 4, 5
Conventions ore sponsored by the Certified Robert Whit.
ford Piano Teachers of America, but open to all piano
teachers ond interested persons.
Convention evenh are, a ,two-day teacher training cour~e, given
p~r,onal,ly by, Robert Whltford-on orti~f concert featuring the
piano VirtUO~i~Y of louann JO,ne" Americo'~ newest piano di5-
covery---;-a ~ecd?1 of out~tandlng ,tudent~-educationat exhibits
and 50clol IUnctlonS. C:omplete convention charge of $6.00 includes
all of ,the ab.ove. Write for convention program which lists the
many interesting sublects to be covered in the teacher training
course.
Robed Whitford
Robert Whitford Music Education Bureau
204 H.E. 31 st St., Miami 37, Florida
Write now for a free eopy of PIANO TEACHING TODAY which reveals Robert Whit.
ford's personal method for teaching children and his method for teaching adllits. With
yO'lr copy of Piano Teaching Today yOIl will also be sent complimentary, Mr. Whitford':;
moster lesson on MUSIC'S MaS! UNUSUAL CHORD. Just send your name ond address
and state whether you ore 0 plono teacher, a student or a parent, and we will send
you the above.
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COMPOSITIONS OF
FLORENCE B. PRICE
Violin Solo
THE DESERTED GARDEN
Presser
Piano Solo
AT THE COTTON GIN ..Schirmer
Women's Choruses
MOONBRlDGE Remick
NEW MOON Remick
WITCH OF THE MEADOW
Remick
NATURE'S MAGIC Summy
Organ
ADORATION Lorenz
IN QUIET MOOD Galaxy
OFFERTORY Lorenz
Send
for
FREEBOOK
ABOUT
MUSIC
SPACE here does not permit an ade·
quate description of this remarkable
Scribner Radio 1'Ifusic Lihrary. We
will therefore be glad to semi )'OU
without obligation, all inte,-esli\\g hoo~'
let telling how you can own all tIllS
music for 0 smoll fnJCtioll of irs IIOT-
11101 cost.
To obtain this 40'l'age il1l1slrated
free booklet, sim[\ly jlaste COl1pon on
a post card and mail to
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS,
Music Publishers, 597 l,i[lh Avenue,
New York 17, N. Y.,-_.~---------------_.--------_.-
: CUAlfLES SCRIBNER'S SON~.
i, 5g7p~i:~~~,:~, ~Rl~E~'il~~~
traleu 40·page brochure giving
: complete details about famous
: 9.volume Scribner Radio Music
Library. This request places me
: under no obligation wbatsoever.
i,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,
Name ...••••.•••••• - .•••.•••••
Addren ..•••••••••• _•••• _•..••
City. .State ..
Please give name and address of your
music teacher 1f you are taking lcssom.
tion was given by Spanish descend-
ants of St. Augustine, oldest U. S.
city. Wearing beautiful satin and
embroidered costumes with flowing
black lace mantillas handed down
through generations, the group gave
a pantomine of St. Augustine's early
history complete with songs and
dances from that era.
Unusually good were the Negroes,
natural protege of folk music ",,-ith
many of their spirituals orginatmg
in the days of slavery as the soul
cry of a race in bondage. Ne~ro
school children swung 111 native
rhythm to their singing games. A
waitress from the White Springs ho·
tel. Annie Tomlin, gave such an ex-
cellent rendition of "Brer Rabbit,
de Tar Baby and Mr. Fox," famous
Uncle Remus story, that the audio
ence clamored for more.
cleaner but also allows a strong
fin aer to be used on the high A. The
D is taken as an extension and so is
the A, the hand coming forward
after the third finger has stopped
its note. It requires practice, this
modern fingering: but the final re-
sults more than justify the time
spent .on it.
Ex. E: from the Larghetto of
Handel's D major Sonata
~R--H- 2' •. .
The object of this fingering is to get
a strong finger-the third-on the
three most important notes: the D,
C natural. and B. As this phrase
ends in the second position, the
next phrase should he fingered as
in Ex. F.
Ex.F
~
'. r
the first finger extending, not shift·
ing, to the B.
Ex. G: from the first movement of
the Mendelssohn Concerto
ci~· rd:b;'i'
~I~-
The value of this fingering is that it
requires only a very small shift
from the C to the E. instead of the
long shift when these two notes are
played with the third finger and then
the first.
Something of the same principle
pertains in the modern fingering for
all descending three·octave triad ar-
peggios above A, as illustrated in
Ex. H:
~/l '~'~ ~@' I JJ tlJEjiA2rUr D=J3
~ 0 • • ~ •
Here the descending shih to the
third finger is not ani y shorter than
62
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OPERA WORKSHOP
Boris Goldoysky, Director
Leonard Treasb, Associate Director
2 Weeks-August 16·30
Ogleboy Park-Wheelin9, W. Va.
Unsurpassed recreationol facilities in
a setting of natural beauty
Address Dept. C" Oglebay Institute
091ebay Park. Wheellnq, W. Va.
for iJIust,aled brochvre
ltJiIIUun ~alUl k
30 E. Adams S,.-ClJicugo 3.m.
VIOLIN SPECI"L1STS
OUR NEW OLD INSTR\JlIENT
CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE
Publi,h.n of "VIOLINS I VIOLINISTS"
wo~e's ?14y.~.~BOOIlS
'. n
The old fingering for the first
measure was a shift from the F to
the D with the third finger. giving
two noticeable shifts in the first
fi...e notes-this in a composition
where slides should be reduced to
an absolute minimum. Using the fin-
gering given here, the hand leans
back slightly on the F, slightly more
on the D, and completes the down-
ward motion on the B. There has
been no shift, but rather a crawling
backwards of the hand that makes
no slide yet allows the player to
keep a singing quality of tone. A
light, quick slide is certainly accep-
table on the shift to the A: so wide
a skip needs 1.0 be softened some·
·what in any melodic passage.
It is not recommended that Ex-
tension Fingering be taup:ht to a
pupil before he is thoroughly famil.
iar with the positions. Howe\·er. as
soon as he can move freely between
them. then is the time to introduce
it. When he begins to stud\' three.
octav.e arpeggios he should ~erlainly
be given the fingering suggested in
Ex. H, for it is as easy to learn as
the traditional fingering-all that
the student need remember is to
keep his first finger extended back.
ward a little as he makes the down-
ward shift.
NomL' _
w a~ ..' 5 1'14y.t!t~ I •• BS
98' So tord An .. ~. £-4'"i qt .. \ 1. H~J.THE END
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CONTESTS AND ADJUDICATORS
(Continued from Page 59)
easonsfor such dissension lietrue rid . ., the hands of those w 10 a numster
:~econtestand in the final al~a]ysis
are responsible for the. selection of
tbeadjudicators who, 10 turn. de-
ieloped the problem".
In the field of music contests, too
!requently there seems to be no
screening of adjudicators. For the
mostpart they have no opportunity
to attend a school for adjudicators,
but rather secure their experience
by the proverbial "guess or gosh"
method.
In view of such undesirable cir-
cumstances, it is the first and final
responsibility of those who would
~elect the adjudicator to be certain
that onlythose judges who possess
the necessary musicianship. training,
e~perience and "know-hew" he
grantedadjudicating assignments.
No contestcan honestly serve the
purposes for which our contests were
conceived unless the adjudicator is
competent.Most situations now reo
quire multiple adjudicators. espe-
dall)' for the large ensembles such
as band. orchestra and chorus. It
seems that three are preferable.
While it is not imperative that they
enler, however,since standards of
nerformancevary and opinions differ,
it is quite generally recommended
tlat followingthe performance of
twoor three organizations within a
givenclassification. the judges be
permi1tedto confer for the purpose
01 establishinga norm for that par-
ticularclass, grading all orrraniza.
tionsup or down from the ~greed
normand standard established by
thepreviousgroups.
·In selectingadjudicators, it is de.
sirableto look into their experience
andrecordin the school field. Many
~xcenentprofessional teacher<:. per-
ormersand conductors who possess
:henecessarymusicianship to qual-
Ify astop·flightadjudjcators are not
sufficientlyinformed of the school
DOWN UPON THE SUWANNEE
(Continued from Page 61)
Like the lovable little fiction
character of Topsy, the finishe.d p.ro-
gram "just grew." At the begm~mg
the sponsors themselves h?d. no Idea
how it would turn out or 1£ It would
be well received. They planne~ each
( It oon and eve-performance a ern
ning on Friday and Saturday, after-
noon religious program on Sundar)
to sive a variation of folk mUSIC.
Liv:}y square dancing ~nd fiddle
tunes were interspersed WIth s.ad and
dreamy ballads. The meticulous
chants of the Jewish Synagogue wer~
Iollowed by the jig-time rhythm 0
the Neero songs.
In addition to attracting a g~eat
crowd of music lovers, the f.estlval
also accomplished another aim: to
prove that music is one plane on
which all races and creeds can meet
and enjoy harmony. THE END
VIOLINIST'S FORUM
(Continlled from Page 25)
to the fourth, but also is made t? a
much stronger finger. The finger-ing
for three-octave dominant and di-
minished sevenths was given on this
page in December 1945. It will ~}e
seen that these carry out the pl"ln-
ciple of Extension Fingering.
The final example, from the An-
dante of the Mendelssohn Concerto
(see Ex. )), shows the principle
used for a purely musical purpose.
problems, standards, objectives and
limitations to do .an efficient job as
an adjudicator of these groups. The
adjudicator, to be properly qualified,
should have taught, conducted and
worked in the school field.
It is the responsibility of the ad-
judicator to offer such comments
criticism. suggestions and data which
wiIl serve as valuable material for
further 'progress of those judged.
His analysis should be keen, direct
and as complete as possible. His.
criticism should serve as criteria for
the development of higher standards,
encour-agement and other necessary
elements of performance.
The adjudicator must further re-
alize that the fundamental purposes
of the contests. aside from an honest
attempt to earn a first division rating,
involve the teaching of students to
conduct themselves in such a manner
that they will achieve the true values
of the contest in its every phase and
thus receive not only a rating, but
of more importance, full measure of
benefit from the experience of having
participated.
Tn order to achieve these objec-
tives and to fulfill his total obliga-
tions to the contestants, the adjudi-
cator must be able to express himself
clearly, concisely and tactfully.
He must be as stimulating, encour-
aging and helpful to t.hose groups
receiving a 3rd or 4th division rating,
as those receiving a 1st division.
Finally. may I reiterate the values
of contest participation are to be
found in its preparation, rather than
in the final performance. Most of
these values are realized before the
group performs at the site of the con-
test. If proper attitudes have been
established, the final rating is likely
to be less disappointing and cera
tainly less important than the values
gained from its preparation, or even
from the adjudicator's evaluation of
the performance. THE END
TEACHER'S ROUNDTABLE
(Continued frorn Page 22)
grade every little thing such as As to grading, I think it should be
scales ar .~' peggwS, memory work done in as detailed a manner as pos-
~.l~~.' I I' khi apprectate greatly any sible. A careful record 0 t leir wor
T~P ~oucan give me on this matter. in scales, arpeggios, double notes,
an you. octaves, memorizing, et.c. ought to be
E. B. C., Virginia kept throughout the year. In this
respect I suggest that. you read my
paragraph called "My Music Rec-
ord" in the March 1953 issue of
ETUDE. This little booklet by Eula
Ashworth Lindfors is most valuable
in keeping tab of every pupH's ac-
tivity, concentration, seriousness of
purpose, assignments and results
from one lesson to another. Besides,
it simplifies immensely the book-
keeping and this particular phase-
important, indeedJ-is not the least
one of its merits.
THE END
Givingaw d . •
" d' ar S III a reCital seems a
,,00 Idea f .'1 ' OrIt encourages the pu·
Plstoworkl d d'th" Jar er an Jt stimulates
elr Interest H· . ow many should hegwende d
pU'1 pen s upon the number of
lIa]PIs p~esented, and their individ.
mertts I thO k309:: . III an average of
're:t wouldbe reasonable, but if a
er percentag I .'''ell " h e 0 pupils play
• I SQuid h ]] .creased_ . y a means be m.
'o"man adudvlce·versa if their per.
ce oesn't
expectations. measure up to your
InCA
"Guild auditions are largely responsible for better
pedagogical and psychological approaches. resulting
in more artistic participation by 011 grades of students.
Congratulations to its Founder, lr! Allison!"
Mony Guild students hove won scholorships ct Rollins College.
For informotion about next vecr , write immediotely.to Direc-
tor, Conservotory of Music. Rollins College, Winter Park, Flo.
WALTER CIlARUnURY
Rollin .•C.,/ler:e
Winter Pori.., Fla.
NATIONAL GUILD OF PIANO TEACHERS
(Founded 1929 by 'rl Allison, M.A.,M(Js.D.)
Austin. TexesBox 1113
H
A
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REFRESHER COURSES FOR PIANO TEACHERS
JUNE 26
BARTH
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
July 12, Scranlon, Pa. July 26, Milwaukee, Wis"
Augusl 3, Cleveland, Ohio August 16, 1\1al's Hill, N.C"---------
"You'll save time and money if you climb on the Barth
Technic and composition wagon. Absolutely tops!"
Russ Henderson, W. Palm Beach, Florida
"1 traveled over 1300 miles to attend Barth Course and
feel well repaid." Mrs. Charles Rants, Hastings, Nebraska
S"d po,tol fa, c;"ulor to' HANS BARTH COURSES
Route 6, South Jacksonville, Florida
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY?
PRIVATE TEACHERS (New Yo,k CHyl HARRY EULERTREIBER:Mus. D.
Voice Building
Pupil of the late Wm.~. Whitney
(Vannucini Method)
Studio 509; 270 Huntington Ave ... Boston. Mass.
RICHARD McCLANAHAN
Teacher of Piano
Matthay exponent formerly his representative.
Private lessons. t~chnjc courses: avoiloble as
visiting lecture-recitalist, or critic·teocher.
Six-Day Piano Seminars
801 Steinwoy Bldg., 113 W. 57th St., N.Y.C.
EDWIN HUGHES
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE AND FOR COLLEGE.
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY
TEACHING POSITIONS
117 East 79th St .• New York. N. Y.
LUCIUS DUNCAN
Lo 1-0723
Concert Violinist
Pupil of Schradieck
104 N. Mole St., Phila. 2, Pa.
HANS BARTH·
"Refresher Courses"
c/o Mrs. lillian Brondt
Rt. 3, Box 144, Clio pel Hill, N. C.
HELEN ANDERSON
"Teacher of Successful Pianists"
Master's Technique- Tone~lnterpretation
Special Courses: Harmony, Improvisation
166 W. 72nd St., N. Y. C. Tel. SC 4-B385
Mme. Giovanna Viola Hull(Desmond)
Teaclier of singing-European trained
"Bel Canto"
Voice culture-diction-coaching
Plione: Trofalgor 7·8230
608 We't End Ave. New York City
CRYSTAL WATERS
Teacher of Singing
Popular Songs and Classics
TV._Rodio_Stage_Concert
405 East 54th St. New York 22. N. Y.
LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
Composer, Pianist and Teacher
Teacher of Aaron Copland, Elie Siegmeister
ond many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel Ansonia, B'woy at 73rd St., New York City
WILLIAM FICHANDLER
Piano Instruction
314 Wed 75th St., New York, Su·7-3775
Compositions published .by G. Schi.rmer
and Theodore Presser. In preparation
EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert Pianist-Artist Teacher
17447 Cast.llommare Pacific Palisades. Colif.
EX 4·6513
ISABEL H.UTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piono Tech nic: Coo ching Concert Pianists:
GrouP Work; For further informotion oddress:
Studio 202, 1005112 Elm St., Dottas. Texas
SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-
TORY OF MUSIC, INC.
3435 Sacramento Street Walnut 1·349&
Bachelor of Music Degree Opera Department
Artists Diploma Pedagogy Certificate
Approved for veterans
Children's Soturdoy morning Classes.
MAE GILBERT REESE
Pianid
Specialized troining for
teachers ond concert artists
1330 N. Crescent His. Blvd .• Hollywood, Calif.
Ho 3·2296
!
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f NEW RI:CORDS
(Continued from Page 18)
similar gospel songs. Roger Sessions'
two works are pretty severe in their
harmonic structure but, like Thom-
son's variations. they meet their
match in Miss Mason, the Columbia
chapel instrument, and the record.
in a skill of Esoteric's Jerry Newman.
(Esoteric 522)
CLASSIFIED ADS
HAR.MONY. Composition, Orchestra-
tion, Musical 'rneorv. ~rivate or
Correspondence InstructIon. Man~-
scripts revised and corrected. MmlLC
anangea. Frank S. Butler, 32-46 107
st., Corona, N. Y.
LEARN PIANO 'rUNING-Simpli.fied,
authentic instruction $4.00-Llter-
a ture free. Prof. Ross, 456 Beecher
si.. Elmira, N. Y.
,VRJ'I'E SO~GS: Read "Songwriter's
Review" Magazine, 1~5_0-ET ,~road~
way. New Yorl;: 1~, 2:H,1COP}, $2.00
year.
VI01,IN"]UAliERS, AMA'rg~R:S,
PHOl"ESSIOi\"J\.l,!!oi.Fine ton.e EUlO-
pea n wood. ~laLerials, SUI!pl1es,pa t-
t ne tools and instructions. Tl lus-
t~ited catalogue 101 re~,undable.
pre mier Violin ~Llpphes, 4·,(1 soum
Bruadway,. Div!sion VE, Los Ange-
les 13, Call forma.
1tIUSICIt\.NSl TEA-CHEH;S! S'l'U:-
IlEN'l'S! Hundreds ot exclus:. v e m US\(':
cua.rts self_instrUCtlon book.S, nome
study 'courses, mO';1thly.n?USI~p.llbll.-
. lions music on lndex cards, l,\'test
~~pula; songs for rent. FRlpE CAT~-
LOG. -Walter Stuart MUSI.CSt11dJO,
1227-B Murris Avenue, UnIOn, N, J.
SWING PIANO-BY l\L4..n,. 30 sel~·
teaching lessons $3. Ench,a.nted E,'0l-
est $20 (classical). Over ,,(I puulH;a-
Lions Ordel' the 825 page book~
"MY' AutobiographY", or "1 .com-
posed engraved, edited, Ptl.bIISh~~
mv music on a hanrlpresS In skI
ro'w", $10. The fabu,lollS true .story
Qf a scientific musIcal ~xperlmeI!t
nder the word "ManUescl'lptotechnI-
~ompomuSiCology". Pllll Breton Pub-
lications, P. O. Box 1402, Omaha 8,
Nebraska.
.HAl'"1lDUn,DING -KXEltCIS~S FQR
PIANISTS by 'Ve~do~l Car~er .. Tea-
chers concert pianists, d.d'\unced
stude'nts A bet"ter technic with 20
~inutes 'daily DI'actice. Sen.d $1.00fC!r
copy to 'Vashington 1\fUS1CHInstI-
tute, .1730 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,
'WashlTIgton, D.C.
THE SCIEN'rI'FIC lUUSIC 'rEACHER.
_Monthly-$iUJU year. hequt::sL sa~-
pIe, Morong, Box 21, lllu'ildyn 25,
New .~ork.
OI,D AND NKW Y]O.L~NS. Cel!os,
Bows Suppli~s. Hepalrlll!f'. Eflk~n~
310 E. \Vaslllnglon St., Ch.llllbels
burg, Pa.
LEAR.N PIANO TIJNIN(; ~'I' H?",,~E.
Course by Dr. ';Vm. Bra](~l.,\\ l11te,
world's leading piapo lechnl.cliln and
teacher. \\Trite h.arl T3alLenbach,
1001A 'VeIls St., Lafayette, Ind.
HARl\']ONIZING lUlDL(~nIES ~T
SIGH'l'-24 pages of solid JIlsttyctlon
and easy-to-follow charts on Iml?ro-
vising transposition and ~al'mon1za-
lion. $1.00postpaid. Free list of thOU-
sands of popular song's, bool{s and
folios sent on request. Lewis Al'fine
Music, 117 W, 48th Street, New York
36, New York.
POPULAR PIANO 'l'EA«;JHEH.S .
Looking for ideas? Writ,,:, Kall
1\'Tacel{,1242 Main Street, Springfield,
l\lass.
HAVE YOU ANY ~E,?~n.DS WOR;'I:H
$1'.0" "Price Gmde (l\iQses) ltsts7,~tOO'numbers' values. $2.50 po~tpai~.
American Record Collectors Ex-
change, 825 Seventll Ave., New York
City.
",VOUI,DYOU l,ni:~ A Y.IOLIN whic_h
is not only a beautiful plece of ~vork-
mans hip from the finest obta.mable
materials but also posse.sslIlg a
sonorous 'responsive tone: In short,
an instrti.ment for an artist7 I have
such a one on hand, dated 1903.Color
llhotographs \In. request. I have
been making vlOhns for forty years.
Dr. H. A. Harvey, ,v. Lake Road,
Canandaigua, New Yorl;:,
SACRIFICING 200 ACCORDIONS-
A.I,LKINDS. Discounts to 70%, F:ree
catalog. Claviolines or. other musical
instrument secured. D1Scount House,
893288 St., 'Voodhaven 21, New Yorl{,
Vi 7-0866,
54
FOR PIANO TEACHERS ONLy-We
have a special mo ney- saving ~e~l
worked out for you. Write fO~'F¥O
information about our new
Plan" Use your letterhead or enclose
a. b~siness card if possible. Lewis
Arfine Music, 117W. 48th Street, New
Yo~l(: 36, New York.
High Fidelity Classics f
d I market orHa vine Ioun amp e
o . I S d" re-its "Full DimenslOna oun
ding of last fall, Capitol n.ow
~;!low: with a 10-inch LP ~oldlOg
six additional examples of tlu: co~-
parry's finest sound reproductIOn ~n
the classical field. Copland, A1beOlci
Delius, Beethoven, Villa-Lobos an
Shostakovich provide exan~Vles of
blems involved in captunng con-
~;;t.hall effects for various types of
music. Charles Fowler, hi-fi author-
. writes the copious program
ity, 4)
notes. (Capitol LAL 902
lUEJUORY";PLAYII'IlG AND SIGH']'·
READING by pr-oved methods ov er
30 years, Free syllabuS \vit?- Amer i-
can and Canadian aPPl'eCHttlO!1.State
instrument and degree of efficiency
"Mastel'-Method" Courses ~StUdl~
16) 6, North Street, St. Leona, ds-on
Sea, England. .
SCALE & CHOIlU SYS'I'E1Ufor piano
Adult system of chords, octaves and
run s, Ruth Richardson, 511-55th Ave.
Meridian, Miss.
REA D 1'1'. '·FACTS A:\'U F t\.NCIES
AllOU'r AN'rONIUS S'l'RAIJJ\'AIUUS
AND HIS \'IOL]:\"S" 25 ~ent::> ~e_I'
copy. Box 342, potsdam, I\ew YOI b._
FO':', S."I..E; Highland Pad;: Conserv-
a.to ry, ~12,000-OIl~-halr c~sh ~':Id
long term ba Ian ce. Suburb of Detl Olt
no real compeLitlon, estabhshe~ ovel'
25 years. Owner j'etil:il.'g. ~\~'o Planosd·Hammond Qrg'f1n, \\ l'ne PI Qf. Lloy
C.' Rudy, 1211.3 \\'oodward Ave" De-
troi t 3, Mich igan.
Bloch: PoemI' 01 the Sea r
Hindcmith: Piauo Sonata 1\0. 2 .
Kabalevskv r Sonatina in C Mator
Bartok: Six' Dances in BulgarwlI
Rh,·t1uJI
Etude Records (no relation to
ETUDE the music magazine) intro-
duces it~eH with a lively piano disc
fealurinrr the splendid talent of
younrr J~rome Rappaport. With the
exce;ti~n of the difficult dances from
Bartok's "Mikrokosmos" (Nos. 148-
153), the modern piano works on
the disc have been recorded for the
first time. RappapoTt handles all his
choices with distinction, which is
fortunate since they are good teach·
ina material and should be mOTe
wi:lely known. After noting mild~y
scratchy surfaces, it may be said
that the piano tone has been faith·
fully reproduced. (Etude 101)
]UUSIC PIUN'l'ED A'I' ~IOUEH..4..'I·~
COST. Estimates free. Alben Ral·
tan en, S Hiverbanl, Hoad, l\1aynal'd
lliasc;.
l\lf\.XUSClllP'I'S of any type. of music
arranged ediLed, pl·ep'l.1'eclfor publi-
cation b~: experienced composer. Ad-
dress Sol B. Collen, TIox 287, Urbana
Illinois.
BRIDE'S "TIU'I'g SLIPP~~R S..\.'l'IN
BIBLES $10. 'l'ES'l'AiUI<:::,N'I'S$3, ..'\.~d,
posW.ge. ,Vagonet· Gift. Shop, ;>3
South Miami, Sidne:l', OhIO.
BACK POPULAR. S~EE'I' l\1~SIC '1',,0,
18::00. IH54 Catalog 1;>¢.Fore s, E3L,
High, Denver i), Colorado.
Schumann: Carnavaf. Op_ 9
Mozart: Sorrata No. 14 in C Ilfinor,
K.457
Sonata No_ 15 in C Major, K. :;45
Many a piano student in the
future will find inspiration in this
excellent Walter Gieseking disc. The
Schumann opus was recorded in
1951, the Mozart C Major in 1949,
the Mozart C Minor as far back as
1938. The reproduction vaTies with
the period and never attains hi-fi
standards, but the value of the
record lies in the uncommon art of
the perfoTming master. The Cuma-
val is spirit-perfect as well as letter-
perfect, and the Mozart is what
every pianist dreams of doin·g on
one side of Jordan or the other.
(Colnmbia ML 4772)
PIANO 'rUNING COUR.SE-CQmplete
self-insu'uction lessons. AlsQ .teaches
YQUpiano regulatlng, .repalrl_ng and
other servicing operations .. '" onder-
fuI illusu·atiuns. Full pnce, only
$4 95 postpaid-or C.O.D. plus post-
age. Satisfaction guara.nteed ~r re-
fund. Nelson Co.. 210 South .Cll!1ton,
Dept. CW-100, Chicago 6, IllIllOlS.
-
LI-VE LONGER, I'-EEL llE'I''I'ER.
eating Riolem juicelul, uncolored,
oranges, grapefruit. $2.?0 bushel.
Riolemude, Palatl~a, FlorIda.
PIANO 'rECHNlC SnlPL~FIED. Play
popular music profeSSIOnal style.
$1.00. Kazal,~, 234K 58th Street, New
York 22, N.Y,
SOPHIS'I'ICA'I'ED ltECORDS to pep
UP your parties. ~ecfun, 210 Flith
Ave., Dept. 7, New Yorl;: 10, N. Y.
FOR SALE. Long established piano
and voice class or 85 pupils per week
in delightful northe,:n Michi~an re-
sort area, Plus organist and dIrector-
ship of strong Protestant choir.
Qualified person can grQss $10,000-
$12000 annually. August 1 starting
dat'e. Write Box 44, ETUDE, Bryn
1\1awr, Pa.
Thomson: JIariations ou SUlIda)'
Sch.ool Themes
Sessions: C',orale No. 1 and Three
Ch.oral Preludes
Marilyn Mason of the University
of Michigan is one of several out.
standing w?men who are proving
that the reCItal console is not a male
prer?gative. Her second organ Te-
cOTdml;: _ for Esoteric, played on
the Aeolian-Skinner in St. Paul's
Chapel, Columbia University, fea-
tures concert music you are n t
likely to hear as preludes at th
First Baptist Church. ViT,,',l Th e
,. co om·
son s opus IS a witty but not irrever-
ent game with "Will There Be A
Stars in ~1y Crown?" and thr:~
FOR SALE. Adam Schaff house Qrgan
70 years old. Nceds slight repair.
Philadelphia, Pa., Li 9-0260. Call
evening.
GENUINE lUATHIAS THIER YJOLIN
in like-new, English, custom-made,
oblong, alligatol'-g.rain, genuine-
leather case. Including two expen-
sive famous-make French bows. $305.
Other bargains. Box 342, Potsdam,
New YOI'lL
FOR SALE: Schillinger System 2
volumes. Almost new, $15. Steinberg,
73 Bay 26 Street, Brooklyn 14, N.Y
-
FOR SALE, Rare Recordings. Lists.
Collections bought. E. Hirschmann.
100 Duncan Ave., Jersey City, New
Jersey,
Richard Struues r Four Last Songs
Lisa della Casa was an ideal
choice for this recording of Strauss's
last songs, the latest of which was
written less than a year before his
death in 1949 at the age of 85.
Tender. tranquil. autumnal, the
songs (especially /'11 Aben.drot) are
the filling farewell of the great
composer. The soloist. singing with
the Vienna Philharmonic under Karl
Bohm reveals such sympathetic
tone ~oloring as to bring out the
full loveliness of these little-known
trauSS 5 ngs. (London 9072)
Mozol'l: COIICI'rlO No. 15 ill B·Flat
Major, K. 450
COllcerto No. 18 in a·Flat Major,
K.456
Here's nil example of happy music
making that will delight many a
music lover. Ingrid l-laebler, young
Viennese pianist, Dnd the Pro
Musica ymphony conducted by
Han Hollrei r play these two
les er-kno'wll oncerti in the relaxed
manner of tho who know the style
well and can ub rdinatt technique
to ommunication. Technically the
disc is adequDte. ( Ol:, PL 8300)
Copland: Mu,ic lor the Thealre
WeiH: uire Irom uThe Three·
Penny Opera"
ith thi di M-G-M proves'thal
it can "'close-mike" and "hi·fill as
well as any of ib competitors, Aaron
Copland's and Kurt Weill's. ja~'
inspiTed mtd of Lhe twentiesIS
suitable mat rial for _uch reproduc·
tion. the eHect on wide-range play·
ing equipment being artling in its
theatrical realism. Both scoresale
a dated a the Cbarl ton. but both
have been spl ndidly recreated by
the tar-studded M·e-.~I orchestra
conduct db hIe, 10mon. (1I.(;.M
E 3095)
Lint: Fortin ;{I and f"Kue on B, j,
C. fl. ,he
Reubke: Oflaro in C Minor 011
94'11 PlOlm '
For heer brillianee and sononij
this organ di ",in all the pr~~
E. Power Bigg , wiLh~UI~m~ro~~
iog One whit hi baSIC pnnClples
oTgan playing. ha used these gran-
dio nineteenth cenlury ",onders~
display the glory 01 the historic~
cker organ at ~[elbue.n. ~laS5.5 I
lul engineering b a~oided;1gb:
and ~c ret"C-Tben.tion. RegJ·d
lions are c1ur phra.5.ing clean, I'
namics sati lac'lorr. 10nete:
Usn lar bette, than R~u\II
which poll in.""" (Columbl';!
4820) THEE:
tTl" IJf-.lPRlL J~
A ROBIN'
Sure, the robins are with us again! /tIS Spring! And -
here'sPIANO MUSIC as refreshing as a Spring breeze.
PIANO SOLOS
MOUNTAINBROOK .
Grode 2'12
, by Laurence Powell
.35
Mortimer Browning
.35
BELLSACROSSTHE VALLEy...... ..... . . . .. by N. Lou;,e W,;ght
Grode3'12 4/4 time .35
PATSY (Waltz study with melody in alternate hands) . . .by Beryl Joyner
Grade 1'12 3/4 lime ,35
MORNING MIST (Legato. Arpeggios. Cross-hands) . '" .by Everett Stevens
Grade 2'12 4/. time .35
LAZYLAGOON. . by Hubert Tillery
Grade 3 6/8 time .35
GLORYTO GOD (Choral prelude for piano solo) .. _ .by N. Louise Wright
Grade 041j, 4/4 time .35
INmE CHAPEL. , , .. , . . . . . by Margaret Wigham
Grade 3'12 6/4 time .35
ICECREAMMAN (Piano solo with words). . . . by Anne Robinson
Grade1 4/4 time .35
C(?MESTHE NIGHT ,., , , by Everett Stevens
l,felodyin left hand. Legato and singing tone)
Grade 21j2 3/4 time .35
INTROOUCTIONAND SONATINA _... .by Marga«t Wlgham
Grade 4 3/2 time .50
PASTORELLE. b' .. , y Walter O'Donnell
6/8 time .35
. by Milton Harding
4/4 lime .35
.by Joseph Goodman
.35
COMMOTION.
Grade J
6/8 time
. by
2/4 time
Grade J
DONKEYRIDE. . .....•••..
Grade 2
MARCH.
Grode 1'12
WILQFLOWERS.
G,ade 2
CINDERELLADANCES
(Rhythm study.Legatoand 'st~~c~t~j
Grade 2
KEEPIN STEP!. ........... by Ralph Milligan
Grode 2% 4/4 time .35
WISHINGWELL. ... ,.......... . by Richard Walker
Grade 2% 3/4 time ,35
CONTENTMENT. ............ by Frederick Bried
Grade J 3/4 time .35
NOT SADBUT GLAD(A playfult . ' ..• : •.....• , .••.•.•••..• by Berniece Copeland
une,gomg from mInor to major in F)
Grode J 6/8 lime .35
ACCELERATIONW
G
ALTZ (by Johann Strauss) ... arranged by Ada Richter
rode J 3/' . .0n~ time.
E WATERS OF MINNETONKA. . .. by Thurlow Lieurance
Grade 21j2 3/4 time .40
HuNGARY,Op. 410 ...
Grade 4Y2
4/4 time
. .. _.by Louise E. Stairs
3/4 time .35
.. ~y Louise Rebe
3/4 time .35
. , by Carl Koelling
.502/4 time
PIANO DUETS
SEMINOL
(P,i", E HUNTING GROUND
mostly parallel action) .
Grade 2
, .by Olive Dungan
AO2/4 time
IN SCHUBERT"S DAY, Op. 109.
Grode 3
.. by Rich. Krentzlin
.60
· .by M. 1. Preston
.35
. , .. bv Ralph Federer
3/4 time .70
Players") by Karl Beehter
2/4 time .45
3/4 time
TOMMY·S NEW DRUM (March).
Grade 1%
NIGHT IN VIENNA .
Grode 3%
JOLLY DARKIES (From ''Juvenile Duet
Grade 2
4/4 time
AIRY FAIRIES ..
Grode 1
... ,by Geo. 1. Spaulding
3/4 time .50
ONE PIANO-SIX HANDS
DANCING PUPPETS.
Grade 2%
·by William Scher
.502/4 time
. ... , ,arranged by G. HorvathMARCHE MILITAIRE, Op. 51, No. 1. ..
(by Franz Schubert)
Grade 3 2/4 time .50
CONTENTED FAIRY.
Grade 1%
.. by Geo. 1. Spaulding
2/4 time ,50
TWO PIANOS-FOUR HANDS
STROLLING HARP PLAYER.
(by Milton Harding)
Grade 3
.. arranged by louise Godfrey Ogle
4/4 time
FRIENDSHIP WALTZ (Souvenir of the Gay Nineties) ... by Paul
Grode 5 3/4 time
.... arranged by Dorothy Gaynor
.80
Stoye
.85
BlakeMARCH OF THE WEE FOLK.
(by Jessie 1. Gaynor)
Grode 2 4/4 time .60
· .by Ella' Ketterer
.60
AT THE DANCE.
Grade 1% 3/4 time
TWO PIANOS-EIGHT HANDS
SALUTE TO THE COLORS (Mmh).
Grade 2%
DOLLY'S BIRTHDAY.
Grade 1
.. by Bert R. Anthony
4/,.1, time .80
. .... by Walter Rolfe
3/4 lime .50
Approval Copies Will Be Sent On Request. Write For Yours Today
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania
STUDENTS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD ACQUIRE
IN THE "WORLD'S MOST UNUSUAL UNIVERSITY"
A scholarly Christian faculty instructs hundreds
of young people from almost every state in. the Union
and a score of foreign countries in science,
mathematics, social studies, language, etc., etc.
BUT AT BOB JONES UNIVERSITY, JESUS CHRIST
AND HIS GOSPEL ARE EXALTED ABOVE SCHOLARSHIP
AND EVERYTHING ELSE. BOB JONES UNIVERSITY BELIEVES
THAT JESUS CHRIST IS HIMSELF THE TRUTH,
WHICH MAKES MEN FREE INDEED.
Music, speech, and art without
additional cost above regular academic tuition.
Academy and seventh and eighth
grades in connection.
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
SUMMER SESSION, JUNE 7 - JULY 10
